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THE

IDLE R.

I ./#.

N*» 53. SATURDAY, APRIL 21, 1759.

'^^^^•A 'J-^..

^•>

« TO THE IDLER.
V

:l. * SIR,

,

,'..
' 1 HAVE a wife that keeps good company. You
l^now that the word good varies its meaning according

to the value set upon different qualities in different

>laces. To be a good man in a college, is to be

jearned ; in a camp, to be brave ; and in the pity, to

>e rich. By good company in the place which I

lave the misfortune to inhabit, we understand not

[only those from whom any good caii be learned,

I
whether wisdom or virtue; or by whom any good
can be conferred, whether profit or reputation. Gopd
company is the company of those whose birth is high,

and whose riches are great ; or of those whom the

rich and noble admit to familiarity.

' I am a gentleman of a fortune by no means exu-*

ikrant, but more than equal to the wants of my fa-

mily, and for some years equal to our desires. My
VOL.11. B
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wife, who had never been accustomed to splendour,

joined her endeavours to mine in the superintendance

oi our economy ; we lived in decent plenty, and

were not excluded from moderate pleasures.

* But slight causes produce great effects. All my
happiness has been destroyed by change of place

;

virtue is too o/ten merely local ; in some situations

the air diseases the body, and in others poisons the

mind. Being obliged to remove my habitation, 1

was led by my evil genius to a convenient house in a

street where many of the nobility reside. We had

scarcely ranged our furniture, and aired our rooms,

when my wife began to grow discontented, and to

wonder what tiie neiglibours would think when they

saw so few chairs and chariots at her door. v

* Her acquaintance, who came to see her from the

quarter that v.e had left, mortified her, without de-

sign, by continual inquiries about the ladies whose

houses they viewed from our windows. She was

ashamed to confess that she had no intercourse with

them, and sheltered her distress under general, an-

swers, which always tended to raise suspicion that

she knew more than she would tell ; but she was often

reduced to difficulties, when the course of talk intro-

duced questions about the furniture or ornaments of

their houses, which, when she could get no intelli-

gence, she was forced to pass slightly over, as

things which she saw so often that she never minded

* To all these vexations she was resolved to put an
end, and redoubled her visits to those few of her

friends who visited those who kept good compapy
\

and, if ever she met a lady of quality, forced herself

into notice by respect and assiduity. Her advances

were generally rejected ; and she heard them, as they

',^m

¥m.
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went down stairs, talk how some creatures put them-

selves forward.

* She was not discouraged, but crept forward from

i one to another; and, as; perseverance will do great

things, sapped her way unperceived, till, unexpect-

fcdl>, she appeared at the card-table of Lady Biddy

Porpoise, a lethargic virgin of seventy*six, whom all

the families in the next square visited very punctually

when she was not at home.
* This was the first step of that elevation to which

my wife has since ascended. For five months phe*

had no name in her mouth but that of Lady Biddy,

who, let the world say what it would, had u fine

understanding, and such a command of her temper,

[that whether she won or lost, she slept over her

i cards.

* At Lady Biddy's she met with Lady Tav.dry,

rhose favour she gained by estimating her ear-rings,

which were counterfeit, at twice the value of real

[diamonds. When she had once entered two houses

'of distinction, she was easily admitted into more,

and in ten weeks had all her time anticinated by
[parties and engagements. Every morning she is-

[bespoke, in the summer, for the gardens; in the

fwinter, for a sale ; every afternoon she has visits to-

pay, and every night brings an inviolable appoint-

ment, or an assembly in which the best company in

the town were to appear.
* You will easily imagine that mtich of my domes-

tic comfort is withdrawn. I never see my wife but

in the hurry of preparation, or the languor of weari-

ness. To dress and to undress is almost her whole
business in private, and the servants take advantage

of her negligence to increase expense. But I can

supply her omissions by my own diligence, aiid should
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not much regret this new course of life, if it did no'

thing more than transfer to me the care of our ac-

counts. The changes which it has made are more

vexatious. My wife has no longer the use of her

understanding. She has no rule of action but the

fashion. She has np opinion but tiiat of the people

of quality. She has no language but the dialect of

her own set of company. She hates and admires in

humble imitation; and echoes the words charming

and detestable without consulting her own percep-

tions. •:; i .' .> ^..
• • ^

If for a few minutes ^we sit down together, she

entertains me with the repartees of Lady Cackle, or

the conversation of Lord Whiffler and Miss Quick,

and wonders to find me receiving with indifference

sayings which put all the company into laughter.

* By her old friends she is no longer very willing

to be seen, but she must not rid herself of them all

at once ; an^ is sometimes surprised by her best visi-

tants in cotnpany which she would not show, and

cannot hide ; but ^m the moment that a countess

«n(ers, she t^kes care neither to hear nor see them :

tliey soon find themselves neglected, and retire ; and
she tells her ladyship that they are somehow related

at a great distance, and that as they are good sort of

people sjie cannot be rude to them.

.
' As by this ambitious union with those that are

above hci, she is always forced upon disadvantageous

comparisons of her condition with theirs, she has a

constant source of misery within ; and never returns

from glittering assemblies and magnificent apart-

ments^ but she growls out her discontent, and wonders
"why she was doomed to so indigent a state. When
she attends the duchess to a sale, she always sees

something that she cannot buy ; and, that she may

\
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not seem wholly insignificant, she will sometime^

venture to bid, and often make acquisitions which

she did not want at prices which she cannot afTord.

* What adds to all this uneasiness is, that this ex-

Ipense is without use, and this vanity without honour;

she forsakes houses where she might be courted, for

those where she is only suffered ; her equals are daily

made her enemies, and her superiors will never ht

her friends.

^v

•J
!' ^ ''lam, SIR,

.<«..* Yours, &c.'

- h'iX
\

M

"> -v-r; 1 lo'^ *JOj I

r
J

ir* f fi 1 . r •

No 54. SATURDAY, APRIL 28, 1759. ],

;;-> n) «.)

.VVv

* TO THE IDLER. r:i '^

' tlti.

'-
t>' 4 J:;,?^**!.;

K
•'vJ.V i1 •Nt..>

You have lately entertained your admirers with the

^case of an unfortunate husband, and thereby given a

demonstrative proof you are not averse even to hear

appeals and terminate differences between man and
wife ; I therefore take the liberty to present you with

the case of an injured lady, which, as it chiefly re*

lates to what I think the lawyei-s call a point of law,

I shall do in as juridical a manner as I am capable,

and submit >t to the consideration of the lear^ied gen-

tlemen of that profession.
.
^'^ fic f7'*"^w>i<w^- ihv^ s^f?

* Imprm'iB. In the style of my marriage articles,

a marriage was had and iolemnixed, about six month
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ago, between me and Mr. Savecharges, a gentleman

possessed of a plentiful fortune of liis own, and one

who, 1 was persuaded, would improve, and not spend,

mine.
* Before our marriage, Mr. Savecharges had all

along preferred the salutary exercise of walking on

foot to the distempered ease, as he terms it, of lolling

ifi a chariot; but, notwithstanding his fine panegy-

rics on walking, the great advantages the infantry

were in the sole possession of, and the many dreadful

dangers they escaped, he found 1 had very different

notions of an equipage, and was not easily to be con-

verted, or gained over to his party.

* An equipage I was determined to have, when-
ever I married. I too well knew the disposition of

my intended consort to leave the providing one en-

tirely to his honour, and flatter myself Mr. Save-

charges has, in the articles made previous to our

marriage, agreed to keep me a coach; but lest i should

be mistaken, or the attorneys should not have done

me justice in methodizing or legalizing these half

dozen words, I will set about and transcribe that part

of the agreement, which will explain the matter to

70U much better than can be done by one who is so

deeply interested in the event ; and show on what
foundation I build my hopes of being soon under the

trans|x)rting, delightful denomination of a fashionable

lady, who enjoys the exalted and much-envied felicity

of bowling about in her own coach.
*' And further the said Solomon Savecharges, for

xlivers good causes and considerations him hereunto

moving, hath agreed, and doth hereby agree, that

the said Solomon Savecharges shall and will, so soon

as conveniently may be after the solemnization of the

said intended marriage, at his own projjer cost and

i
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charges, find and provide a certain vehicle or four-

wheel carriage, commonly called or known by the name

of a coach ; which said vehicle or wheel-carriage, so

called or known by the name of a coach, shall be

used and enjoyed by the said Sukey Modish, his in-

tended wife," [pray mind that, Mr. Idler,] " at

such times and in such manner as she the said Sukey

Modish shall think fit and convenient."

* Such, Mr. Idler, is the agreement my passionate

admirer entered into ; and what the dear frugal hus-

band calls a performance of it remains to he described.

Soon after the ceremony of signing and sealing was

over, our wedding-clothes being sent home, and, in

short, every thing in readiness except the coach, my
own shadow was scarcely more constant than my
passionate lover in his attendance on me : M'earied

by his perpetual importunities for what he called a

completion of his bliss, I consented to make him
happy ; in a few days I gave him my hand, and,

attended by Hymen in his saffron robes, retired to a

(Jountrj^-seat of my husband's, whei-e the honey-

moon flew over our heads ere \*fe had time to recol-

lect ourselves, or think of our engagements in town.

Well, to town we came, and you may be sure, sir, I

expected to step into my coach on ray arrival here

;

but what was my surprise and disappointment, when,
instead of this, he began to sound in my ears, ** That
the interest of money was low, very low; and what
a terrible thing it was to be incumbered with a little

regiment of servants in these hard times !" I could
easily perceive what all this tended to, but would not
seem to understand him ; which made it highly ne-
cessary for Mr. Savecharges to explain himself more
intelligibly ; to harp upon and protest he dreaded the
expense of keeping a coach. And truly, for his
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parti be could not conceive how the pleasure result-

ing from such a convenience could be any way ade-,

quate to the heavy expense attending it. I now
thought it high time to sp^ak with equal plainness,

and told him, as the fortune I brought fairly entitled

rae to ride in my own coach, and as I was sensible •

his circumstances would very well afford it, he must
pardon me if I insisted on a performance of his agree-

ment.

.
' i appeal to you, Mr. Idler, whether any thing

could be more civil, more complaisant, than this?

And, would you believe it? the creature in return, a

few days after, accosted me, in an offended tone,

with, " Madam, I can now tell you your coach is

11
ready; and since you are so passionately fond of

one, I intend ym the honour of keeping a pair of

horses.—You insisted upon haying an article of pin-

iponey, and horses are no part of my agreement."

Base, designing wretch!—I beg ypur pai^dop, Mr.
Idler, the very recital of such mean, ungientleman-

like behaviour fire& my blood, and lights up a flame

within me. But hence, thou worst of monsters, itl-

, / timed Rage, and let m^ ji^fpo^l ipy cause; fo^ v^ut
oi temper.

\

* •

/ Now, though I am convij^ced I might make a
worse iise of part of the pin-money, than by extend-

ing my bounty towards the support of so useful a

part of the brute creation ; yet, like a true-born £ug-

. lisfawomau, I am so tenacious of my rights and pri-

vileges, and moreover so good a friend to the gentle-

men of the law, that I protest, Mr. Idler, sooner

than tauidy give up the point, and be quibbled out

of my right, I will receive my pin-money, as it

were, with one hand, and pay it to them with the

Other ; provided they will give me, or, which is the

'#•

4
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same thing, my trustees, encouragement to com-

inience a suit against this dear, frugal husband of

[mine.
< And of this I can't have the least, shadow of

doubt, inasmuch as I have been told by very good

authority, it is some way or other laid down as a

rule, " That whentfoer the law doth give any thing to

one, it giveth impliedly whatever is necessary for the

taking and enjoying the same*." Now, I would
gladly know what enjoyment I, or any lady in the

kingdom, can have of a coach without horses? The
answer is obvious—None at all ! For as Serjeant

Catlyne ve^y wisely observes, " Though a coach has

# wheels, to the end it may thereby and by virtue

M thereof be enabled to move ; yet in point of utility

* it may as well haye none, if they are not put in mo-
tion by means of its vital parts, that is, the horses/'

* And therefore, sir, I humbly hope yoa and the

Hl learned in the law will be of opinion, that two oer^

tain animals, or quadruped creatures, cpnmionlycall^
or known by thename of horses, ough( to be annexed
io, and go along with, the coach. >f5, ^ fikjnFi fo'4

/.) b'^]}:r}U&.]) I ,J';h':!
' SUKEY SAV|5CHARGEs/ ^jj

• »

^-J r\ l-^i^U'w » Coke OB Littleton. ';--> -^-pW:';.?*
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N" 55. SATURDAY, MAY 5, 1759.

., ..r*.-:i-

t »'

t>i>ti 'i- 'V^ ri^,.'

&Ujc.r i /''o.
« TO THE IDLER. ^

It

<''»

'.'*.

' MR. IDtER,

* I HAVE taken the liberty of laying before you my
complaint, and of desiring advice or consolation

with the greater confidence, because I believe many
other writers have suffered the same indignities with

myself, and hope my quarrel will be regarded by
you and your readers as the common cause of litera-

ture.
^--.<V^>:0---;,; * •<;:' /"V "ViryUi 'A. *

-*r* Having been long a student, I thought myself

qualified in time to become an author. My inquiries

have been much diversified and far extended ; and
not finding my genius directing me by irresistible

impulse to any particular subject, I deliberated three

years which part of knowledge to illustrate by my
labours. Choice is more often determined by acci-

dent than by reason : 1 walked abroad one morning

with a curious lady, and by her inquiries and ob-

servations was incited to write the natural history of

the county in which I reside.

' Natural history is no work for one that loves his

chair or his bed. Speculation may be pursued on

a soft couch, but nature must be observed in the open

air. 1 have collected mater'als with indefatigable

pertinacity. I have gathered glow-worms in the

evening, and snails in the morning ; I have seen the
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daisy close and open ; 1 have heard the owl shriek

at midnight, and hunted insects in the heat of noon.

* Seven years I was employed in collecting animals

and vegetables, and then found that my design was

yet imperfect. The subterranean treasures of the

place had been passed unobserved, and another year

was to be spent in mines and coal-pits. What 1 had

already done supplied a sufficient motive to do more.

I acquainted myself with the black inhabitants of

metal'!c caverns, and, in defiance of damps and

floods, wandered through the gloomy labyrinths, an4

gathered fossils from every fissure.
ti, «^<*i^'

' At last I began to write, and as I finished any sec*

tion of my book, read it to such of my friends as were

most skilful in the matter which it treated. None of

them were satisfied; one disliked the disposition of

the parts, another the colours of the style ; one ad-

vised me to enlarge, another to abridge. I resolved

to read no more, but to take my own way and write

on, for by consultation I only perplexed my thoughts

and retarded my work.
* The book was at last finished, and I did not

oubt but my labour would be repaid by profit, and

y ambition satisfied with honours. I considered

|that natural history is neither temporary nor local,

and that though 1 limited my inquiries to my own
country, yet every part of the earth has productions

common to all the rest. Civil history may be par-

tially studied, the revolutions of one nation may be
neglected by another; but after that in which all

have an interest, all must be inquisitive. No man
can have sunk so far into stupidity as not to consider

the properties of the ground on wliich he walks, of

the plants on which he feeds, or the animals that

delight his ear, or amuse his eye; and therefore 1
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computed that univenal curiosity would call for many
editions of my book^ ar.d that in five years I should

gain fifteen thousand pounds by the sale of thirty

thousand copies.

' When I began to write, I insured the house ; and
suffered the utmost solicitude when I entrusted my
book to the carrier, though I had secured it against

mischances by lodging two transcripts in different

places. At my arrival, I expected that the patrons

of learning would contend for the honour of a de-

dication, and resolved to maintain the dignity of

letters by a haughty contempt of pecuniary solici-

tations. '
.

'

' I took lodgings near the house of the Royal So*

ciety, and expected every morning a visit from the

President. I walked in the Park, and wondered that

overheard no mention of the great naturalist. At
last I visited a noble earl, and told him of my work

:

he answered, that he was under an engagement never

to subscribe. I was angry to have that refused which

I did not mean to ask, and concealed my design of

making him immortaK I went next day to another,

imd, in resentment of my late affront, offered to prefix

his name to my new book. He said, coldly, that

h^ did not understand thoi?. things; another thought

^here were too many books; and another would talk

with me when the races were aver.

' Being amazed to find a man of learning so inde-

cently slighted, I resolved to indulge the philoso-

phical pride of retirement and independence. I then

sent to some of the principal booksellers the plan of

my book, and bespoke a large room in the next

tavern, that I might more commodiously see them
together, and enjoy the contest, while they were out-

bidding one another. I drank my coffee, an4 7^

^C^V
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nobody was come; at last I received a note from

one, to tell nie that he vras going out of town ; and

from another, that natural history was out of his way,

[At last there came a grave man, who desired to see

[the work, and, without opening it, told me, that a

[book of that size would never do.

' I then condescended to step into shops, and men-'

ftion my work to the masters. Spme never dealt with

authors ; others had their hands fiill : some never had
! known such a dead time ; others had lost by all that

they had published ibr the last twelvemonth. One
[offered to print my work, if I could procure sub-

iscriptions ibr five liundred, and would allow me
[two hundred copies for my property. I lost my
tatience, and gave him a kick; for which he has

Hndicted me.
' I can easily perceive that there is a combination

||among them to defeat my expectations ; and I find

'^it so general, that I am sure it must have been long

concerted. I suppose some of my friends, to whom
read the first part, gave notice of my design, and,

>erhaps, sold the treacherous intelligence at a higher

>rice than the fraudulence of trade will now allow

le for my book.

Inform me, Mr. Idler, what I must do ; where
lust knowledge and industry find their recompence,
lus neglected by the high, and cheated by the low

!

sometimes resolve to print my book at my own
?xpense, and, like the Sibyl, double the price; and
>metimes am tempted, in emulation of Raleigh, to
throw it into the fire, and leave this sordid genera-
ion to the curses of posterity. Tell me, dear Idler,

^hat I shall do.

* I am, SIB, &c.'

f]

-'V./;
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N»56. SATURDAY, MAY 12, 1759.

XHERE is such difTerence between the pursuits of

men, that one part of the inhabitants of a great city

lives to little other purpose than to wonder at the rest.

Some have hopes and fears, wishes and aversions^

which never enter into the thoughts of others, and in-

quiry is laboriously exerted to gain that, which those

"who possess it are ready to throw away. >

To those who are accustomed to value every thin^

by its use, and have no such superfluity of time or

money as may prompt them to unnatural wants or

capricious emulations, nothing appears more impro-

bable or extravagant than the love of curiosities, or

that desire of accumulating trifles, which distinguishes

maay by whom no other distinction could have ever

been obtained.

He that has lived without knowing to what height

desire may be raised by vanity, with what rapture

baubles are snatched out of the hands of rival col-

lectors, how the eagerness of one raises eagerness in

another, and one worthless purchase makes a second

necessary, may, by passing a few hours at an auction,

learn more than can be shown by many volumes of

maxims or essays. ,

* The advertisement of a sale is a signal which at

Tonce puts a thousand hearts in motion, and brings

contenders from every part to the scene of distribu-

4k)». He that had resolved to buy no more, feels

w..
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his constancy subdued; there is now sontething in

the catalogue which completes his cabinet, and which

he was never before able to find. He whose sober

[reflections inform him, that of adding collection ta

collection there is no end, and that it is wise to leave

early that which must be lefl imperfect at last, yet

cannot withhold himself from coming to see what H
is that brings so many togethei*, and when he comet
is ^oon overpowered by his habitual passion ; he it

attracted by rarity, seJuced by example, and iat

framed by competition. r

While the stores of pride and happiness are sur*

veyed, one looks with longing eyes and gloomy
countenance on that which he despairs to gain from

a richer bidder ; another keeps his eye with care from
settling too long on that which he most earnestly de«

sires ; and another, with more art than virtue, depre*

ciates that which he values most) in hopes to have it

at an easy rate.

The novice is often surprised to see what minute
and unimportant discriminations increase or diminish

value. An irregular contortion of a turbinated shelly

which common eyes pass unregarded, will ten timea

treble its price in the imagination of philosophers.

Beauty is far from operating upon collectors as upon /

low and vulgar minds, even where beauty might be
thoight the only quality that could deserve notice.

Among the shells that please by their variety of co*
lours, if one can be found accidentally deformed by
la cloudy spot, it is boasted as the pride of the col-

llection, China is sometimes purchased for little less

[than its weight in gold, only because it is old, though
peither less brittle, nor better painted, than the nio-
jdern ; and b^o^yn china is caught up with extasy,
though no reason cau be imagined for which it
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thoild be preferred to common vessels of common
cUt.
The fate of prints and coins is equally inexplicable.

Some prints are treasured up as inestimably valuable,

because the impression was made before the plate

was finished. Of coins the price rises not firom the

purity of the metal, the excellenre of tl e workman-
ship, the elegance of the legend, or the ...nronological

«se. A piece, of which neither the inscription can

be read, nor the face distinguished, if there remain

of it but enough to show that it is rare, will be sought

by contending nations, and dignify the treasury in

which it shall be shown.
« Whether this curiosity, so barren of immediate

advantage, and so liable to depravation, does mor^
barm or good, is not easily decided. Its harm is ap-

parent at first view. It fills the mind with triffing

ambition; fixes the attention upon things which have

seldom any tendency towards virtue or wisdom; em-
ploys in' idle inquiries the time that is given for better

purposes ; and often ends in mean and dishonest prac-

tices, when desire increases, by indulgence, beyond
the power of honest gratification.

These are the effects of curiosity in excess; but

what passion in excess will not become vicious ? All

indifferent qualities and practices are bad if they are

compared with those which are good, and good if

they are opposed to those that are bad. The pride

or the pleasure of making collections, if it be re-

strained by prudence and morality, produces a pleas-

ing remission after more laborious studies ; furnishes

an amusement not wholly unprofitable for that part

©f life, the greater part of many lives, vvhich would
otherwise be lost in idleness or vice ; it produces an

ttsefiii traffic between the industry' of indigence and

k

"\.'''
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the curiosity of wealth ; it brings many things to

notice that would be neglected, and, by* (ixing the

thoughts upon intellectual pleasures, resists the na*

I

tural encroachments of' sensuality, and maintains the

mind in her lawful superiority.

Ma

N'57. SATURDAY, MAY 19, 1759.

Prudence is of more frequent use than any other in*

tellectual quality ; it is exerted on slight occasions,

and called into act by the cursory business of com*
nion life.

Whatever is universally necessary, has been granted

to mankind on easy terms. Prudence, as it is always

wanted, is without great difficulty obtained. It re»

quires neither extensive view nor profound search,

but forces itself, by spontaneous impulse, upon a mind
neither great nor busy, neither engrossed by vast de^
signs, nor distracted by multiplicity of attention.

Prudence operates on life in the same manner as.'

rules on composition : it produces vigilance rather

than elevation, rather prevents loss than procures ad*^

vantage ; and often escapes miscarriages, but seldom
(reaches either power or honour. It quenches tha^

ardour of enterprize, by which every thing is done
[that can claim praise or admiration; and represses

[that generous temerity which otten fails and often

succeeds. Rules may obviate faults, but can never
confer bep.aties; and prudence keeps life safe, but?

VOL. II. C
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(^es not oftea maice it happy* The world U not

swazed with prodigies of excellence, but when wit

tramples vpon rules, and magnanimity breaks the

chains of prudence. vl .

»

One of the most prudent of all that have fallen

within my observation, is my old companion Sophron,

who has passed through the world in quiet, by per-

petual adherence to a few plain maxims, and wonders

how contention and distress can so often happen.

The first principle of Sophron is to run no hazards,

ThoHgh he loves money, he is of opinion, that fruga-

lity is a more certain source of riches than industry.

It is to no purpose that any prospect of large profit is

set before him ; he believes little about futurity, and
docs not love to trust his money out of his sight, foi;

i^obody Ifjiows what may happen. He has a sniall^

e^ate, which he lets at the old rent, because it is bet*

ter to have a little than nothing; but he rigorously de-

mands payment on the stated day, for he that cannot

f9y one quarter cannot pay two. If he is told of any
improveii]ieuts in agriculture, he likes the old way, has

observed that chaqges very seldom answer expecta-

tion# i? of opinion that our forefathers knew how to

till t^e ground as well as we ; and concludes with an

argument thftt nothing pan overpower, that the ex-

pend pf planting and fencing is immediate, and the

s^v^age distant, and that he is no wise man who will

§uit it cfirtainty for on uncertainty, r* <

Another of Sophron's rules is, to mind no business

hu^ his o^fi. In the state he is of no party ; but hears

and speaks of public alfairs with the same coldness as

qf the administration of some ancient republic. If

any Vagrant act of fraud or oppression is mentioned,

l^e hopes thfit all is not true that it told: if misconduct

9r porruptiQn puts the nation in a $ame, he hopes

isl

mm
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that eoery man meant well. At elet^tions he leaves hit

jdependants to their own choice, and declines to vote

himself, for every candidate is a good man, whom he

is unwilling to oppose or offend.

If disputes happen among his neighbours, he ob«

serves an invariable and cold neutrality. His punc-

tuality has gained htm the reputation of honesty, and
hit cautioa that of wisdom ; and few would refuse toi

refer their claims to his award. He might have pre-

vented many expensive la w-8uits,and quenched many
« feud in its first smoke; but always refuses the office

of arbitration, because he must decide against ore or

the other. my. i^i 'i

With the affairs of other families he is always unlM^i

^uainted. He sees estates bought and sold, squan-

dered and increased, without praising the economist^

«r censuring the spendthrift. He never courts the

rising, lest they should fall; nor insults the fallett,

lest they should rise again^ His caution has the ap*

pearance of virtue, and all who do not want his help

praise his benevolence ; but, if any man solicits hit

assistance, he has just sent away all his money; and»

vhen the petitioner is gone, declares to his family

that he is sorry for his misfortunes, has always looked

tipon him with particular kindness, and therefore

<:ould not lend him money, lest he should destroy

their friendship by the necessity of enfmoing pay-
ment. ;

Of domestic mnisfortunes he has never heard.

When he is told the hundredth time o:

daughter who has married the

his hands with astonishmeii^^

her a very sober girl. Wl^jkhiiptial (;;uarrels, aftfl|

havhgfiMed the caunlp^^jjfh tal^ fljS^laughjei^^
last end in scparatioi;^ IS? nevefi'dh concdve~W

. ^

an's

y«
fo^lw always thoug

\>
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it happened, for he looked upoa them as a happy
couple.

If his advice is asked, he never gives any parti-

cular direction, because events are uncertain, and he

vrill bring no blame upon himself; but he takes the

consulter tenderly by the hand, tells him he makes

his case his own, and advises him not to act rashly,

but to weigh the reasons on both sides ; observes, that

a man may be as easily too hasty as too slow, and

that as many fail by doing too much as too little

;

'

' that a wise man has two ears and one tongue; and that

little ^aidis soon amended; that he could tell him this

and that, but that, after all, every man is the best

judge of his own affairs.

1
(

With this some are sati^^Bed, and go home with

great reverence of Sophron's wisdom ; and none are

offended, because every one is left in full possession

of his own opinion. h>m4^::-^y^M <.^»1 -^ tsV.

• Sophron givies no characters. It is equally vain to

tell him of vice and virtue; for he has remarked, that

lio man likes to be censured, and that very few are

delighted with the praises of another. He has a few

// terms which he uses to all alike. With respect to

fortune, he believes e^ery family to be in good cir-

cumstances; he never exalts any understanding by
lavish praise, yet he meets with none but very sen*

sible people. Every man is honest and hearty ; and
every woman is a good creature.

Thus Sop (iron creeps along, neither loved nor

hated, neither favoured nor opposed : he has never

attempted to grow rich, for fear of growing poor;

and has raised no friends, for fear of making

enemies^ ty-^i 5- ,- f ""T 1 T ' "t^
,

.<y.
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Pleasure is very seldom found where it is sought;

' Our brightest blazes of gladness are commonly kin-

dled by unexpected sparks. The flowers which

scatter their odours from time to time in the paths of

life, grow up without culture from seeds scattered

by chance, ir t5*j^,>.»,tv -^

Nothing is more hopeless than a scheme of merri-A

ment. Wits and humourists are brought together

from distant quarters by preconcerted invitations i

they come attended by their admirers prepared to

laugh and to applaud; they gaze awhile on each

other, ashamed to be silent, and afraid to speak

;

every man is discontented with himself, grows angry

with those that give him pain, and resolves that he
7 will contribute nothing to the merriment of such

worthless company. Wine inflames the general ma-
Ignity, and changes suUenness to petulance, till at

ast none can bear any longer the presence of the rest.

They retire to vent their indignation in safer places,

where they are heard with attention ; their import-

ance is restored, they recover their good-humour,
and gladden the night with wit and jocularity.

Merriment is always the eflfect of a sudden im-
pression. The jest which is expected is already de-
stroyed. The most active imagination will be some-
times torpid under the frigid influence of melancholy,
and sometimes occasions will be wanting to tempt
the mind, however volatile, to sallies and excursions.
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Nothing was ever said with uncommon felicity, but

by the co-operation of chance ; and, therefore, wit as

well as valour must be content to share its honours

with fbrtune. .fv^V^ 7-

AH other pleasures are equally uncertain ; the ge-

neral renif^dy of uneasinessr is change of place; almost

every one has some journey of pleasure in his mind,

with which he flatters his expectation. He that tra-

vels in theory has no inconvenience; he has shade

and sunshine at his disposal, and wherever he alights

funds tables of plenty and looks of gaiety. These

Ideas are indulged till the day of departure arrives,

the chaise is called, and the progress of happiness

A few miles teach him the fallacies of imagina-*

tioB. The road is dusty, the air is sultry, the horses

are sluggish, and the postillion brutal. He longs for

the time of dinner, that he'may eat and rest. The
inn is crowded, his orders are neglected, and nothing

remains but that he devour in haste what the cook

has spoiled, and drive on in quest of better entertain^

ment. He finds at night a more commodious house,

but the best is always worse than he expected.

He at last enters his native province, and resolves

to feast his mind with the conversation of his old

friends, and the recollection of juvenile frolics. He
stops at the house of his friend, whom he designs to

overpower with pleasure by the unexpected inter-

view. He is not known till he tells his name, and
revives the memory of himself by a gradual explana-

tion. He is then coldly received and ceremoniously

feasted. He hastes away to another, whom his affairs

|iave called to a distant place, and, having seen the

empty house, goes away disgusted, by a disappoint-

ment wiuch could not be intended because it could
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BOt be foreseen* At the next house he finds every

face clouded with misfortune, and is regarded with

malevolence as an unreaisonable intruder, who comes

not to visit but to insult them.

It is seldom that we find either men or places such

as we expect them. He that has pictured a prospect

upon his fancy, will receive little pleasure from his

eyes ; he that has anticipated the conversation of a
wit, will wonder to what prejudice ha owes his repu-

tation. Yet it is necessary to hope, though hope
should always be deluded ; for ho|>e itself is happi-

ness, and its frustrations, however frequent, are yet

less dreadful than its extinction^

!, T.

-
'•'*/'
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In the common enjoyments of life, we cannot very

liberally indulge the present hour, but by anticipating

part of the pleasure which might have relieved the

tediousness of another day ; and any uncommon ex-

ertion of strength, or perseverance in labour, is suc-

ceeded by a long interval of languor and weariness.

Whatever advantage we snatch beyond the certain

portion allotted us by nature, is like money spent be-

fore it is due, which at the time of regular payment
will be missed and regretted.

Fame, like all other things which are supposed to

give or to increase happiness, is dispensed with the
same equality of distribution. He that is loudly

praised will be clamorously censured ; he that rises
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hastily into fame wil\ be in danger of sinking sud-

denly into oblivion.

i Of many writers who filled their age with wonder,

and whose names we find celebrated in the books of

their contemporaries, the works are now no longer to

be seen, or are seen only amidst the lumber of libra-^

ries which are seldom visited, where they lie only to

show the deceitfulness of h ">pe, and the uncertainty

of honour.

Of the decline of reputation many causes may be
assigned. It is commonly lost because it never was

deserved ; and was conferred at first, not by the suf-^

frage of criticism, but by the fondness of friendship,

or servility of flattery. The great and popular are

very freely applauded ; but all soon grow weary of

\ \ echoing to each other a name, which has no other

claim to notice, but that many mouths are pro-

nouncing it at once.

But many have lost the final reward of their la-

bours, because they were too hasty to enjoy it. They
have laid hold on recent occurrences, and eminent

names, and delighted their readers with allusions and
remarks, in which all were interested, and to which
all therefore were attentive. But the effect ceased

with its cause; the time quickly came when new
events drove tlie former firom memory, when the

vicissitudes of the world brought new hopes and
fears, transferred the love and hatred of the public

to other agents, and the writer, whose works were no
longer assisted by gratitude or resentment, was left

to the cold regard of idle curiosity.

He that writes upon general principles, or delivers

universal truths, may hope to be often read, because

his work will be equally useful at all times and in

every country ; but he cannot expect it to be received

^^m£I
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l^vith eagerness, or to spread with rapidity, because

iesire can have no particular stimulation: that which

|is to be loved long, must be loved with reason rather

than with passion. He that lays out his labours upon

temporary subjects, easily finds readers, and quickly

loses them ; for what should make the book valued

^when its subject is no more? *

These observations will show the reason why the

[poem of Hudibras is almost forgotten, however emr
bellished with sentiments and diversified with allu-

sions, however bright with wit, and however solid

sAvith truth. The hypocrisy which it detected, and
[the folly which it ridiculed, have long vanished from

public notice. Those who had felt the mischief of

<UscQrd, and the tyranny of usurpation, read it with

rapture, for every line brought back to memory
something known, and gratified resentment by the

[just censure of something hated. But the book
which was once quoted by princes, and which sup-

[plied conversation to all the assemblies of the gay
and witty, is now seldom mentioned, and even by
those that affect to mention it, is seldom read. So
[vainly is wit lavished upon fugitive topics, so little

[can architecture secure duration when the ground
lis false.

;VlU; AJt> rt^-;.;
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Criticism is a study by which men grow important

and formidable at a very small expense. The power
of invention has been conferred by nature upon few,

and the labour of learning those sciences which may
by mere labour be obtained is too great to be wil*

lingly endured ; but every man can exert such ju«ig-

ment as he has upon the works of others ; and he
whom nature has made weak, and idleness keeps

ignorant, may yet support his vanity by the name
of a Critic. ^'^^ ^ifij^imvfe .. -4^5 y"is> /i»>. ^c! .^runcir:!

^^'1 hope it will give comfort to great numbers who
are passing through the world in obscurity, when I

inform them how easily distinction may be obtained.

All the other powers of literature are coy and haugh-

ty, they must be long courted, and at last are not

always gained; but Criticism is a goddess easy of

access and forward of advance, who will meet the

flow, and encourage the timorous ; the want of mean-

ing she supplies with words, and the want of spirit

she recompenses with malignity.

This profession has one recommendation peculiar

to itself, that it gives vent to malignity without real

mischief. No genius was ever blasted by the breath

of critics. The poison which, if confined, would
have burst the heart, fumes away in empty hisses,

and malice is set at ease with very little danger to

merit. The critic is the only man whose triumph

is without another's pain, and whose greatness does

not rise upon another's ruin.
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To a study at once so easy and so reputable, so

malicious and sa harmless, it cannot be necessary ta

invite my readers by a long or laboured exhortation i

it is sufficient, since all \vould be critics if they could»

to show by one eminent example that all can be
critics if they wilL

Dick Minim, after the common course of puerile

studies, in which he was no great proficient, was put

an apprentice to a brewer, with whom he had lived

two years, when his uncle died in the city, and left

him a large fortune in tlie stocks. Dick had for six

months before used the company of the lower players,

of whom he had learned to scorn a trade, and, being

now at liberty to follow his genius, be resolved to be
a man of wit and humour. That he might be pro«

periy initiated in his new character, he frequented

the coffee-houses near the theatres, where he listened

very diligently, day after day, to those who talked

of language and sentiments, and unities and catas*

trophes, till by slow degrees he began to think that

he understood something of the stage, and hoped in

time to talk himself.

But he did not trust so much to natural sagacity

as wholly to neglect the help of books. When the

theatres were shut, he retired to Richmond with a
few select writers, wlrase opinions he impressed upon
his memory by unwearied diligence ; and, when he
returned with other wits to the town, was able to tellj^^

in very proper phrases, that the chief business of art

is to copy nature ; that a perfect writer is not to be
expected, because genius decays as judgment in- C ^
creases; that the great art is the art of blotting; and
that, according to the rule of Horace, every piece

should be kept nine years,
.
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' Of the great authors he now began to display the

characters, laying down as an universal position, that

all had beauties and defects. His opinion was, that

Shakspeare, committing himself wholly to the im-

pulse of nature, wanted that correctness which learn-

ing would have given him; and that Jonson, trusting

to learning, did not sufBciently cast his eye on na-

ture. He blamed the stanza of Spenser, and could

not bear the hexameters of Sidney. Denham and
Waller he held the first reformers of English num-
bers ; and thought that if Waller could have obtained

the otrength of Denham, or Denham the sweetness

of Waller, there had been nothing wanting to com-
plete a poet. He often expressed his commiseration

of Dryden*s poverty, and his indignation at the age

which suffered him to write for bread ; he repeated

•with rapture the first lines of All for Love, but won-
dered at the corruption of taste which could bear any
thing so unnatural as rhyming tragedies. In Otway
he found uncommon powers of moving the passions^

but was disgusted by his general negligence, and
blamed him for making a conspirator his hero ; and
never concluded his disquisition, without remarking

how happily the sound of the clock is made to alarm

the audience. Southern would have bften his favou-

rite, but that he mixes comic with tragic scenes, in-

tercepts the natural course of the passions, and fills

the mind with a wild confusion of mirth and melan-

choly. The versification of Rowe he thought too

melodious for the stage, and too little varied in dif-

ferent passions. He made it the great fault of Con-
greve, that all his persons were wits, and that he

always wrote with more art than nature. He consi-

dered Cato rather as a poem than a play, and allowed
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Addison to be the complete master of allegory and,

grave humour, but paid no great deference to him

as a critic. He thought the chief merit of Prior was

in his easy tales and lighter poems, though he al-

lowed that his Solomon had many noble sentiments

elegantly expressed. In Swift he discovered an in-

imitable vein of irony, and an easiness which all

would hope and few would attain. Pope he was in-

clined to degrade from a poet to a versifier, and
thought his numbers rather luscious than sweet. He
often lamented the neglect of Phxdra and Hippo-
litus, and wished to see the stage under better regu-

lations.

These assertions passed commonly uncontradicted

;

and if now and then an opponent started up, he was
quickly repressed by the suffrages of the company,
and Minim went away from every dispute with eia-f

tion of heart and increase of confidence. '
*

.. ^

He now grew conscious of his abilities, and began
to talk of the present state of dramatic poetry ; won-
dered what was become of the comic genius which
supplied our ancestors with wit and pleasantry, and
why no writer could be found that durst now venture

beyond a farce. He saw no reason for thinking that

the vein of humour was exhausted, since we live in

a country where liberty suffers every character to

spread itself to its utmost bulk, and which therefore

produces more originals than all the rest of the world
together. Of tragedy he concluded business to be
the soul, and yet often hinted that love predominates

too much upon the modern stage.

He was now an acknowledged critic, and had his

own seat in a coffee-house, and headed a party in the

pit. Minim has more vanity than ill-nature, and
seldom desires to do much mischief; he will perhaps

/
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mttrmur a IHtJ^ in the ear of him that sits next him»

but endeavours to influence the audience to favour^

by clappmg when an actor exclaims. Ye gods! or la**

tnents the misery of his country. v ti'

By degrees he was admitted io rehearsals; and
many of his friends are of opinion, that our present

)>oets are indebted to him for their happiest thoughts;

by his contrivance the bell was rung twice in Barba-

rossa, and by his persuasion the author of Cleone
concluded his play without a couplet ; ' for what can

be more absurd/ said Minim, * than that part of a

j)Iay should be rhymed, and part written in blank

verse? and by what acquisition of faculties is the

vpeaker, who never could find rhymes before, ena*-

bled to rhyme at the conclusion of an act >

He is the great investigator of hidden beauties,

tod is particularly delighted when he finds the sound

tm echo to the sense. He has read all our poets with

|)articular attention to this delicacy of versification,

iand wonders at the supineness with which their

Works have been hitherto perused, so that no man has

found the sound of a drum in this distich t

ju '.y.

^ When pulpit, drum ecclesiastic^

Was beat with fist instead of a stick (*

'} {i^

land that the wonderful lines upon honour and a

jbubble have hitherto passed without notice

:

J

.

r *^ > ^ Hononrls like the jrlciiify bubble, -
•; ; , i

'i;,,,i,i Which cost philosophers such trouble;

Where, one part crack'd, the whole does fly^

; Aiid wits are crack'd to find out why.* '
'

'

* In these verses,* says Minim, * ire have two strike

ing accommodations of the sound to the sense. It is

impossible to utter the two lines emphatically with-
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out an act iike that which they describe ; bubbU and

trouble causing m momentary inflation of the cheeks

by the retention of the breath, which is afterwardi

forcibly emitted, as in the practice of blowing bubbtei*

But the greatest excellence is in the third line, which

is crocked in the middle to express a crack, and then

shivers into monosyllables/ Yet has this diamond

lain neglected with common stones, and among the

innumerable admirers of Hudibras the observation of

this superlative passage has been reserved for the

sagacity of Minim.

V > . 4*-"
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Mr. Minim had now advanced himself to the senlth

of critical reputation ; when he was in the pit, every

eye in the boxes was fixed upon him ; when he en-

tered his coffee-house, he was surroun'Jcd by circles

of candidates, who passed their noviciate of literature

under his tuition : his opinion was asked by all who
had no opinion of their own, and yet loved to debate

and decide; and no composition was supposed to

pass in safety to posterity, till it had been secured by
Minim's approbation, '•

'
'^ ' •

Minim professes great admiration of the wisdom
and munificence by which the academies of the

continent were raised; and often wishes for some
standard of taste, for some tribunal, to which merit
may appeal frdm caprice, prejudice, and malignity.

He has formed a plan for aw academy of criticism,
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1»her6^very v'ork of imagination tnay be read before

it is printed, and which shall authoritatively direct

the theatres what pieces to receive or reject, to ex-

clude or to revive.

Such an institution would, in Dick's opinion, spread

the fame of English literature over Europe^ arid make
London the metropolis of elegance and politeness,

the place id which the learned and ingenious of all

countries would vepair for instruction and improve-

ment, and where nothing would any longer be ap"

plauded or endured that was not conformed to the

nicest ru]es> and finished with the highest elegance.

Till some happy conjunction of; the planets shall

dispose our princes or ministers to make themselves

immortal by such an academy. Minim contents him-

:>ejf to> preside four nights in a week in a crftical

society selected by himself, where he is heard with-

out contradiction, and whence his judgment is dis-

seminated through the great vulgar and the small.

When he is placed in the chair of criticismy he

declares loudly for the nobis simplicity of our an«

ccstors, in opposition to the petty refinements, and
ornamental luxuriance^ Sometimes he is sunk in

despair, and perceives false oelicacy daily gaining,

ground, and sometimes brightens his countenance

with a gleam of hope, and predicts the revival of the

true sublime. He then fulminates his loudest cen-

sures against the monkish barbarity of rhyme ; won-

ders how beings that pretend to reason can be pleased

with one line always ending like another; tells how
imjustly and unnaturally sense is sacrificed to sound

;

how often the best thoughts are mangled by the

necessity of confining or extending ihem to the di-

mensions of a couplet; and rejoices that genius has,

in . our days, shaken off the shackles which had en-^
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cumbered it so long. Yet he allows that rhyme may
sometimes be borne, if the lines be often broken « and

the pauses judiciously diversified.

Froi.1 blank verse he makes an easy transition to

Milton, whom he produces as an example of the slow

advance of lasting reputation. Milton is the only /

writer in whose books Minim can read for ever with- -7*^ ^ -

out weariness. What cause it is that exempts this

pleasure from satiety he has long and diligently in-

quired, and believes it to consist in the perpetual ,

variation of the numbers, by which the ear is grati- ;\

fled and the attention awakened. The lines that are *

commonly thought rugged and unmusical^ he con-

ceives to have been written to temper the melodious

luxury of the rest, or to express things by a proper ^

cadence : for he scarcely finds a verse that has not

this favourite beauty ; he declaies that he could shiver

in a hot-house when he reads that >v

, ground
Burns frore, and cold performs th* effect ot fire ;*

and that, when Milton bewails his blindness, the

verse, *
.

* So thick a drop serene has quench'd these orb^,*

has, he knows not how, something that strikes him
with an obscure sensation like that which he fancies

,,

would be felt from the sound of darkness. *?,

Minim is not so confident of his rules of judgm? fit

as not very eagerly to catch new light from the name
of the author. He is commonly so prudent as to ,

spare those whom he cannot resist, unless, as will/
sometimes happen, he finds the public combined
against them. But a fresh pretender to fame he is

VOL. II.. D
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strongly meliacd to censure^ till hiA own honour re*

qiiire$ that he commend him. Till he knows the

success of a composLtion, he intrenches hiQiself in

general terms; there are some new thoughts and
beautiful passages, but there is likewise much which

hfi would have advised the. author to expunge. He
has several f<sLvourite epitbels, of whiich he haa never

settled the meaning, but which are very cQmn^or

dbusly aj^pHed to hooks which he has not read, or

cannojt understands One t*; mai^t another is dry,

another st^^ and another Jlimagf ; sometimes he dis-

covers delicacy of style, and sometimes meets with

strange ea^preaaiont.

He is never so great, or so happy, as when a 3*outh

of premising parts is brpnght to receive his directions

for the prosecution of his studies. He then puts en .

very serious air ; he advises the pupil to read none
but the best authors, and, when he finds one con*

genial to his own mind, to study his beauiies, but

avoid his £a,ults^ an^, when he sits, down to write, to

consider how his favourite author would think at the

.pfesent tinp on the present pfQcasiop. He exhorts

him to catch thbse moments when he finds his

'^thoughts expanded and his genius exalted, but to

'take-Q^F^ l4fe ynaftipatjfj^ hurjijy hin). beyond the

bounds of nature. He holds diligence the mother

(of Buecm; yei ei\j(Mns him,y with great earnestness^

.milU) reads mo«e i\\m h^can dig^, 4nd not to con-

fuse Lis mind by pu»jsinng studies of q^ntwry t<Qn-

^'denciea. Be teUs hiiin, th^t ^.ycirynmn h^s his ge-

MMA, and that Cicerocould never h? a po^t. The boy
letipeiilUuiMiiiated, r^splves to foilow bi«g(^nius, and
to tl^fik; how Mellon wg^ld havt) thought : apd Minim
isasta upon his Qjivii J^^n^t^nee tiU ^^therd^ brings

;tnQthiBFUiMl* , .. i» . ^ .-. .

.31
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« TO THE IDLER.

7 < < A* 1.1- ,- - ..>.. .«4 / i

* An ofnBibh prevails almost universally in Hi^

'Torld, that he who has money has every thing. This

h not a modern paradox, or the tenet of a small and
obscure sect, but a persuasion which appears to have

operated upon most minds in all ages, and which is

supported by authorities so numerous and so cogent^

titat nothing but long experience could have givenl

me confidence to question its truth. <ii

* But experience is the test by whfich all the phiid*

sopbers of the present age agree, that speculation

must be^ tried ; and i may be therdbre allowed to

doubt the power of money, since I have been a long

time rich, and have not yet found that riches can
make me happy.

' My father was a farmer, neither wealthy nor in^

difjim^^j wlrtj gave rae a better education than was
sn* ^t>i'i to my birth, because my uncle in the city

df ':»>•;.* me for his heir, and desired that I might be
bi-ea ^e'ttieman. My uncle's wealth was the per-

peh^al friLuject of conversation in the house; and
wjien any little misfortune befel us, or any mortifi-

cation dejected us, my father always exlwDrted me
to hold up ray head, for my uncle would neves

marry. :. ^hv^
. i- .^ >**•!! i .#'-.; j . - -"ii

' My uncic, ihcieed, kept his promise. Hsmog
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his mind completely busied between his warehouse

and the 'Change, he felt no tediousness of life, nor

any want of domestic amusements. When my fa-

ther died, he received me kindly ; biit, after a few

months, finding no great pleasure in the conversation

of each other, we parted ;-~and he remitted me a

small annuity, on which I lived a quiet and studious

life, without any wish to grow great, by the death of

my benefactor.

' But though I never suffered any malignant impa-

tience to take hold on my miiid, I could not forbeav

sometimes to imagine to myself the pleasure of be-

ing rich * and, when I read of diversions and mag-
niiicencfc, *'ved to try, when time should put the

trial in my ^. /er, what pleasure they could afford.

,
* My uncle, in the latter spring of his lifie, when

bis ruddy cheek and his firm nerves promised him a

long and healthy age, died of an apoplexy. His

death gave me neither joy nor sorrow. He did me
good, and I regarded him with gratitude; but 1

could not please him, and therefore could not love

him.

.
* He had the policy of little minds, who love to

surprise; and, having always represented hh fortune

as less than it was, had, I suppose, often gratified

himself with thinking, how I should be delighted

to find myself twice as rich as I expected. My
wealth was such as exceeded all the schemes of ex-

puBse which I had formed ; and I soon began to

^pand my thoughts, and look round for some pur-

chase of felicity.

• * The most striking effect of riches is the splendour

of dress, "which every man has observed to enforce

respect, and facilitate reception ; and my first desire

yrsLs to be fine. J sent for a tailor who wa^ employed
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by the nobility> and ordered such a suit of clothes as

I had often looked on with involuntary submission,

and am ashamed to remember with what flutters of

expectation I waited for the hour when 1 should issue

forth in all the splendour of embroidery. The
clothes were brought, and for three days I observed

many eyes turned towards r e as I passed : but 1 felt

myself obstructed in the common intercourse of

civility, by an uneasy consciousness of my new ap-

pearance; as I thought myself more observed, I was

more anxious about my mien and behaviour ; and
the mien which is formed by care is commonly ridi-

culous. A short time accustomed me to myself, and

tny dress was without pain and without pleasure. .

* Fpr a little while I tried to be a rake, but I began

too late ; and having by nature no turn for a frolic,

was in great danger of ending in a drunkard. A fe-

ver, in which not one of my companions paid me a

visit, gave me time for reflection. I found that there

was no great pleasure in breaking windows and lying

in the round-house; and resolved to associate no
longer with those whom, though I had treated and
bailed them, I could not make friends.

* I then changed my measures, kept running horses,

and had the comfort of seeing my name very often in

the news. I had a chesnut horse, the grandson of

Childers, who won four plates, and ten by-matches

;

and a bay filly, who carried off the five years old

plate, and was expected to perform much greater ex-

ploits, when my groom broke her wind, because I

happened to catch him selling oats for beer. This
happiness was soon at an end ; there was no pleasure

when I lost, and when I won I could not much exalt

myself by the virtues of my horse. I grew ashamed

tt

^"
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of thecompany ofjockey lords, and resolved to »pend

no more of my time in the stable.

' It ivas now known that ( had money and would

spend it, and I passed ^ur monthi in thecompariy
of architects, whose whole business was to persoade me
to build a house. I told them that I bad more room
than I wanted, but could not get rid of their impor**

tunities. A new plan was brought me every morn^

Ing ; tifl at last my constancy was overpowered, and

I began to build. The happiness of building lasted

but a little while ; for though I love to Spend, I hate

to be cheated ; and I soon found, that to build is to

be robbed. i^its '

* How I proceed in the pursuvt off happiness, you
fehall hear when I find myself disposed to write.

« ^ I am, S!R, kc,
* TIM. RANaeH.'

. :itv;,, *»,i
J...1..

.r.i(>v;ti»f ii-i^r*--: /
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Th& natural progress of the works of men is frdm

rudeness to convenienctej fhjm convenience to ble*

gance, and from elegance tt> nicety;.

The first labour is enforced by necessity. The si*-

vage finds himself incommdded by heat iind cold^

by rain and wind ; hb shelters himsblf in the hollowf

of a rock, and learns to dig a cave where there was

none before. He finds the sun and the wind exf

eluded by the thicket, and yshkn the accidents of thi

chase, or the convenience of pasturage, leads him
into more open places, hd fbrms a thicket for him-

self, by planting stakes at proper distances, and lay-

ing branches from one to anbther. i^i

The next gradation of skill and Industi-y pMUcH
a house closed with doors, and divided b^ partitions'

and apartments are multiphed and disposed kccol'ding

to the various degrees of poWer or invention; im-

provement succeeds improvehient, as he that is freed

fh)m a greater evil grows impatient of a less, till ease

in time is advanced to pleasure.

The mind, set free from th& importunities of natu-

ral want> gains leisure td go iti ^arch bf superfluous

gratification9> and adds to the uses of habitation thb

delights of prospect. Then begins the reign of sym^
metry ; orders df architecture are iilventfcd> and one

part of the edifice is conformed to another, without

any other reason, than that thb eye may not be cff-

fended. T,i*i*.

h

;.'-^X»* ;..l\4i *«.*ii^'
.

*.,J •-»*#**)» ."VHflt -^P^ftMWf*'*
_ ^
iWJ
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The passage is very short from elegance to luxury

Ionic and Corinthian columns are soon succeeded

by gilt cornices, inlaid floors, and petty oi;nani^nts,

vhich show rather the wealth than the taste of the

possessor.

Language proceeds, like every thing else, through

improvement to degeneracy. The rovers who first

take possession of a country, having not many ideas,

and those not nicely modified or discriminated, were

contented, if by general terms and abrupt sentences

they could make their thoughts known to one ano-

ther ; as life begins to be more regulated, and proi-

perty to become limited, disputes must be decided,

and claims adjusted ; the differences of tilings are

noted, and distinctness and propriety of expression

become necessary. In time, happiness and plenty

give rise to curiosity, and the sciences are cultivated

for ease and pleasure; to the arts, which are now to

be taught, emulation soon adds the art of teaching

;

and the studious and ambitious contend not only who
shall think best, but who shall tell their thoughts in

the most pleasing manner. a^da
Then begin the arts of rhetoric and poetry, the

regulation of figures, the selection of words, the mo-
dulation of periods, the graces of transition, the

complication of clauses, and all the delicacies of style

and subtilties of composition, useful while they ad-

vance perspicuity, and laudable while they increase

pleasure ; but easy to be refined by needless scrupu-

losity, till they shall more embarrass the writer than

assist the reader or delight him.
• The first state is commonly antecedent to the

practice of writing ; the ignorant essays of imperfect

diction pass away with the savage generation that ut-

tered theiHf No natiop can trace their language be-
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yond the second period, and even of that it does not

often happen that many monuments remain.

The fate of the English tongue is like that of

others. We know nothing of the scanty jargon of

our barbarous ancestors ; but we have specimens of

our language when it began to be adapted to civil ^

and religious purposes., and find it such as might na- *

turally be expected, artless and simple, unconnected
^

and concise. The writers seem to have desired little »

more than to be understood, and perhaps seldom t

aspired to the praise of pleasing. Their verses were *

considered chiefly as memorial, and therefore did
|

not differ from prose but by the measure or the *

rhyme. f
In this state, varied a little according to the difife- *

rent purposes or abilities of writers, our language

inay be said to have continued to the time of Gow€r,
|

whom Chaucer calls his master, and who, however %
obscured by his scholar's popularity, seems justly to ^

claim the honour which has been hitherto denied c

him, of showing his countrymen that something more *^

was to be desired, and that English verse might be^^

exalted into poetry.

From the time of Gower and Chaucer, the English

writers have studied elegance, and advanced their

language, by successive improvements, to as much
harmony as it can easily receive, and as much co-

piousness as human knowledge has hitherto required. %

These advances have not been made at all times willi

the same diligence or the same success. Negligence

has suspended the course of improvement, or affec-

tation turned it aside ; time has elapsed with little

change, or change has been made without amend«*^

ment. But elegance has been long kept in view with

attention as near to constancy as life permits, till

(^

V *
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every ihati noW todeavotirs t6 excel others iii accu-

racy, or outshine them in splendour of style, and
the danger is, lest care should too soon pass to dfTec-

tation«

t Will (If "jV"' f "

:^j^ u, SATUftDAV, julv 7, m^.

* TO THE IDLER.
SIR,

/ As nature has made every man de^irdils of happi^

ness^ I flatter myself^ that you and your readers ckn-

not but feel some curiosity to know the sec}uiel of rhy

story ; ifor though, by trying the different schemes of

pleasure, I have yet found nothing in which I could

4QDaUy acquiesce ; yet the narrative of my attempts

will not be wholly without use, since we always ap-

proach nearer to ti-Utb as we detect more and iiiore

^ varieties of errdr.

,
* When I had sold my racers^ and put the ordef-s

pf architecture out of my head, my heirt resolution

vras to be a Jine genilemizn, I frequented the polite

cofifee-houses, grfew acquainted with all the men of

humour, and gained the right of bowing familiarly

^to half the nobility. In this new sc^n^ of life my
great labour wa6 to learn to laugh. I bad been Usc^d

. to consider laughter as th^ effect of merriment ; but

;! soon learned that it is ofie of the arts of adulation,

}iuidi from laughing only to show that I was. pleaded,
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I tiow began to laiigh When I ivlshed to pleafp. Thi4

was at first very difficult^ I sometimes heard thef

story M'ith duH indifference^ and, not exalting myself

to merriment by due gradations, burst out suddenly

into an awkward noise, which was not always favour-

ably interpreted^ Sometimes I ^as behind the r€9t

of the company, and lost the grace of laughing by
delay, and sometimes when I began at thertghttimo

was deficient in loudness or in length. Btit, by dili^

gent imitation of the best models, I attained at Idftt

Such flexibility of mugcles:, that I was always a wel^

come auditor of a story, and got the rei>titation of H
good-natured feMow. . ,; . ..u..,

' This was somethiirg $ hut rnifdi fowe was to hi

done, that I might be universally allo^^'ed to be a fyii

gentleman. I appeared at court on all public day^^
betted at gaming tables -, and played at all the roUtd

of eminence. 1 went every night to the opera, took

a fiddlet of dispiited merit under my protection, he^

came the hea^ c4 a^ mnsicat faction^ and had s^iYif^

times concerts at my own hou^e. I once thought t6

have attained the highest tsnk of dleganc^, by takirtg

a foreign singer into keeping. But my -favoutft*

fiddler contrived to be arrested on the nighi of^ Corh

cert, for a finer suit of clothes than I had ever pre*-

sumed to wear, and I lost all thefdhie of patfoti^g^

by refusing to bail him.
* My .nesft ambition was to sit for niy pictn^e; I

spent a whole winter in going from painter to paiftt^^i

to bespeak a whole length of one; ahtl a half lehgth

of another ; I talked of nothing but attitudes, cfet

peries, and proper lights ; took my friends to see th^

pictnres after every sitting ; heard every day bf i
wonderful petformer in crayons and miniature, and
sent my pictures to be copied ; v^as told by the judges
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that they 'tvere hot like, and was recommended ta

other artists. At length, being not able to please my
friends, I grew less pleased myself, and at last re-

solved to think no more about it. >

' It was impossible to live in total idleness : and
wandering about in search of something to do, I was
invited to a weekly meeting of virtuosos, and felt

myself instantaneously seized with an unextinguish-

able ardour for all natural curiosities. I ran from
auction to auction, became a critic in shells and fos-

sils, bought a Hortus siccus of inestimable value, and
purchased a secret art of preserving insects, which

made my collection the envy of the other philosophers;

I found this pleasure mingled with much vexation. All

the £auUs of my life were for nine months circulated

through the town with the most active malignity, be*

cause I happened to catch a moth of peculiar varie*

gation ; and because I once outbid all the lovers of

shells and carried off a nautilus, it was hinted • that

the validity of my uncle's will ought to be disputed*

I will not deny that I was very proud both of the

moth and of the shell, and gratified myself with the

envy of my companions, perhaps more than became
a benevolent being. But in time I grew weary of

being hated for that which produced no advantage,

gave my shells to children that wanted play-things,

and suppressed the art of drying butterflies, be-

<:ause I would not tempt idleness and cruelty to kill

them.
' 1 now began to feel life tedious, and wished to store

jnyself with friends, with whom I might grow old in

the interchange of benevolence. 1 had observed that

popularity was most easily gained by an open table,

and therefore hired a French cook, furnished my
^4eboard with grieat magnificence, filled my cellar

Ai%.*
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^vith wines of pompous appellations, bought every

thing that was dear before it was good, and invited

all those who were most famous for judging of a din"

ner. In three weeks my cook gave me warning, and,

upon inquiry, told me that Lord Queasy, who dined

with me the day before, had sent him an offer of

double wages. My pride prevailed; I raised his

wages, and invited his lordship to another feast. I

love plain meat, and was therefore soon weary of

spreading a table of which I could not partake, I

found that my guests, when they went away, criti*

cised their entertainment, and censured my profu-

sion ; my cook thought himself necessary, and took

upon him the direction of the house ; and I coulci

not rid myself of flatterers, or break from slavery,

but by shutting up my house, and declaring my resof

lution to live in lodgings.

* After all this, tell me, dear Idler, what ' must do
next ; I have health, I have money, and I hope that

I have understanding; yet, with all these, I have

never been able to pass a single day which I did not

wish at an end before sun-set. Tell me, dear Idler>

what I shall dor I am
< Your humble servant,

* TIM. RANGER*'

. ;f!illl ffrf

,«*

;....i;^.iijv;.>-i#iii test fs^
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... .The sequel b#'CJarendlon^» hi t(*y, at last happily

published, is an accessfon to En^ltsH literature equally

agreeable to the admiren of cleg'ar.ce and the lovers

of truth ; many doubtful facts nay now be ascet'*

tained, and many questiohs, after long debate, may
>i be determined by deeisive authority. He that re*

cords transactions in which himself was engaged, has

not only an opportunity of knowing fnmmierable par*

ticulars which escape spectators^ but has his natural

powers exalted by that ardour which always rises at

the remembrance of our own ;n>portance, and by
which every man is en?»bled to relate his^own actions

better than another s. ••«?-'^i^ i^;*^ ijtj.i^,6ii'« ^wi^ss- »»*i #t.i ur^^

II The difficulties through whfdt t^is \vbi*k ha^strugf-

gled into light, and the delays with' which our hopes

have been long mocked, naturally lead the mind to

the consideration of the common fate of posthumous

compositions.

He who sees himself surrounded by adnirers, and

whose vanity is hourly feasted with all the luxuries of

studied praise, is easily persuaded that his influence

will be extended beyond his life; that they who
cringe in his presence will reverence his memory, and

that those who are proud to be numbered among his

friends, will endeavour to vindicate his choice by

! «eal for his reputation. ,v . <
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With hopes Kke these, to the exeeutore of Swift

was committed the history of the last years of Queen
Anne ; and to those of Pope» the yrorks vhich re^

mained unprinted ia his closet. The performances of

Fop^ were burnt by those 'vhom he had perhaps sch

lected from all mankind as most likely to publish

them; and the history had likewise perished, haci

not a straggling transcript fallen into busy hands.

The papers left in the closet of Pieresc supplied hiti

heirs with a whole winter's fuel ; and many of the

labours of the learned Bishop Lloyd were consumed
in tho kitchen of his desce&idan^. fOit^fn^r'fmMM
Some works, indeed^ have escaped total destruc«

tion, but yet have had reason to lament the fate of

orphans exposed to the frauds of unfaithful guar^

dians, How Hale would have borne the mutilations

which his Pleas of the Crown, have suffered from the

editor, they who know hia character will easily con-

ceive.

The original copy of Burnet- s history, though

promised to some public library \ has been never

given ; and who then can prove the fidelity of the

publication, when the authenticity of Clarendon's

history, though pointed with the sanction of one of

the first universUies of the world, had not an unex-^

pected manuscript been happily discoveied, would^

vt^ith the help of factious credulity., have been
brought into question by the two lowest of all human
beings, a scribbler for a party, and a commissioner

of excise? ._ ;..,.,. , , >--.,, ....„._..., , ,_

* It would be proper to repoiMte, in smne pubUe pl^fip^

the manuscript of Claeeodon, which l^m QQt esicaped: alft

^^^iplon of uqifa|thft|l pi|ktjifatipr|.
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:* Vanity is often no lesis miscJhievous th^fi negligence

or dishonesty. He that possesses a valuable manu-
script, hopes to raise its esteem by concealment, and
delights in the dtfrtinction which he imagines himself

to obtain by keeping the key of a treasure Which he

neither uses nor imparts. From him it falls to some
other owner, less vain but more negligent, who con-

siders it as useless lumber, and rids himself of the en-

cumbrance.
),:.

V:»

m

•viYet there are some works virhich the authors must

consign unpublished to posterity, howc ver uncertain

be the event, however hopeless be the trust. He that

writes the history of his own times, if he adheres

^Steadily to truth, will write that which his own times

il will not easily endure. He must be content to re-

posite his book till all private passions shall cease, and

Jove and hatred give way to curiosity.

But many leave the labours of half their life to

their executors and to chance, because they will not

' send them abroad unfinished^ and are unable to finish

them, having prescribed to themselves such a degree

of exactness as human diligence can scarcely attain.

iiLloydi says Burnet, did not lay out his learning with

the same diligence as he laid it in. He was always he-

sitating and inquiring, raising objections and removing

them, and waiting for clearer light and fuller dis-

covery. Baker, after many years passed in biography,

left his manuscripts to be buried in a library, because

that was imperfect uhich could never be perfected.

Of these learned men, let those who aspire to the

same praise imitate the diligence, and avoid the scru-

pulosity. Let it be always remembered that life is

^^hort, that knowledge is endless, and that many
doubts deserve not to be cleared. Let those whom

•vi;..'t r }

,

H-'

.' %.
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nature and study bavie qualified to teach mankind'^

tell us what they have learned while they are yet

able to tell itj and trust their reputation only to them-

selvesi

-\ii

'.>f'T>.*;^i;i

^'66. SATURDAY, JULY 21, 1759.

if

.V.

i

A : ^

No complaint is more frequently repeated among the

learned, than that of the waste made by time among
the labours of antiquity. Of those who once filled the

civilized world with their renown, nothing is now left

but their names, which are left only to raise desires

that never can be satisfied, and sorrow which never

can be comforted. » 'tmn *4 iv*j

Had all the writings of the ancients been faithfully

delivered down from age to age, had the Alexandriai

library been spared, and the Palatine re, •^ories re-

mained unimpaired, how much might we have
known of which we are now doomed to be ignorant

!

how many laborious inquiries, and dark conjectures,

how many collations of broken hints and mutilated

passages, might have been spared ! We should have
known the successions of princes, the revolutions of

empi)e, the actions of the great, and opinions of the

wise, the laws and constitutions of every state, and
the arts by which public grandeur and happiness are

acquired and preserved ; we should have traced the

progress of life, seen colonies from distant regions

VOL. II. fi
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tkke possession of European deserts, and troops of

savages settled into communities by the desire of

keeping what they had acquired ; we should have

traced the gradations of civility, and travelled up*

ward to the original of things by the light of history,

til! in remoter times it had glimmered in fable, and

at last sunk into darkness.

If the works of imagination had been less dimi-

nished, it is likely that all future times might have

been supplied with inexhaustible amusement by the

fictions of antiquity. The tragedies of Sophocles and
Euripides would have shown all the stronger passions

in all their diversities ; and the comedies of Menan-
der would have furnished all the maxims of domes-

tic life. Nothing would have been necessary to mo-
ral wisdom but to have studied these great masters,

whose knowledge would have guided doubt, and

whose authority would have silenced cavils. 55

'

Such are the thoughts that rise in every student,

\«rhen his curiosity is eluded, and his searches are

frustrated ; yet it may perhaps be doubted, whether

our complaints are not sometimes inconsiderate, and

whether we do not imagine more evil than we feel.

Of the ancients, enough remains to excite our emu-
lation and direct our endeavours. Many of the

works which time has left us, we know to have been

those that were most esteemed, and which antiquity

itself considered as models ; so that, having the ori-

ginals, we may without mu'^h regret lose the imita-

tions. The obscurity which the want of contempo-

rary writers often produces, only darkens single pas-

sages, and those commonly of slight importance. The
general tendency of every piece may be known ; and

though Jhat diligence deserves praise which leaves

nothing unexamined, }et its miscarriages are not

t
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imich to be lamented ; for the most useful truths are

always universal, and unconnected with accidents and
customs.

Such is the general conspiracy of human nature

against contemporary merit, that, if we had inherited

from antiquity enough to afford employment for the

laborious, and amusement for the idle, I know not

what room would have been left for modem genius

or modern industry ; almost every subject would have
been preoccupied, and every style would have been
fixed by a precedent from which few would have ven-

tured to depart* Every writer would have had a
rival, whose superiority was already acknowledged,

and to whose fame his work would, even before it

was seen, be marked out for a sacrifice.

We see how little the united experience of mankind
hath been able to add to the heroic characters dis-

played by Homer, and how few incidents the fertile

imagination of modern Italy has yet produced, which

may not be found in the Iliad and Odyssey. It is

likely, that if all the works of the Athenian philoso-

phers had been extant, Malbranche and Locke would

have been condemned to be silent readers of the an^

cient metaphysicians ; and it is apparent, that, if the

old writers had all remained, the Idler could not

have written a disquisition on the loss.

• jl. :. V.J. • f 7,3, ; ;-b

-•ivf;>; i-y- - / ,;,-* r^;.''-1
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N'' 67. SATURDAY, JULY 28, 1759,

* TO THE IDLER. v?t**^f

M"'

,

SIR>

'In the observations which you have made on the

various opinions and pursuits of mankind, you must

often, in literary conversations, have met with men
who consider dissipation as the great enemy of the

intellect; and maintain, that, in proportion as the

student keeps himself within the bounds of a settled

plan, he will more certainly advance in science.

* This opinion is, perhaps, generally true ; yet when
we contemplate the inquisitive nature of the human
mind, and its perpetual impatience of all restraint, it

may be doubted whether the faculties may not be

contracted by confining the attention ; and whether

it may not sometimes be proper to risk the certainty

of little for the chance of much. Acquisitions of

knowledge, like blazes of genius, are often fortuitous.

Tlw)8e who had proposed to themselves a methodical

course of reading, light by accident on a new book,

which seizes their thoughts and kindles their curiosity,

and opens an unexpected prospect, to which the way
which they had prescribed to themselves would never

have conducted them.
' To enforce and illustrate my meaning, I have

sent you a journal of three days* employment, found

among the papers of a late intimate acquaintance

;

who, as will plainly appear, was a man of vast de-

signs, and of vast performances, though he sometimes
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designed one thing, and performed auotber. I allow

that the Spectator's inimitable productions of this

kind may well discourage all subsequent journalists

;

but, as the subject of this is different from that of any,

which the Spectator k^s given us, I leave it to you to

publish or suppress it.

*' Mem, The following three days I propose to

give up to reading; and intend, after all the delays

which have intruded themselves upon me, to finish

my Essay on the Extent of die Mental Powers ; to

revise my Treatise on Logic ; to begin the Epic
which r have long projected ; to proceed in my pe-

rusal of the Scriptures with Grotius's Comment; and
at my leisure to regale myself with the works of

classics, ancient and modern, and to finish my Ode
to Astronomy.
" Monday.] Designed to rise at six, but, by my

servant's laziness, my fire was not lighted before

eight, when I dropped into a slumber that lasted till

nine ; at which time I arose, and, after breakfast, at

ten sat down to study, proposing to begin upon my
Essay ; but, finding occasion to consult a passage in

Plato, was absorbed in the perusal of the Republic

till twelve. I had neglected to forbid compiany, and
now enters Tom Careless, who, after half an hour's

chat, insisted upon my going with him to enjoy an

absurd character, that be had appointed, by an ad-

vertisement, to meet him at a particular coffee-house.

After we had for some time entertained ourijelves

with him, we sallied out, designing each to repair

to his home ; but, as it fell out, coming up in the

street to a man whose steel by his side declared him
a butcher, we overheard him opening an address to a
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genteelish sort of young lady, whom he walked with i

* Miss, though your father is master of a coal-lighter,

and you will be a great fortune, 'tis true ; yet I wish

I may be cut into quarters if it is not only love, and

not lucre of gain, that is my motive for offering terms

of marriage.* As this lover proceeded in his speech,

he misled us the length of three streets, in admiration

pt the unlimited power of the tender passion, that

could soften even the heart of a butcher. We then

adjourned to a tavern, and from thence to one of the

public gardens, where I was regaled with a mo^t

amusing variety of men possessing great talents, so

discoloured by affectation, that they only made them
eminently ridiculous ; shallow things, who, by conti-

nual dissipation, had annihilated the few ideas na-

ture had given them, and yet were celebrated for

wonderful pretty gentlemen ; young ladies extolled

for their wit, because they were handsome; illiterate

empty women as well as men, in high life, admired
* for their knowledge, from their being resolutely posi-

^ tive; and women of real understanding so far from

^^pleasing the polite million, that they frightened them

J

away, and were left solitary. When wo quitted this

entertaining scene, Tom pressed me irresistibly to

sup with him. I reached home at twelve, and then

• reflected, that though indeed I had, by remarking

various characters, improved my insight into human
nature, yet still I had neglected the studies proposed,

and accordingly took up my Treatise on Logic, to

give it the intended revisal, but found my spirits too

much agitated, and could not forbear a few satirical

lines, under the title of the Evening's W^alk.
** Tuesday.] At breakfast, seeing my Ode to Astro-

fiomy lying op my desk, I was struck with a train of

k
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ideas, that I thought might contribute to its improve-

ment. I immediately rang my bell to forbid all vi-

sitants, when my servant opened the door, with, * Sir,

Mr. Jeifery Gape.' My cup dropped out of one
hand, and my poem out of the other. I could scarce*

ly ask him to sit; he told me he was going to walk,

but, as there was a likelihood of rain, he would sit

with me : he said, he intended at first to have called

at Mr. Vacant*8, but, as he had not seen me a great

while, he did not mind coming out of his way to

wait on me ; I made him a bow, but thanks for the

favour stuck in my throat. I asked him if he had
been to the coffee-house ; he replied, two hours. •

" Under the oppression of this dull interruption, f

sat looking wishfully at the clock ; for which, to in-

crease my satisfaction, I had chosen the inscription^

' Art is long, and life is short;* exchanging questions

and answers at long intervals, and not without some
hints that the weather-glass promised fair weather.

At half an hour after three he told me he would tres-

pass OH me for a dinner, and desired me to send to

his house for a bundle of papers, about inclosing a
common upon his estate, which he would read to me
in the evening. I declared myself busy, and Mr;
Gape went away. *

" Having dined, to compose my chagrin I took

up Virgil, and several other classics, but could not

calm my mind, or proceed in my scheme. At about

five I laid my hand on a Bible that lay on my table,

at first with coldness and insensibility ; but was im-

perceptibly engaged in a close attention to its sub-

lime morality, and felt my heart expanded by warm
j>hilanthropy, and exalted to dignity of sentiment,

i then censured my too great solicitude, and my dis-
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|U9t tionct»ivfHl At my niHiuAiutiitCf** who had lict*ii mi

m lh)in tksighiug to oOVud. OiAt lit only iiuvtiu io

ihow kimlntvM aiul itHtin^cl. In tht« «trt«in of niimi I

Nvmtt^ nn Kwiuiy on tWncvol«nrt», tinil i\\\ l^'.lrgy on

8uUUnm^y l)(iiA|)|h)intmi»nt«. \\\\t\\ I Imtl (inUlKnl

{\\n^% at «lGv«nt I !<u|n>tHU tint) rm^tlltH (ihI how lii(h>

1 h(u) ddht^itHl to n\y |utin, and nlnuNtt «inoHtion<><l (h«*

poMihility of pur«\)ing Any ««Hlrt) Anil nni(\un\ ih •

tlgn; howov^i', I \v;ia not »o hv ))oiKUA(lrO of (ho

truth of thoM» suftgtfktion^t but t(\At I iTs^olv^t) to ()\v

onc« nwrt> At n\y m heme. Ah I ohscrvnl lh« nuMui

ihlniniflt through my \vin(lo\v» \\\>\\\ a i aIiu Ant) Inight

ii)(y it|)Angl«^) xNith InnunmrtUlo stAtHi I lnt)u)H<'(i a

pleasing ui«dttAtion on tim !(|))mu)l() seems aui) hnt^hc'tl

my OtW to A!itit>nomy»

" Wt'UntpHdAy.
I

ItoNo At sovon, Ant) ipn»pU»yfd th»vo

huun in |>ciu«t4)of the 8oi(|)tmTMi with lih>(iu»*«Couf

mcnt; Ami a(Wr luHMkfa^t tV>)) into ntnlitAiion con-

c<^rnlng n>y )>it\hH^UHl Kpiv ; Ami b«ing in ^^omo tlouht

M to {\w pAiHirutur iivtsiof sontr m»r«>C!<, wlion^ I y\\\-

piviinl t\» tvlt^lUAiiS I consuUctI Ikylo Ami Momi,
onti \VA9 rngAgct) two l\ouri in ONun^ining VAi'ioiH

Mvcn am) cliArtu (ri>«, but th<»n irnolvcU to gi> to n^y

employ n\cnt, Wlion I was scuta) .it m^v ui>!<)4, <uul

brgAn !«> fW»l tlu* gK>wing suc«vnsion of |H><»lic«) iili'us,

my scrvttiit bhH\nl\t nu* u loiter Wviw « lAwyrr, iy

ituiiing n\v iuMAnt attontlancr At tirAy*H Inn ior

hftlf an Ju)ur. I went lull of voxAtion, urn) was in-

vo)vo<) in )msinoKs till eight aI night; And thon» be-

ing too n\uch futigued to study, j^upped, und wont

to betl." m
• Hbrk my tViendV journAl t\»ncludes, which per*

hAps is pii?tty much u picture of the manner it\ which

1^^
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\\\\\\\y pronrrutr tht^lr uluillm. I thm»ft>rf» ivnolvwl m
mMt«i it you, tnuiMlnittK ^^y^U ii vou think it wttrtliy

i)( Mmu'rtiii^ ill \oui' |)ii|trri Koinr of y«Hir iTatlrni tuny

rnvivo ^Mjloi'trtinmrut U\ rcH'»»ghliin|| n ii«RrMiiit(tht'«

l)r(\v(MM) my (Vif^ntrn londnot niu) tlioji own. It iiuml

Itp l( (\ to tim liitor AnMimtrly to ttvirdrtniii titr ptDpt^r

tnothoiUor mlviuiriiiK in Itti^nUurr ; hot tliin nno |ui«

Rition, dotluolbl« l\\\m wlmt Iiun bmMi uniii Almvi», may,
1 titiiik, \w ivmonoUly MMritfU^ i)m( hi* s\>ho liiuU

hiiUM^If KthMtgly ulti'ucliMl tti uiiy |uullrut(ir nluily,

(houHh it imy \u\\)\m\ to bt* out of hi« proponiMl

Kfltfmr, if (t ix noi trii)in)( oi viciotm, haii better <'0h«

thtur liii ttp|)UvM(ioti to it) nwwv it ix likoly (hut hi*

will, with much ntoit* c»Mir uu<l oNpiHlitioni titttidi

timt which A wonn incliimiion ntiuuiluli^ hint (o init^

Nuci timti llml ul which a \nvmibiii\ law coutpeU him
lu (oil,

;*^
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N« 68. SATURDAY, AUGUST 4, 1759.

•Among the studies which have exercised the inge-

nious and the learned for more than three centuries,

none has been more diligently or more successfully

cultivated than the art of translation ; by which the

impediments which bar the way to science are, in

some measure, removed, and the multiplicity of lan-

guages become less incommodious.

Of every other kind of writing the ancients have

left us models which all succeeding ages have labour-

ed to imitate ; but translation may justly be claimed

by the moderns as their own. In the first ages of the

world instruction was commonly oral, and learning

traditional, and what was not written could not he

translated. When alphabetical writing made the con-

veyance of opinions and the transmission of events

more easy and certain, literature did not flourish in

more than one country at once, or distant nations

had little commerce with each other ; and those few

'whom curiosity sent abroad in quest of improvement,

delivered their acquisitions in their own manner, de-

sirous perhaps to be considered as the inventors of

that which they had learned from others.

The Greeks for a time travelled into Egypt, but

they translated no books from the Egyptian language

;

and when the Macedonians had overthrown the em-
pire of Persia, the countries that became subject to

Grecian dominion studied only the Grecian literature.

The books of the conquered nations, if they had any

t-

..(
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amonc; them, sunk into oblivion ; Greece connidcivd

hcMolf as tiie mistress, if not as the parent of arts, Iicr

lnnp;uage contained all that \vas supposed to he known,

and, except the sacred writings of the Old Testament,

I know not that the library of Alexandria adopted

any thing from a foreign tongue.

The Romans confessed themselves ^he scholars of

the Greeks, and do not appear to have expected,

what has since happened, that the ignorance of suc-

ceeding ages would prefer Iheni to their teachers.

Every man, who in Rome aspired to the praise of li-

terature, thought it necessary to learn Greek, and

hud no need of versions when they could study the

originals. Translation, however, was not wholly neg-

lected. Dramatic poems could be understood by

the people In no language hut their own, and the

Romans were sometimes entertained with the trage-

dies of Euripides and the comedies of Menan^Icr.

Other works were sometimes attempted; in an old

scholiast there is mention of a Latin Iliad; and we
ji:i rt not wholly lost Tully*s version of the poem of

Aratus ; but it does not appear that any man grew

eminent by interpreting another, and perhaps it was

more frequent to translate for exercise or amusement,

than for fame.

The Arabs were the first nation who felt the ar-

dour of translation : when they had subdued the east-

ern provinces of the Greek empire, they found their

captives wiser than themselves, and made haste to

relieve their wants by imparted knowledge. They
discovered that many might grow wise by the labour

of a few, and that improvements migiit be made
with speed, when they iiad the knowledge of former

ages in their own language. They therefore made
haste to lay hold on medicine and philosophy, and
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turned their chief authors into Arabic. Whether they

attempted the poets is not known ; their literary zeal

vfas vehement, but it was short, and probably expired

before they had time to add the arts of elegance to

those of necessity. ;y«t

The study of ancient literature was interrupted in

Europe by the irruption of the Northern nations,

who subverted the Roman empire, and erected new
kingdoms with new languages. It is not strange,

that such confusion should suspend literary attention;

those who lost, and those who gained dominion, had

immediate difficulties to encounter, and immediate

miseries to redress, and had little leisure, amidst the

violence of war, the trepidation of flight, the dis-

tresses of forced migration, or the tumults of unset-

tled conquest, to inquire aft€r speculative truth, to

enjoy the amusement of imaginary adventures, to

know the history of former ages, or study the events

of any other lives. But no sooner had this chaos

of dominion sunk into order, than learnmg began

again to flourish in the calm of peace. When Jife

and possessions were secure, convenience and enjoy-

ment were goon sought, learning was found the high-

est gratification of the mind, and translation became
one of the means by which it was imparted.

At last, by a concurrence of many causes, the

European world was rouzed from its lethargy ; those

arts which had been long obscurely studied in the

gloom of monasteries became the general favourites

of mankind; every nation vied with its neighbour

for the prize of learning; the epidemical emulation

.spread from south to north, and curiosity and trans-

lation found their way to Britain.

f--i,]

h^.n ,*^»^''*««%;7f^ 'b/f'!;' 5':''7-'vH*'^ ?t'i- f"lm* Vf,J ^j'ci'*^/"
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He that reviews the progress of English literature,

will find that translation was very early cultivated

among us; but that some principles, either wholly

erroneous or too far extended, hindered oui success

from being always equal to our diligence.

Chaucer, who is generally considered as the father

of our poetry, has left a version of Boetius on the

Comforts of Philosophy, the book which seems to

have been the favourite of the middle ages, which
had been translated into Saxon by King Alfred,

and illustrated with a copious comment ascribed to

Aquinas. It may be supposed that Chaucer would
apply more than common attention to an author of

so much celebrity, yet he has attempted nothing

higher than a version strictly literal, and has de*

graded the poetical parts to prose, that the con*

straint of versification might not obstruct his zeal for

fidelity. ,/;,,^/;:^ ^^ • -
Caxton tuiignt us typography about the year 1474*.

The first book printed in English was a translation,

Caxton was both the translator and |>rinter of the

Destruction of Troye, a book which, in that infancy

of learning, was considered as the best account of the

fabulous ages, and which, though now driven out of

notice by authors of no greater use or value, btill

continued to be read in Caxton's English to the be-

ginning of the present century. ' '
'> *' '

Caxton proceeded as he began, and, except the
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poems of Gower and Chaucer, printed nolhing but

translations from the French, in which the original

is so scrupulously followed, that they aiford us little

knowledge of our own language ; tiiough the words
Bre English, the phrase is foreign.

As learning advanced, new works were adopted

into our language, but I think with little improve-

ment of the art of translation, though foreign nations

and other languages offered us models of a better

method ; till in the age of Elizabeth we began to find

that greater liberty was necessary to elegance, and
that elegance was necessary to general reception ;

some essays were then made upon the Italian poets,

"which deserve the praise and gratitude of posterity.

But the old practice was not suddenly forsaken ;

Holland filled the nation with literal translation

;

and, what is yet more strange, the same exactness

was obstinately practised in the versions of the poets.

This absurd labour of construing into rhyme was

CQuntenanced by Jonson in his verolon of Horace

;

and whether it be that more men have learning than

genius, or that the endeavours of that time were

Jmore directed towards knowledge than delight, the

accuracy of Jonson found more imitators than the

elegance of Fairfax; and May, Sandys, and Holi-

day, confined themselves to the toil of rendering line

for line, not indeed with equal felicity, for May and
Sandys were poets, and Holiday only a scholar and

a critic.

Feltham appears to consider it as the established

Jaw of poetical translation, that the lines should be

neither more nor fewer than those of the original

;

and so long had this prejudice prevailed, that Den-
ham praises Fanshaw*s version of Guarini as the ex-

ample of a new and noble way, as the first attempt to

\ »
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break the boundaries of custom, and assert the na-

tural freedom of the Muse.

In the general emulation of wit and genius which

the festivity of the Restoration produced, the poets

shook off their constraint, and considered translation

as no longer confined to servile closeness. But re-

formation is seldom the work of pure virtue or unas-

sisted reason. Translation was improved more by
accident than conviction. The writers of the fore-

going age iiad at least learning equal to their genius

;

and being often more able to explain the sentiments

or illustrate the allusions of the ancients, than to

exhibit their graces and transfuse their spirit, were

perhaps willing sometimes to conceal their want of

poetry by profusion of literature, and therefore trans-

lated literally, that their fidelity might shelter their

insipidity or harshness. The wits of Charles's time

had seldom more than slight and superficial views

;

and their care was to hide their want of learning be-

hind the colours of a gay imagination ; they there-

fore translated always with freedom, sometimes with

licentiousness, and perhaps expected that their readers

should accept sprightliness for knowledge, and con-

sider ignorance and mistake as the impatience and
negligence of a mind too rapid to stop at difficulties,

and too elevated to descend to minuteness.

Thus was translation made more easy to the writer,

and more delightful to the reader ; and there is no
wonder if ease and pleasure have found their advo-

cates. The paraphrastic liberties have oeen almost

universally admitted: and Sherbourn, whose learning

was eminent, and who had no need of any excuse to

pass slightly over obscurities, is the only writer who
in later times has attempted to justify or revive the

ancient severity.

v..
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There is undoulbtedty a mean to be observed.

Dryden saw very early that closeness best preserved

an author's sense, and that freedom best exhibited

his spirit; he therefore will deserve the highest praise,

who can give a representation at once faithful and
pleasing, who can convey the same thoughts with the

same graces, and who, Jivhen he translates, changes

nothing but the language.

rJ «* r*-^ ,
.* •*>«• *-(

t4 mA) «vf!, <m;fe;''.^'.

N^YO. SATURDAY^ AUGUST 18, 1751)
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Few faults of style, whether real or imaginary, ex-

cite the malignity of a more numerous class of readers,

than the use of hard words.

If an author be supposed to involve his thoughts in

voluntary obscurity, and to obstruct, by unnecessary

difficulties, a mind eager in pursuit of truth ; if he

writes not to make others learned, but to boast the

learning which he possesses himself, and wishes to be

admired rather than understood, he counteracts the

first end of writing, and justly suffers the utmost se-

verity of censure, or the more afflictive severity of

neclect* ^-'if-^w^ ,i»y'"»i!" « ' w;';»- .>.,:•> i» '> .

. But words are only hard to those who do not un-

derstand them; and the critic ought always to in-

quire, whether he is incommoded by the fault of the

writer, or by his own.

Every author does not write for every reader

;

many questions are such as the illiterate part of man-
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kind caii have neither interest nor pleasure in dis"

cursing, and which tlierefore wouUf be an useless

endeavour to level with common minds, by tiresome

circumiocu lions or laborious explanations ; and many
subjects of general use may be treated in a different

manner, as the book is intended for the learned or the

ignorant. Diffusion and explication are necessary to

the instruction of those who, being neither able nor
accustomed to think for themselves, can learn only

what is expressly taught; but they who can form
parallels, discover consequences, and multiply con-

clusions, are best pleased with involution of argu-

ment and compression of thought ; they desire only

to receive the seeds of knowledge which they may
branch out by their own power, to have the way to

truth piointed out which they can then follow without

a guide.

The Guardian directs one of his pupils to think

with the zcise, but speak with the vulgar. This is a

precept specious enough, but not always practicable.

Difference of thoughts will produce difference of
language. He that thinks with more extent than

another will want words of larger meaning ; he that

thinks with more subtilty will seek for terms of more
nice discrimination ; and where is the wonder, since

words are but the images of things, that he who never

knew the original should not know the copies ? t

.

Yet vanity inclines us to find fault any where
rather than in ourselves. He that reads and grows
no wiser, seldom suspects his own deficiency ; but

complains of hard words and obscure sentences, and
asks why books are written which cannot be undeiv

stood?

Among the hard words which are no longer to be

used, it has been long the custom to number terms

VOL. II. F
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of ant^ Etfery man (says Swift) ts more able to ex»

pUin the tuhject qf an art than its\profasors ; afarmep

will tellyaU, itiitwo words, that he, has broken his Ug;
but a surgeon, after a long discourK, shall leave you

as ignorant asyou mere 'before. This could only have

<bten said by such an exact observer of life, in grati-

fication of malignity, or in ostentation of acuteness.

Every hour produces instances of the necessity of

teems of art. Mankind could never conspire in uni-

form affectation ; it is n6t:but by necessity that every

science and e^^ery trade has its peculiar language.

They that content themselves with general ideas may
rest in general terhis; but those whose studies or

eifnploynlents force thehi upon closer inspection, must

•have names for particular parts, and words by which

they may express various modes of combination,

such as none but themselves have occasion to con-

sider.

Artists are indeed sometimes ready to suppose that

none can be strangers to words to which themselves

are familiar, talk to an incidental inquirer as they

jtalk to one another, and make their knowledge ridi»

//jculous by injudicious bbtrusion. An art cannot be

dlaught but by its proper terms, but it is not always

necessary to teach the art.,

That the vulgar express their thoughts clearly is

far from true ; and what perspicuity can be found

among them proceeds not from the easiness of their

language, but the shallowness of their thoughts. He
th^tsees a building as a common spectator, contents

himself with relating that it is great or little, mean
or splendid, lofty or low ; all these words are intelli-

,
gible and common, but they convey no distinct or

limited ideas; if he attempts, without the terms of

acchitectuie, to delineate thejpaits, or enumerate the

-r M M'f
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ornaments, his narration at once becomes unintelli-

gible. The terms, indeed, generally displease, be-

cause they are understood Jby few ; but they ^re little

understood only because few, that look upon ian edi-

fice, examine its parts, or .analyse its columns into

their members.

The state of every, other art is Uie saipe; as it Is

cursorily surveyed ,or accurately examined, ^Cerent
forms of expression beoome proper. In morality it is

one thing to disciQss the nicejbie? pf the casviist, and
another to direct the practice of common life. la
agriculture, he that instrAjcts the farmer to plough
and so^y, may convey his notions without the wordjt

which he would j^nd n^essary Jo explaining to phi-

losophers the, process of vegetation; and if he, who has

nothing to do but to be honest by the shortest .*way»

will perplex his mind with subtile speculations; or iif

he, whose task is to reap and thresh, will not be con-

tented without examining the evolution of the seed

and circulation of the sap ; the writers whom either

shall consult are very little to ibe blamed, though it

should sometimes happen that they are read in vain.

• . < < VV- f '{•t-*Aii; •* ijlv<-«jt* ir <
-•
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Dick Shifter was botn in Cheapside, and, having

passed reputably through all the classes of St. Paul's

schooli has been for some years a student in the

Temple. He is of opinion, that intense application

dulls the faculties, and thinks it necessary to temper

the severity of the law by books that engage the

mind, but do not fatigue it. He has therefore made
a copious collection of plays, poems, and romances,

•to which he has recourse when he fancies himself

tired with statutes and reports; and he seldom in^

quires very nicely whether he is weary or idle. V **«

•t Dick has received from his favourite authors very

strong impressions of a country life*; and though his

farthest excursions Irave been to Greenwich on one

side, and Chelsea on the other, he has talked for

several years, with great pomp, of language and elc*-

vation of sentiments, about a state too high for con-

tempt, and too low for envy, about homely, quiet,

and blameless simplicity, pastoral delights, and rural

innocence.

His friends who had estates in the countrv often

invited him to pass the summer among them, but

something or other had always hindered him ; and

he considered, that to reside in the house of another

man was to incur a kind of dependence inconsistent

with that laxity of life which he had imaged as the

chief good.

This summer he resolved to be happy, and pro-

cured a lodging to be taken for him at a solitary
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house, situated about thirty miles from London, on'

the banks of a small river, with corn-fields before it,-

and a bill on each side covered with wood. He con-

cealed the place of his retirement, that none might

violate his obscurity, and promised himself many a

happy day when he should hide himself among the

tiees, and contemplate the tumults and vexations of

the town. ^^ ^^ . .

He stepped into the post-chaise with his heart

beating and his eyes sparl^ling, was conveyed through

VftSiny varieties of delightful prospects, saw hills and
meadows, corn-fields and pasture, succeed each other,'

and for four hours charged none of his poets with

fiction or exaggeration. He was no\^ within six

miles of happiness, when, having never felt so much
agitation before, he began to wish his journey at an

end, and the last hour was passed in changing his-

posture, and quarreljing with his driver. .

An hour may be tedious, but cannot be long. He
at length alighted at his new dwelling, and was re-

ceived as he expected ; he looked round upon the

hills and rivulets, but his joints were stiff and his

muscles sore, and his first request was to see his bed-

chamber.

He rested well, and ascribed the soundness of his

sleep to the stillness of the country. He expected

from that time nothing but nights of quiet and days

of rapture, and, as soon as he had risen, wrote an

account of his ne\y state to one of his friends in the

Temple. :ft-''^n^^i'h^^ff:if, . .

-
. '^f^'

* DEAR FRANK, - ---'•'^•^^Mf^iv^^^'t^^f^^

* I never pitied thee before, I am now, as I could wish

every man of wisdom and virtue to be, in the regions

<4' calm content and placid meditation ; with ull^ the
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betmties 6f nature soliciting my notice, and all the di'

versitiet of pleasure courting my acceptance; the birds

nrt oMrping in the hedges, and the jUrtcets blooming in

the meiad; the breeze is whistling in the wood, and the

stin daficingon the' Water, I tan now say, with truth,

that ani&n, capable of enjoying the purity of happiness,

is >ntf6er'more busy than in his hdttrs of leisure, nor eroer

less, solitary than in a place of solitude, ' •wt^i'* -»»

• hii'nl my thm \*'\m!^Al'^f lam, rfear frank, S^c.

>«-»v> f.^'.f ,•* *a»\ • *<«'«',•

• When h« had sent away Ms letter; he walked into

the wood, with some incovenience from the furze

that pricked his legs, and the briars that scratched

hirfatee. He at last sat down imder'a tree, and heard

with gre'at delight a shower, by which he was not

W«t, rattling among the branches : this, said he, is

ttle true image df obscurity; ^\ ear of troubles and
commotions, but never feel them;' ^''»^^^^"*'^»®-'^^'^=*'

^His aWiriisetnent did not overpowei* the calls of

nature, and hfe" therefore went back to order his

dinner. He knew that tlie country produces what-

ever is eaten or drunk, and, imagining that he was

ndW at the source of luxury, resolved to indulge

himself with dainties which he supposed might be'

procured at a price next to nothing, if any price at

all was expected ; and intende*^ to amaze the rustics

with his generosity, by paying more than they would

ask. Of twenty dishes whfch he named; he was

fOtiaz^d to find that scarcely one was to be had; and

heard, with astonishment and indignation, that all

the fruits of the earth were sold at a higher price

than in the streets of London. ^ymuH j^«m

- His meal was short and sullen; and he retired

a'gain to his tree, to inquire how deamesS could be

cbrisistent with abundance, or how fraud should be

\.'
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practised by simplicity, ijte was not satisfied with

his own speculations, and, returuing home early in

the evening, went a while fnom window to wjj)dow,

and found that he vantbd something to «io. j , «; ,;;^'

He inquired for a newspaper, and was told that

farmers never minded news, but that they could send

for it from the ale-bouse. A messenger was disr

patched, who fan away at full speed, but loitered an
hour behind the hedges, and at last coming back
with his feet purposely bemii'ed, instead of expressing

the gratitude which Mr. Shifter expected for the

bounty of a shilling, said, that the night was wet, a"^
the way dirty, and he hoped that his worship would
not think it much to give him half a crown^

Dick now went to bed with some abatement of his

expectations ; but sleep, I know pot how^ revives our
hopes, and rekindles our desires. He rose early in th«

morning, surveyed the landscape, and was pleased^

He walked out, and passed iroin field to field, with-

out observing any beaten path, and wondered that

he had not seen the shepherdesses dancing, nor heard

the swains piping^ tb their flocks. , .^rivj . ... .

, ^u
At last he saw some redpers and harvest-women at

dinner. HerCr said he, are the true Arcadians, and
advanced courteously towards them, as afraid of con-

fusing them by the dignity of his presence. They
acknowledged his superiority by no otliec token than

that of asking him for something to drink. He ima-

gined that he had now purchased the privilege of

discourse, and began to descend to familiar (!iuestions^

endeavouring to accommodate his discourse to the

grossness of rustic uiideirstandings. The clowns soon

found that he did not know wheat from rye, and be-

gan to despise him ; one of the boys, by pretending

M
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to show him a bird's nest, decoyed him into a ditch

;

and one of the wenches sold him a bargain.

This walk had given him no great pleasure; but lie

hoped to find other rustics less coarse of manners,

and; less mischievous of disposition. Next morning

he was accosted by an attorney, who told him, that,

unless he made farmer Dobson satisfaction for tram-

pling his grass, he had orders to indict him. Shifter

was oft'ended, but not terrified; and, telling the at-

torney that he was himself a lawyer, talked so volu-

bly of pettifoggers and barraters, that he drove him
away.
^ Finding his walks thus interrupted, he was inclined

to ride, and being pleased with the appearance of a

horse that was grazing in a neighbouring meadow,
inquired the owner, who warranted him sound, and

"Would not sell him, but that he was too tine for a

plain man. Dick paid down the price, and, riding

out to enjoy the evening, fell with his new horse into

a ditch ; they got out with difidculty, and, as he was

going to mount again, a countryman looked at the

horse, and perceived him to be blind. Dick went
to the seller, and demanded back his money; but

was told, that a man who rented his ground must do

the best for himself, that his landlord had his rent

though the year was barren, and that, whether horses

had eyes or no, he should sell them to the highest

bidder,

i Shifter now began to be tired with rustic simpli-

city, and oh the fifth day took possessior^ again of

his chambers, and bade farewell to the regions of

calm content and placid meditation, „i ,^:miiti>*'*\ ^<S

1 •

;i7*^i&;7r:^^ ' y f-'-::^i'r

^.:^r^,..

\.r
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. '*rn" ''T^r

Men complain of nothing more frequently than of

deficient memory ; anO, indeed, every one finds that

many of the ideas which he desired to retain have

slipped irretrievably away ; that the acquisitions of

the mind are sometimeit equally fugitive with the

gifts of fortune ; and that a short intermission of at-

tention more certainly lessens knowledge than im-

pairs an estate.

To assist this weakness of our nature, many me-
thods have been proposed, all of which may be justly

suspected of being ineffectual ; for no art of memo/y,
however its effects have been boasted or admired,

has been ever adopted into general use, nor have

those who possessed it appeared to excel others in

readiness of recollection or multiplicity of attain-

ments. . 3i'rijj»v yi, ; ;r

There is another art of which all have felt the

want, though Themistocles only confessed it. We
suffer equal pain from the pertinacious adhesion of

unwelcome images, as from the evanescence of those

which are pleasing and useful ; and it may be doubt-

ed whether we should be more benefited by the art

of memory or the art of forgetfulness. \

Forgetfulness is necessary to remembrance. Ideas

are retained by renovation of that impression which
time is always wearing away, and which new images

are striving to obliterate, if useless thoughts could
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be expelled from the mind, all the valuable parts of

our knowledge would more frequently recur, and
every recprrence would reinstate them in their former

pl^ce.

It is impossible to consider, without some regret,

how much might have been learned, or how much
might have been invented, by a rational and vigorous

application of time, uselessly or painfully passed in

the revocation of events which have left neither good
nor evil behind them, in grief for misfortunes either

repaired o^ irreparable, in resentment of injuries

known only to ourselves, of which death has put the

aUlhois bieyond our power.
• Philosophy has accumulated precept upon precept,

to warn us against the anticipation of future calami-

ties. All useless misery is certainly folly, and he that

ffeels evils before they come may be deservedly cen-

sured ; yet surely to dread the future is moi^e reason-

able than to Ir^ment the past. The business of life is

to go forwards : he who sees e%dl in prospect meets

it in his V y ; but he who catches it by retrospection

turr/3 back to find it. That which i^ feared may some-

times be avoided, but tliat which is regretted to-day

may be regretted again to-mort-ow.

Regret is indeed useful and virtuous, and not only

allowable but necessary, when it tends to the amend-

ment of life, or to admonition of error which we may
be again in dang<'r of committing. But a very small

part of the m(;fnents spent in meditation on the past,

produce an} reasonable caution or salutary sorrow.

Most of (he niortlficatioris that we ha\e '^,utfered, arose

from the concuri'ence of local and temporary circum-

stances, wilith can never meet again ; afld most of

€tw disappointments hafve 8uc(?e>ed€^ those expecta-
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tions, which life allows not to be fotmed a second

time.

It would add muth to human happiness^ if an art

could be taught of forgetting all of which the remem-
brance is at once useless and alHictive, if that pain

which never can end in pleasure co.ild be driven to-

tally away, that the mind might perform its functions

without incumbrance, and the past might no longer

encroach upon the present. ^

Little can be done well to wliich the whole mind is

not applied; the business of every u.\y calls for the

day to which it is assigned; and he will have no lei-

sure to regret yesterday's vexations who resolves not

to have a new subject of regret to-morrow.

But to forget or to remember at pleasure, are

equally beyond the power of man. Yet as n ?mory
may be assisted by method, and the decays of know-
ledge repaired by statv>d times of recollection, so the

poN^er of forgetting is capable of improvement. Rea-

son will, by a resolute contest^ prevail over imagina-

tion, and the power may be obtained of transferring

the attention as judgment shall direct. *^'

The incursions of troublesome thoughts are often

violent md in)portunate; and it is not easy to a mind
accustomed to their inroads to expel them immedi-
ately by putting better images into motion ; but this

enemy of quiet is above all others weakened by every

defeac; the reflection which has been once over-

powered and ejected, seldom returns with auy formi-

dable vehemence.

Employment is the ^reat instrument of intellectual

dominion. The mind cannot retire from its enemy
into total vacancy, or turn aside from one object but

by passing to another. The gloomy and the resentfiil
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are always found among those who have nothing to

do, or who do nothing. We must be busy about

good or evil, and he to whom the present offers no-

Uiing will often be looking backward on the past, .y,

'>N^ r III.

N° 73. SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1759,

-'fli. '..^ -<• -_,,„..:.> ,
. ..^ '»H^ir';» ( } TJff'i

1 1 That every man would be rich if a wish could oily-

tain riches, is a position which I believe few will

contest, at least in a nation like ours, in which com-,

merce has kindled an universal emulation of wealth,

and in which money receives all the honours which

are the proper right of knowledge and of virtue. *%,*>,?

-,rYet though we are all labouring for gold as for

the chief good, and, by the natural effort of unwea-

ried diligence, have found many expeditious methods

of obtaining it, we have not been able to improve the

art of using it, or to make it produce more happiness

than it afforded in former times, when every de-

claimer expatiated on its mischiefs, and every philo-

sopher taught his followers to despise it.

Many of the dangers imputed of old to exorbitant

wealth are now at an end. The rich are neither way-

laid by robbers, nor watched by informers ; there is

nothing to be dreaded from proscriptions or seizures.

The necessity of concealing treasure has long ceased;

no man now needs counterfeit mediocrity, and con-

demn his plate and jewels to caverns and darkness.

Is -e

ii. ,
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or feast his mind M^ith the consciousness of clouded

splendour, of finery which is useless till it is shown,

and which he dares hot show.

In our time the poor are strongly tempted to as-

sume the appearance of wealth, but the wealthy

very rarely desire to be thought poor; for we are

all at full liberty to display riches by every mode
of ostentation. We fill our houses with useless orna-

ments, only to show that we can buy them ; we cover

our coaches with gold, and employ artists in the dis-

covery of new fashions of expense; and yet it cannot

be found that riches produce happiness.

Of riches, as of every thing else, the hope is more
than the enjoyment ; while we consider them as the

means to be used, at some future time, for the at-

tainment of felicity, we press on our pursuit ardently

and vigorously, and that ardour secures us from wea-
riness of ourselves; but no sooner do we sit down to

enjoy our acquisitions, than we find them insufficient

to fill up the vacuities of life, i'/-*-..** »-»;;

One cause which is not always observed of the

insufficiency of riches is, that they very seldom make
their owner rich. To be rich, is to have more than

is desired, and more than is wanted; to have some-

thing which may be spent without reluctance, and
scattered without care, with which the sudden de-

mands of desire may be gratified, the casual freaks

of fancy indulged, or the unexpected opportunities

of benevolence improved.

Avarice is always poor, but poor by he .. fault.

There is another poverty to which the rich are ex-

posed with less guilt by the officiousness of others.

Every man, eminent for exuberance of fortune, is

surrounded from morning to evening, and from even-

ing to midnight, by flatterers, whose art of aduhtioii
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" consists in exciting artificia|i )vant3,,a;)d in fprmiQg

new schainies of prpfusion. < vri

Tom Tranquil, when lie came tpage, (pund him^

self in po^essipu'of a fortune, of wj^ichihe twentieth

.
part might perhi^ps have m^de him riph. His temper

IS easy, and his affec^tions soft; he receives every man
with kindness, and hears hiqi with crediiiiity, I^is

friends tpok care tP settle him by giving him a wife,

'^ whom, iiaving no p^ticular inclinatipp, he rather
' ^ accepted than chose, because Jie was tpid that she

was proper for him.

He was now to live with dignity prpportionate tp

his fortune. What his fortune requires or admits

W Tom does not know, for he has little skill in corapu-

; tation, and none of his friends think it their interest

to improve it. If he was suffered to live by his own
choice, he would leave every thing as he finds it,

and pass through the world distinguished only by
inoffensive gentleness. But the ministers of luxury

have marked him out as one at whose expend tht-y

may exercise their arts. A companion, who hsid just

learned the names of the Italian, ipasters, rms from

tale to sale, and buys pictures, for which Mr. Tran-

quil pays, without inquiring where they shall be

hung. Another fills his garden with statues, which
Tranquil wishes away, but dares not remove. One
of his friends is learning architecture by buildi^ig

him a house, which he, passed by, and inquired to

whom it belonged ; another has been for three years

digging canals and raising mounts, cutting trees dov\n

in one place, and planting them in another, oa which

Tranquil looks with a serene indifference, withoui

asking what will be the cost. Another projector tells

J

him that a waterwork, like that of Versailles, will

complete the beauties of hk seat, and lays his draughts
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before him; Tranquil turns his eyes upon them, and .

the attist begins his explanations ; Tranquil raises no

objections, but orders him to begin the work, that lie

may escape from talk which he does not understand.

rhus a thousand hands are busy at his expense^

without adding to his pleasures. He pays and re-

ceives visits, and has loitered in public or in solitude,

talking in summer of the town, and in winter of the

country, without knowing that his fortune is im-

paired, till his steward told him this morning,, that

he could pay the workmt^a no longer but by mort-

gaging a manor.

I

t'i' •--«£ ia-ftttUr, S%'. i. . 'kr^iji'i. 4 -bft '•4*! ) »'-'.
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:«4-^

In the mythological pedi«»ree of Learning, Memory
is made the mother of the Muses ; by which the

masters of ancient wisdom, perhaps, meant to show
the n< essity of storing the mind copiously with true

notions, before the imagination should be suffered to

form fictions or collect embellishments; for the works
of an ignorant poet can afford nothing higher than

pleasing sound, and fiction is of no other use than to

display the treasures of memory.
Th«- necessity of memory to the acquisition of

knowledge is inevitably felt and universally allowed,

so that scarcely any other of the mental faculties are

commonly considered as necessary to a student : he
that admires the proficiency of another, always a*-

i'H
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tributes it (o the happiness of his memory; and h^

•that laments his own defects, concludes ^'ith a wish

that his memory was better. V
. It is evident, that when the power of retention is

,weak, all the attempts at eminence of knowledge
must be vain ; and -as few are willing to be doomed
.to perpetual ignorance, I may, perhaps, afford con-

solation to some that have fallen too easily into de^

•spondence, by observing that such weakness is, in

.my opinion, very rare, and that few hav^ reason to

complain of nature as unkindly sparing of the gifts

of memory.
In tJie common business of life, we find the me-

mory of one like that of another, and honestly im-

pute omissions not to involuntary forgetfulness,/ but

culpable inattention ; but in literary inquiries, failure

is imputed rather to want of memory than of dili-

gence*.^'' ••*•-* ^'^'-^•'"'•^^'^•^^'v* •* ".• 'y'h-if0f:'* '-*•'' '• «' » ' '

We consider ourselves as defective in memoiy,
cither because we remember less than we desire, or

less than we suppose others to remember.

Memory is like all other human powers, with which

no man can be satisfied who measures them by what

he can conceive, or by what he can desire. He
whose mind is most capacious, finds it much too

narrow for his wishes ; he that remembers most, re-

members little compared with what he forgets. He
therefore that, after the perusal of a book, finds few

ideas remaining in his mind, is not to consider the

disappointment as peculiar to himself, or to resign all

hopes of improvement, because he does not retain

what even the author has perhaps forgotten.

He who compares his memory with that of others,

is often too hasty to lament the inequality. Nature

has sometimes, indeed, afforded exaanples of enor-
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mous, wonderful, ^nd gigantic ineinor3\ Sciliger

reports of himselfj, that, in bis }iouth> he could re-

peat aiwve an hundred verses,.' having once read

them ; and Barthicus declares^ that he wrote his

Comment upon Glaudian ^fithout consulting the

text. But not to have such degiiees of memory is ho
more to be lamented; than not to hare the stmigth
of Hercules, or the swiftness of Achilles; He that,

in the/distribution of good)! has an equal share wit^

com 1901), men, may justlycbe contented. , Where
there is no. striking disparity, it is difficult tto knovir

of two which remembers most, and still more di^Bcuit

to discaverwhichreadtf with greater attentiort, whick

has; renewed tlie first inipression by more frequent

repetitions, or by what accidental coilibinatiQn of

ideas either mind might have united any particular

narrative or argument to its former stock* 1 ^bumim
But memory, however impartially distributed, so

often deceives our trust, that almost every miin at^

tempts, by some artifice or other, to secure its fide-

lity.

It is the practice of many readers to note, in the

margin of their books, the most important passages,

the strongest arguments, or the brightest sentiments.

Thus they load their minds with superfluous atten-

tion, repress the vehemence of curiosity by useless

deliberation, and by frequent interruption break the

current of narration or the chain of reason, and at

last close the volume, and forget the passages and
marks together.

Others I have found unalterably persuaded, that

nothing is certainly remembered but what is trans-

cribed; and they have therefore passed weeks and
months in transferring large quotations to a common-
place book. Yet, wliy any part of a book, which

VOL. IP. G
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can be consulted at pleasure, should be copied, I

-was never able to discover. The hand has no closet

correspondence with the memory than the eye. The
, act of writing itself distracts the thoughts, and what

is read twice is commonly better remembered than

what is transcribed. This method therefore con-

sumes time without assisting memory.
, The true art of memory is the art of attention.

No man will read with much advantage, who is

N'^ not able, at pleasure, to evacuate his mind, or who
brings not to his author an intellect defecated and
pure, neither turbid with care, nor agitated by plea-

sure. If the repositories of thought are already full,

•what can they receive ? If the mind is employed on
the past or future, the book will be held before the

eyes in vain. What is read with delight is commonly
retained, because pleasure always secures attention

:

but the books which are consulted by occasional ne-

cessity, and perused with impatience, seldom leave

any traces on the mind

»
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.jrii-f.4> «* »«•

In the time when Bassora was considered as the

sthool of Asia, and flourished by the reputation of

its professors and the confluence of its students,

among the pupils that listened round the chair of

Aibumazar was Gelaleddin, a native of Tauris, in

Persia, a young man amiable in his manners and
beautiful in his form^ of boundless curiosity, inces**

sant diligence, and irresistible genius, of quick ap-

prehension and tenacious memory, accurate without

narrowness, and eager for novelty without incon*

stancy.

No sooner did Gelaleddin appear at Bassota, than

bis virtues and abilities raised him to distinction. He
passed from class to class rather admired than envied

by those whom the rapidity of his progress left be-
hind ; he was consulted by his fellow-students as an
oraculous guide, and admitted as a competent au-

ditor to the conferences of the sages* •

After a few years, having passed through all the

exercises of probation, Gelaleddin was invited to a

professor's seat, and intreated to increase the splen-

dour of Bassora. Gelaleddin affected to deliberate

on the proposal, with which, before he considered it,

he resolved to comply ; and next morning retired to

a garden planted for the recreation of the students,

and entering a solitary walk, began to meditate upoa
his future life.

'
'

'\n
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* If I am tlvus eminent/ said he, * in the regions

of literature, I shall be yet more conspicuous in any

other place; if I should now devote myself to study

a.nd relirenieiit, I must pass my life in silence, unac-

quainted with the delights of wealth, the influence

of power, the pomp of greatness, and the charms of

elegance, with all that man envies and ilesires, with

all that keeps the world in motion, by the hope of

gaining or the fear of losing it. I will therefore de-

part to Tauris, where the Persian monarch resides in

ajl the splendour of absolute dominion : my reputa-

tion will fly btfore me, my arrival will be congratu-

lated by my kinsmen and my friends ; I shall see the

eyea of. those who predict ray greatness, sparkling

with exultation i and the faces of those that once

despised me clouded witli envy, or counterfeiting

fcindhess by artificial smiles. I will shpw ji^y wjsdom
by iwy discourse, and, my moderation by my silence ;

I will instruct the modest with easy gentleness, and,;

ueprcss' tlie otstientatious by seasotiable supercilious-

ness. .,My apartments will be crowded by theinqui-*

sitiveand the vain* by those that honour and those

tliat mal flie ;:!my natne will soon reach the co^irt

;

I shall standibefore the throne of the emperar; the

judges «f the. law will cotifess my wisdom, and the

nobles will contend toJ>eap gifts upon me. If I shall,

find th^t: my merit, like that pf .others,- excites ma-
lignity ,t or feel myself tottering on the seat of eleva-

tion, I may at last retire to academical : obscjurity,,

and beeqma, ! in my ilQw^st state, a pi^ofesspr qf Bas-,

sora.*' .ybii'iioami mtn^ii .si^jU^' dUv Jamm^t^ ^di fto

I Having thus settled his determination, he declarend

to his friends his design nf .visiting Taurjs, and, saw,i.

with morc'^asureilhan |ie ventwed^o expre??, tl>^

regret with wliich he was dismissed. IJbeiPQul^.iipf;
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bear to delay the honours to which he Waisr tlestined*

and therefore hastened; away, and in a short time

enterdd the capital of ForsiA. ' H« wiift imniedialely

hntnersed in tbe crowd, and passed unobserved to

'

bis father's houKe. He entered, and was teceivedi

though not unkindly, yet- without any excels of

fondness or exclamations of rapture. His father had,

in bis absence, snflfered many losses, and Gelaleddin

was considered as an additional burden to a falling

family., . ityhfuy't^i a [yjU^^jitn^ihv .nt/

When, he recovered from his surprise, he began to

display his acquisitions, and practised all the arts of

narration and disquisition : but the poor have no lei*

sure to be pleased with eloquence ; they heard his

arguments without reflection, and his pleasantries

.without a £>mile. He then applied himself singly to !

hrs brothers and sisters ; but found them all chained

down by invariable attention to their own fortunes,

and insensible of any other excellence than that

which could bring some remedy for indigence.

It was nov*' known in the neighbourhood that Ge-
laleddin was returned, and he sate for some days in

expectation that the learned would visit him for con-

sultation, or the great for ' "tertainment. But who
will be pleased or instructed n the mansions of po-

verty? He then frequented places of public resort,

and endeavoured to attract notice by the copiousness

of his talk. The sprightly were silenced, and went

away to censure in some oiher place his arrogance

and his pedantry ; and the dull listened quietly for

a while, and then wondered why any man should

take pains to obtain so much knowledge which would
never do him good.

He next solicits." he viziers for employment, not

doubting but his serv. -e would be eagerly accepted.
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He was told by one, that there was no vacancy in his

office; by another, that his merit was above any pa-

tronage but that of the emperor ; by a third, that

he would not forget him ; and by the chief vizier,

that he did not think literature of any great use in

public business. He was sometimes admitted to their

tables, where he exerted his wit and diffused his

knowledge ; but he observed, that where, by endea*

vour or accident, he, had remarkably excelled, he
was seldom invited a second time.

He now returned to Bassora, wearied and disgust-

ed, but confident of resuming bis former rank, d
revelling again in satiety of praise. But he who had
been neglected at Tauris, was not much regarded at

Bassora ; he wai considered as a fugitive, who re*

turned only because he could live in no other place

;

his companions found that the}* had formerly overr

rated his abilities, and he lived long without notice

prfifflteemt »t^

•»

• *,
-
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N* 16. SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1759.

<T0 THE IDLER.
SIR,

* I WAS much pleased with your ridicule of those

shallow critics, whose judgment, though often right

SIS far as it goes, yet reaches only to inferior beauties,

and who, unable to comprehend the whole, judge
only by parts, and from thence determine the merit

of extensive works. But thtre is another kind of

critic still worse, who judges by narrow rules, and
those too often false, and which, though they should

be true, and founded on nature, will lead him but a

very little way toward the just estimation of the

sublime beauties in works of genius; for whatever

part of an art can be executed or criticised by rules,

that part is no longer the work of genius, which im-

plies excellence out of the reach of rules. For my
own part I profess myself an Idler, and love to give

my judgment, such as it is, from my immediate

perceptions, without much fatigue of thinking ; and
I am of opinion, that if a man has not those percep-

tions right, it will be vain for him to endeavour to

supply their place by rules, which may enable him
to talk more learnedly, but not to distinguish more
acutely. Another reason which has lessened my
aflfection for the study of criticism is, that critics, so

far as I have observed, debar themselves from re-

ceiving any pleasure from the polite arts, at the same



time that they profess to love and admire tjiem : for

these rules, being always uppermost, give them such

a proj^ensity to criticise, that, instead of giving up
the reins of their imagination into^^trr^th«)r'8 Xapds,

tiieir frigid minds are employed in examining whether

the performance be according to the rules of ztt
* To those who are resbtVea to be critics in spite of

nature, and at the same time have no great dispesi*

tion to much reading BStd StS'cfy/t;i^ould recommend
to them to assume the character of connoissei^*-. ^hlch
Qiay'be^ purchased at.a much cheaper^ate' than tQal

flf^a critic. \n poetry. The reiii«h»brance of a few

names of painters, with tlieir general charactersi. ytl ;.4

Jihw. rules qI the academy*. Yrhich they may picH v>p

I

;^9ioiig,^he' painters, wilLgp %; grent /way; towards

fnakjiig a^ very potable pongoifseiiF, r > . y
'

;<>

; '; With a gentleman qf - this : fjast, I visited last

yfeek the Cartoons at Hampt6aT<;(3urt ;( he wa? just re*

jlurned frwii Iltaly^ a i^onnoisseur of course, and of

course his mouth full of. no^hmg but the grac,e of

^a^elie, the, purity of Domenichino, the: learning

pf Fous$in, the air of jQuido, the greatness of .taste<^

tb^ Charaches^ and the sublimity and grand contorilQ

pf ..Michael Angelo ; with all the rest of the cant of
criticism, which he emitted with that volubility whicb
generally those Qrators. have who* apn^x no ideas to

IheirwQrds. « r i ; v ,

^

.
,
, f As we werie passing through the rooms, in our way

,to the gallery, I made him ol>Serve a whole length

of Charles the First by "Vatidyke, as a perfect repre-^

sentaticnof the character as well as the figure of the

man. He agreed it was very fine, but it. wanted
<spirit and contrast, and had not the flowing line,

-withoiit which a figure could not possibly be grace-

#h1. When we catered the gaUcfy> I thought I

\
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«ouId perceive^hlin'fecollecting.hjs rulesby w&ich fas

^as to criticise Raffaelle. I shall pass, over bit 'Ob-

servation of 'the fboats'being too iittle, and other tri-

ticiuhs of that Jiind, till vrc larrived at St Baiil

jMneaching. " This/* says he, ** is esteemed the most

exceUentof all the Cartosm; what nobleness, what

dignity, there i^ in that iigUre of St. Paul ! and yet

•what an addition to that nobleness could Raffa^lie

hare given, had the art of contrast been known in

his time h but, above all, the flowing line, which

constitutes ^rjace ' and beauty! You would not have

then seen an upright figure standing equally on both

legs, and; both hands stretched forth in the same di^

rection, and his drapery
j|
to all appearance, without

|:h^ least att of dispositioa. The following picture

4$ the Charge to 'Peter. " Here,'^ says he, " affe

iwejve upright figures ; what a pity it is that Rafljs^Ue

^as not acquainted with the pyramida! principle!

fi^ wonid, then have contrived the figures in the

middle to have been on higher ground, or the figdn^s

at the extrehiities stooping or lying ; which would
not onlry have formed the group into the shape of a
pyramid, but likewise contrasted the standing figures.

Indeed," added he, ** I have often lamented that sd

great a genius as Raffaelle had not lived in this en-

lightened age, since the art has been reduced to

principles, and, had had his education in one of the

modern academies ; what glorious works might we
then have expected from his divine pencil

!"

* I shall trouble you no longer with my friend's ob-
servations, which, I suppose, you are now able to

continue by yourself. It is curious to observe, that,

at the same time that great admiration is pretended
for a name of fixed reputation, objections are raised

,ii
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against those very qualities by which that great name
was acquired.

^ * Those critics are continually lamenting that Raf-

Caelte had not the colouring and harmony of Rubens,

or the light and shadow of Rembrant, without con-

sidering liow much the gay harmony of the former,

and affectation of the latter, would take from the

dignity of Raifaeile ; and yet Rubens had great har-

mony, and Rembrant understood light and shadow

:

but what may be an excellence in a lower class of

painting, becomes a blemish in a higher; as the

quick, sprightly turn, which is the life and beauty of

epigrammatic compositions, would but ill suit with

the majesty of heroic poetry.

^ To conclude ; I would not be thought to infer,

from any thing that has been said, that rules are ab-

solutely unnecessary ; but to censure scrupulosity, a

servile attention to minute exactness, which is some-

times inconsistent with higher excellency, and is lost

in the blaze of expanded genius.

'I do not know whether you will think painting a

general subject. By inserting this letter, perhaps

you will incur the censure a man would deserve,

-whose business being to entertain a whole room,

should turn his back to the company, and talk to a

particular person. ,f^

* I am, SIB, &c.* -ii

ir

JiA <

. \^
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N"*?.?. SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1759.

East poetry is universally admired ; but I know
not whether any rule has yet been fixed, by which

it may be decided when poetry can be properly

called easy. Horace has told us, that it is such as

^ery reader hopes to equal, but after long labour find»

unattainable. This is a very loose, description, in

which only the effect is noted ; the qualities which

pr'>duce this effect remain to be investigated. '

Easy poetry is that in which natural thoughts are '

expressed without violence to the language. The
discriminating character of ease consists principally

in the diction ; for all true poetry requires that the

sentiments be natural. Language suffers violence

by harsh or by daring figures, by transposition, by
unusual acceptations of words, and by any license,

which would be avoided by a writer of prose.

Where any artifice appears in the construction of

the verse, that verse is no longer easy. Any epithet

which can be rejected without diminution of the

sense, any curious iteration of the same word, and
all unusual, though not ungrammatical, structure of

speech, destroy the grace of easy poetry.

The first lines of Pope's Iliad afford examples of

many licences which an easy writer must decline

:

„»

' Achilles* wrath^ io Greece the direful spring

Of woes unnumber'd, heav'nly goddess sing,

The wrath which hurtd to Pinto's gloomy reign

T^e souls of mightif chiefs untimely slain.

vf.- r

\
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In the first couplet the language is distorted by
inversions, clogged mth superfluities, and clouded

by a harsh n^etaphor^ an4 in |lie, ^^pnd there ^re

twoC^o^di iwc<i (n in -uncoiriihoi*' ifHtuStt, a'hd Ho
epithets inserted only to lengthen the line ; all these

practices may in a loitg'^brk easily be pardoned,

but they always produce some degree of obscurity

•nd i^^g^diie^^. ' v: .. ;/»jiu rl ji • 'r-.

.'! E^sy -poftry has bee* ;o iohg^«xe?ad^ 'liy afj»bf*

li<m ofwimmettt^ aKidluKuviabcet^fiiHa^ety, thtft lu

nature seehn How to be ifcjirgotievi. 'AtifectidDdn, iiow*

cvei* oppb^te "to ea^^ 1« s^e^mi^ mNkd^ for it ?

aiidthbse who asptre to gentle ei^egahcev^coHtdbli^

niaflepltrases apd fashl^abte ba1ibari8i1!ifvat)«l imagine

that styldtoti^'easy whtch castemi h«8>l»tde>fa'mHiar.

Soch'ii^ thieidea^of the poet ^t^'iivfOti^ the fdldw-

mg:\'erKsii!Ox€oitnte9iciUt^pbji3Brs

* Plaims gfei^'w4j>Vfc* oniie ank ois^

fiither fpr'^ttddieis ^r>for i|oA, :'' <"

Nor worii, lier.p)f^ nor 'painty 'iiQr sing.

•^ove froWd,'Jind,** U^e^ he cr^'«r*? those eyes
_ So sVilfuU and, those ,hai;iijt^sp,ta|per;

Ob sdi^etbOnjK.ej(Ou'^i£ aiid wise^w

^ llltl^^Mkg hM '^UaPVe'fi^ lilitlr.

Thought by all h^ftvbti a. MHtlH^ «/id^,
What does she nexti l^ut h\^%^ earth

Her jfturlingtoQ do just the same,*

Pallas, yonfrfeyoui^elf t<r«^< «ir«i

Bilt siire ypfi'jii find it hard to spoil

Tjie MDSjQ ^nil ^»^. i^f,oine tb^t bedrs

the naine of Savile and 6f Boyle* r

\ X'::.
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.'. ^>Alu:! oiia'.lttd.example showDf *

Ho^ qai^kljr allttlMe^ ie:if pnrsue!

.

See, majdLain I ^see thci arts overthrown

Betweien John Overton and j^u.

It is the prerogative of easy poetry to be iinder-

stood as long ^s.the language lasts; but modes of

speech, which owe their prevalence only to modish

folly, pr to the.^jjriinence of thosethat use thetn, die

away witlj ih^ir Jnventors, and thei^^, n>eaningi in %
few year?,, IS .no ^9!nger known. '

'

' '

" /
'

Easy ppetry Jsjconxr^icfnly siongnt in petty compo^
sitions upon minute subjects; but ease, though \i

excludes p,omp, will admit ^eatness. Many pjieS; in

CatoS solirpqiiy are $t once ea^y and sublime : '
.

^

• 'Tis th* divinity that stirs within nS;
^

'Tis Heaven itself that points out an hereaftefi

And intimates eternity to man.'
«

. If there's a Power above ns,

And that there is all nature cries aloud
Thro' all her worlds, he must delight in virtue^

And that which he delights in must be liappy*

Nor is ease more contrary to wit than to sublimity

;

the celebrated stanza of Cowley, on a lady elabo-

rately dressed, loses nothing of its freedom by the

spirit of the sentiment

:

* Th' adorning thee with so much art

Is but a barbarous skill,

Tis like the poisoning of a dart,

Too apt before to kilL'

Cowley seems to have possessed the power of

writing easily beyond any other of our poets; yet

his pursuit of remote thought led him often into

^
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harshness of expression. Waller often attempted,

but seldom attained it ; for he is too frequentljr

driven into transpositions. The poets, from the time

of Dryden, have gradually advanced, in embellish-

/ ment, and consequently departed from simplicity

and ease.

To require from any author many pieces of easy

poetry, would be indeed to oppress him with too

hard a task. It is less difficult to -write a volume of

lines swelled with epithets, brightened by figures,

. and stiffened by transpositions, than to produce a few

couplets graced only by naked elegance and simple

purity, which require so much care and skill, that

I doubt whether any of our authors have yet been^

able, for twenty lines together, nicely to observe the

true definition of easy poetry. ,

//
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N<» 78. SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1759.

I HAVE passed the summer in one of those places

to >vhich a mineral spring gives the idle and luxu-

rious an annual reason for resorting, whenever they'

fancy themselves ofTerided by the heat of London.^

What is the true motive of this periodical assembly,

I have never yet been able to discover. The greater

part of the visitants neither feel diseases nor fear

them. What pleasure can be expected more than*

the variety of the journey, I know not ; for the num*
bers are too great for privacy, and too small for di-

version. As each is known to be a spy upon the

rest, they all live in continual restraint; and having'

but a narrow range for censure, they gratify its

cravings by preying on one another.

But every condition has some advantages. In this

confinement, a smaller circle affords opportunities

for more exact observation. The glass that magnifies

its object contracts the sight to a point ; and the
mind must be fixed upon a single character to re-

mark its minute peculiarities. The quality or habit

which passes unobserved in the tumult of successive

multitudes, becomes conspicuous when it is offered

to the notice day after day ; and perhaps I have,-

without any distinct notice, seen thousands like my
late companions ; for when the scene can be varied

/at pleasure, a slight disgust turns us aside b^fbit a
deep impression can be made upon the mind. %
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There was a select set, supposed to be distin-'

guisJied by superiority of intellects, who always
passed the evening together. . Tt be admitted to

thdSr conversation wa» the highest honour oifthe plac^

;

many youths aspired to distinction, by pretending

to occasional invitations; and the ladies were often

wishing to be men, that they might partake the

{pleasures of" leamed society.

I know not whether by merit or destiny, I wasy

soon after my arrival, admitted to this envied party;

which I frequented till I had learned the art by
which each endeavoured to support bis character.
* Tom Steady was a vehement assertor of uncontro*

verted truth; and by keeping himself out of the reach^

pf contradiction, had acquired all the confidence

which the consciousness of irresistible abilitiss could
have giyen. I was once mentioning a man of emin

jjence, and, aft^r having recounted his virtues, en-

deavoured to represent him fully, by mentioning his

faults. * Sir* said Mr. Steady, * that he hiufuults Icam
easily believe, fortpho is withmit them f No mqn, sir^

i^. now alive, amonti,. the innumeraUe multitudes that

sspann upon the earth, however wise, or however good^

who has not, in fotne degree, hisfailings and hisfaaHs^

y there be any man faultless, bring him fjorth inta

public vieto, show him openly, and let him Jbe known;

tut I will venture to affirm, and, till the contrary be

plainly shown, shall ahoays maintain, that no such man
MS to be found. Tell not me, sir, of impeccability and

perfection; such talk is,for those that are strangers ini

the world; I have seen several nations, and conversed

with all ranks of people; I have known the great and

tjj^emean, the learned and the ignorant, the old andfh^
young, thg .Qlarical awd tki lay ; but I never have^

'

in

If

'

t
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a man without a fault ; and I suppote thall die in the

opinion, that to he human ii to hefrail*

To all this nothing could be opposed. I listened

with a hanging head ; Mr. Steady looked round on
the hearers with triumph, and saw every eye congra-

tulating his victory; he departed, and spent the next

morning in following those who retired from the

company, and telling them, with injunctions of se-

cresy, how poor Spritely began to take liberties with

men wiser than himself; but that he suppressed him
by a decisive argument, which put him totally to

silence.

Dick Snug is a man of sly remark and pithy sen-

tentiousness : he never immcrges himself in the

stream of conversation, but lies to catch his compa-
nions in the eddy : he is often very successful in

breaking narratives or confounding eloquence. A
gentleman, giving the history of one of his acquaint-

ance, made mention of a lady that had many lovers

:

' Then* said Dick, ' »he was either handsome or rich*

This observation being well received, Dick watched
the progress of the tale ; and, hearing of a man lost

in a sdiipwreck, remarked, that no man was ^ver

drowned upon dry land.
' -

' Will Startle is a man of exquisite sensibility, whose
delicacy of frame and quickness of discernment sub-

ject him to impressions from the slightest causes;

and who therefore passes his life between rapture

and horror, in quiverings of delight, or convulsions

of disgust. His emotions are too violent for many
words; his thoughts are always discovered by ex-

clamations. Vikf odious, horrid, detestable, and sweet,

charming, delightful, astonishing, compose almost his

whole vocabulary, which he utters with various con-

VOL. II. H
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tortions and gesticulations, not easily related or de-

scribed. ' ''A,^'i^^\ •

i Jack Solid ir a man of much reading, vfho utters

nothing but quotations ; but having been, I suppose,

too confident of his memory, he has for some time

neglected his books, and his stock grows every day

more scanty. Mr. Solid has found an opportunity

every night to repeat, from Hudibras, .,

*t/ *-i

* Doubtless the pleasure is as great

Of being cheated, as to cheat;* ...*...'.'[ ...-,

and fi-oin Waller, W^-i .^*
r ^

<$fit * Poets lose half the praise they would have got,

«. Werp it but known that they discreetly blot.' ,;.

/ pick Misty is a m^n of deep research, and forci-

ble penetrati(»i^ Others are content with superficial

appearances ; but Dick holds, that there is no effect

without a cause, and values himself upon his power
of explaining the difficult, and displaying the ab-

sinise* Upon a dispute among us, which. of two

j^oung,5!trangers was more beautiful, * You* says Mr.
Misty, turning to me, * like Amaranthia better than

.Qhlpris^ I do not toonder at the pi^eference, for the

jQfiuse i& evident i there is in man a perception of' har^

fnqn^^ and a sensibiliti/ ()f perfection, which touches the

finerfibres of the mental,texture; and before reason can

i^scend from her throttc, to pass hey sentence upon the

things compared, drives us towards the object propor-

tioned to our faculties, by an impulse gentle, yet irre-

sistible; for the harmonic system of the universe, and

:the reciprocal magnetism of similar natures, are always

Qperating towards conformity and union ; nor can the

t i
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pimeH of ihe tdul oeate from agitation, till they find

something on mhick they can repose,' To this nothing

Avas opposed ; and Amaranthia was acknowledged to

excel Chloris.

Of the rest you may expect an account from, i

"i" SIR, yours,

ROBIN SPRITELY.

^tumlm ntfti

N^79. SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20, 175^.

V4V Jt*h V. vN .*,;> V*- •.-#

SII^

TO THE IDLER.

•Your acceptance of a former letter on painting,

gives me encouragement to offer a few more sketches

on the same subject. '
'^ ^*

i&^ Amongst the painters, and the writers on painting,

there is one maxim universally admitted and conti-

nually inculcated. Imitate nature is the invariable

rule ; but I know none who have explained in what
manner this rule is to be understood ; the conse-

quence of which is, that every one takes it in the

most obvious sense, that objects are represented na-

turally when they have such relief that they seem
real. It may appear strange, perhaps, to hear this

sense of the rule disputed ; but it must be consi-

dered, that, if the excellency of a painter consisted

only in this kind of imitation, painting must lose its

rank, and be no longer considered as a liberal art,

and sister to poetry ; this imitation being merely me-

chanical, in which the slowest intellect is always sure
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to succeed best; for the painter of genius cannot

stoop to drudgery, in vrhicli the understanding has

no part; and v^hat pretence has the art to claim

kindred with poetry, but by its powers over the ima-

gination ? To this power the painter of genius directs

him; in this sense he studies nature, and often ar-

rives at his end, even by being unnatural in the con-

fined sense of the word.
' The grand style of painting requires this minute

attention to be carefully avoided, and must be kept

as separate from it as the style of poetry from that

of history. Poetical ornaments destroy that air of

truth and plainness which ought to characterise his-

tory ; but the very being of poetry consists in de-

parting from this plain narration, and adopting every

ornament that will warm the imagination. To de-

sire to see the excellences of each style united, to

mingle the Dutch with the Italian school, is to join

contrarieties which cannot subsist together, and which

destroy the efficacy of each other. The Italian at-

tends only to the invariable, the great and general

ideas which are fixed and inherent in universal na-

ture; the Dutch, on the contrary, to literal truth

and a mimite exactness in the detail, as I may say,

of nature modified by accident. The attention to

these petty peculiarities is the very cause of this na-

turalness so much admired in the Dutch pictures,

which, if we suppose it to be a beauty, is certainly

of a lower order, which ought to give place to a

beauty of a superior kind, since one cannot be ob-

tained but by departing from the other. I'i'^

* if my opinion was asked concerning the works

of Michael Angelo, whether they would receive any
advantage from possessing this mechanical merit, I

should not scruple to say they would not only re-

s^

J
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ccive no advantage, but would lose, in a great mea-
sure, the effect which they now liave on every mind
susceptible of great and noble ideas. His works

may be said to be all genius and soul; and why
should they be loaded with heavy matter, which can

only counteract his purpose by retarding the progress

of the imagination ?

' [f this opinion should be thought one of the wild

-extravagances of enthusiasm, I shall only say, that

those who censure it are not conversant in the works

of the great masters. It is very difficult to determine

the exact degree of enthusiasm that the arts of paint-

ing and poetry may admit. Tliere may perhaps be
too great an indulgence, as well as too great a re-

straint of imagination ; and if the one produces inco-

herent monsters, the other produces what is full as

bad, lifeless insipidity. An intimate knowledge of

the passions, and good sense, but not common sense,

must at last determine its limits. It has been thought,

and I believe with reason, that Michael Angeio
sometimes transgressed those limits; and I think I

have seen figures of his of which it was very difficult

to determine whether they were in the highest de»

gree sublime or extremely ridiculous. Such faults

may be said to be ebullitions of genius ; but at least

he had this merit, that he never was insipid ; and
whatever passion his works may excite, they wiU
always escape contempt.

* What I have had under consideration is the sub-

limest style, particularly that of Michael Angeio, the

Homer of painting. Other kinds may admit of this

naturalness, which of the lowest kind is the chief me-
rit; but in painting, as in poetry, the highest style

has the least of common nature.
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' One may very safely recommend a little more
enthusiasm to the modern painters ; too much is cer-

tainly not the vice of the present age. The Italians

seem to have been continually declining in this re*

spect from, the time of Michael Angelo to th'at of

.Carlo Maratti> and from thence to the very bathos

of insipidity to 'which they are^ now sunk ; so thai

there is no need of remarking, that ivhere I men-
tioned the Italian painters in opposition to the Dutch,

J mean not the moderns, but the beads of the old

Boman and Bolognian schools; nor did I meain to

include in my idea of an Italian painter, the Venetian

school, which may be said to be the Dutch part of

the Italian genius. I have only to add a word of

advice to the painters, that, however excellent they

may be in painting naturally, they would not flatter

themselves very much upon it; and to the connois-

seurs, that when they see a cat or iiddle .painted so

,£ne]y> that, as the phrase is, J^ looks as ifyou could

fake it up, they would not for that reason immedi-

ately compare the painter to Kaffaelle -And Michael

Angelo.

W
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N° 80. SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1759.

That every day has its pains and sorrows is univer-

sally experienced, and almost universally confessed

;

but let us not attend only to mournful truths ; if we.

look impartially about us, we shall find that every

day has likewise its pleasures and its joys.

The time is n6w come when the town is again be-

ginning to be full, and ^he rusticated beauty sees an
end of her banishment, "^hose whom the tyranny of

fashion had condenined to pass the summer among
shades and brooks, are now preparing to .return to

plays, balls, and assemblies, with, health restored by
retirement^ and spirits kindled by expectation.

Many a mind, which has languished some months
without motion or desire, now feels a suddea reno*

vation of its faculties. It was long ago obset^cKl by
Pythagoras, that Ability and Necessity dweJl near

each other. She that wandered in the garden with-^^

out sense of its fragrance, and lay day after day
stretched upon a couch behind a green curtain, un-

willing to wake, and unable . to sleep, now summons
her thoughts to consider which of her last year's

clothes shall be seen again, and to anticipate the

raptuA... of a new suit ; the day and the night are

now filled with occupation ; the laces, which were
too fine to be worn among rustics, are taken fix>m

the boxes and reviewed, and the eye is no sooner

closed after its labour^ than whole shops of silk busy

the fancy.
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But happiness is nothing if it is not known, and
very little if it is not envied. Before the day of de-

parture a week is always appropriated to the payment
and reception of ceremonial visits, at which nothing

can be mentioned but the delights of London. The
lady who is hastening to the scene of action flutters

her wings, displays her prospects of felicity, tells how
she grudges every moment of delay, and, in the pre-

sence of those whom she knows condemned to stay

at home, is sure to wonder by what arts life can be

made supportable through a winter in the country,

and to tell how often, amidst the ecstasies of ani^

opera, she shall pity those friends whom she has left

behind. Her hope of giving pain is seldom disap-

]>ointed; the affected indifference of one, the faint

congratulations of another, the wishes of son.s openly

confessed, and the silent dejection of the rest, all

exalt her opinion of her own superiority.

But, however we may labour for bur own decep*

tioH, truth, though unwelcome, will sometimes in-

trude upon the mind. They who have already en-

joyed the crowds and noise of the great city, know
that their desire to return is little more than the rest-

lessness of a vacant mind, that they are not so much
led by hope as driven by disgust, and wish rather to

leave the country than to see the town. There is

commonly in every coach a passenger enwrapped in

silent expectation, whose joy is more sincere and

whose hopes are more exalted. The virgin whom
the last summer released from her governess, and

•who is now going between her mother and her aunt

to try the fortune of her wit and beauty, suspects no

fallacy in the gay representation. She believes her-

self passing into another world, and images London
as an elysiau region, where every hour has its proper
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pleasure, where nothing is seen but the blaze of

"wealthy and nothing heard but merriment and flat-

tery; where the morning always rises on a show, and
the evening closes on a ball ; where the eyes are used
only to sparkle, and the feet only to dance.

Her aunt and her mother amuse themselves on the

Toad, with telling her of dangers to be dreaded, and
cautions to be observed. She hears them as they

heard their predecessors, with incredulity or con-

tempt. She sees that they have ventured and es-

caped ; and one of the pleasures which she promises

herself is to detect their falsehoods, and be freed

from their admonitions.

•We are inclined to believe those whom we do not

know, because they have never deceived us. The
fair adventurer may perhaps listen to the Idler, whom
she cannot suspect of rivalry or malice; yet he
scarcely expects to be credited when he tells her,

that her expectations will likewise end in disappoint-

ment. . J , f

,

i

The uniform necessities of human nature produce

in a great measure uniformity of life, and for part of

the day make one place like another ; to dress and to

undress, to eat and to sleep, are the same in London
as in the country. The supernumerary hours have

indeed a great variety both of pleasure and of pain.

The stranger gazed on by multitudes at her first ap-

pearance in the Park, is perhaps on the highest

summit of female happiness ; but how great is the

anguish when the novelty of another face draws her

worshippers away ! The heart may leap for a time

under a fine gown ; but the sight of a gown yet finer

puts an end to rapture. In the first row at an opera

two hours may be happily passed in listening to the

music on the stage, and watching the glances of the
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company} but Ih)w v^III night end In dtipandtnov,

i¥hfn the ih«t tmnglntU hmielf the lovoralgn of the

plucoi mMftn lortli cont«nding to lend Irii to her chair I

There In little nieiiure In converiAtlon to her whole

wit Id rrgnrtlett but In the lecond place ;itnd who
OAn dince with erne or iplrlti that leei AmAryllli led

out before her } She that fended nothing but u nuc*

cenlon of pleniurea, will And benelf engaged with-

out deiign in numberleiii competition** and mortlAed

without provocation with numberlon afnictloni.

* But I do not mean to eKtlngulih the ardour which

I with to moderate* or to diicourage thoie whom I

am fndoavouriug to reiitraln. I'o know the world li

neceiiary, ilnce we were born fbr the help of one

another } and to know It early l« convenient* if it be

only that wt^ nmy Ic^arnearly to deiplie it. She that

bring* to London a mind well prepared ft>r Improve-

ment* though «he mines her hope of iininteirupted

bappineu, will gain In return an opportunity of

adding knowWdge to vivacity* and enlarging inno-

cence * ^ virtue.'
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N« 81. SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 175^.

As the English army was passing towards Quebec
along <i «oft sayanna between a mountain and a lake,

one of the petty chiefs a*^ the. inland regions stood

iiDoa a. iQck .surrounded by. his clan, and from< be-

hind the shelter of the bushes contemplated the art

4ind risgylarity of .European war* It was e¥ening

;

ihe tents wj^re pitched : he observed the security with

which the troops rested in the night, and the order

with .which the (inarch was renewed in the morning.

He cpntinfAj^d to pursue them with his eye till they

coula be seen no longer, and ithen stood for tome
time.silent and penjsive.

Then turning to his followers, < My children,' said

he, ' I have often heard from men hoary with Jong

life, ^hat thei^ was a time when our ancestors were

.ab^lute. lords of the woods, the meadows, and the

lakes, wherever the eye can reach or the loot can
pass. They tished and hunted, feasted and danced,

and when they were .weary lay down under the first

thic^ t, without danger and without fear. They
changed their habitations as the seasons required,

convenience pi*onipted, or curiosity allured them:;

and sometipies gathered the fruits of the mountain,

and sometimes sported in canoes along the coast.

' Many years and ages are supposed to have been

thus passed in plenty and secui:ity ; when, at Jast, a

new i^ace of men entered our country from the great

4>ceaii. They uudosed themselves in habitations of
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ftone, which our ancestors could neither enter by vio-

lence, nor destroy by fire. They issued from those

fastnesses, sometimes, covered like the armadillo

with shells, from whence the lance rebounded on the

striker; and sometimes carried by mighty beasts,

which had never been seen in our vales or forests, of

such strength and swiftness, that flight abu oppi:>n-

tion wf;re vain alike. Those invaders ranged over

the continent, slaughtering in their rage those that

resisted ; and those that submitted, in their mirth.

Of those that remained, some were buried in caverns,

and condemned to dig metals for their masters; some
were employed in tilling the ground, of which fo-

reign tyrants devour the produce; and, when the

sword and the mines have destroyed the natives,

they supply their places by human beings of another

colour, brought from some distant country to perish

here under toil and torture.

' Some there are who boast their hunianity, and
content themselves to seize our chaces and fisheries,

who drive us from every track of ground where fer-

tility and pleasantness invite them to settle, and
m4ke no war upon us except when we intrude upon
our own lands.

' Others pretend to have purchased a right of

residence and tyranny ; but surely the insolence of

such bargains is more offensive than the avowed and
open dominion of force. What reward can induce

the possessor of a country to admit a stranger more
powerful than himself? Fraud or terror must operate

in such contracts; either they promised protection

which they never have afforded, or instruction which
they never imparled. We hoped to be secured by
their favour from some other evil, or to learn the

arts of Europe, by which we might be able to secure

V
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ourselves. The!j power they never have exerted in

our defence, and their arts they have studiouily con-

cealed from lis. Their tireatiet are only to deceive,

and their traffic only to defraud us. They have a

written law among them, of which they boast as de-

rived from Him who made the earth and sea, and
by which they profess to believe that man will be
made happy when life shall forsake him. Why is

not this law communicated to us ? It is concealed

because it is violated. For how can they preach it

to an Indian nation, when I am told that one of its

first precepts forbids them to do to others what they

would not that others should do to them ?

' But the time perhaps is now approaching when
the pride of usurpation shall be crushed, and the

cruelties of invasion shall be revengf^d. The sons of

rapacity have now drawn their swords upon each

other, and referred their claims to the decision of

war; let us look unconcerned upon the slaughter,

and remember that the death of every European
delivers the country from a tyrant and a robber; for

what is the claim of either nation, but the claim of

the vulture to the leveret, of the tiger to the fawn ?

Let them then continue to dispute their title to re-

gions which they cannot people, to purchase by
danr;wr and blood the empty dignity of dominion

over mountains which they will never climb, and
rivers which they will never pass., Let us endeavour,

in the mean time, to learn their discipline, and to

forge their weapons; and, when they shall be weak-

ened with mutual slaughter, let us rush down upon
them, force their remains to take shelter in their

ships, and reign once more in our native country.*
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Ko 82. SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1759.

* TO THE IDLER.
ai

K
SIR.

^Discoursing in my last letter on the dififerent

practice of the Italian and Dutch Painters, I ob-

served^ that ^' the Italian painter attends only to

the invariable, the great and general ideas which are

fixed and inherent in universal nature.''

' I was led into the subject of this letter by endea-

vouring to fix the original cause of this conduct of

the Italian masters. If it can be proved that by this

choice they selected the most beautiful part of the

creation, it will show how much their principles are

founded on reason, and, at the same time, discover

the origin of our ideas of beauty.

'I suppose it will be easily granted, that no man
cam judge whether any animal be beautiful in its

kind, or deformed, who has seen only one of that

species ; that is as conclusive in regard to the human
figure; so that if a man, born blind, was to recover

his sight, and the most beautiRil woman was brought

before him, he could not determine whether she was
handsome or not ; nor, if the most beautiful and
most deformed were produced, could he any better

determine to which he should give the preference,

having seen only these two. To distinguish beauty,

then, implies the having seen many individuals of

that species. If it is asked, how is more skill ac-

quired by the observation of greater numbers? I
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answer that, in consequence of having seen many,
the power is acquired, even without seeking after it,

of distinguishing between accidental blemishes and
excrescences which are continually varying the sur*

face of nature's works, and the invariable general

form which nature most frequently produces, and

always seems to intend in her productions.

* Thus amongst the blades of grass or leaves of the

same tree, though no two can be found exactly alike,

yet the general form is invariable : a natural ist| be-

fore he chose one as a sample, would examine many,
since, if be took the tirst that occurred, it might have,

by accident or otherwise, such ?, form as that it would
£ ".arcely be known to belong to that species; he se-

lects, as the painter does, the most beautiful, that is,'

the most general form of nature,

•i * Every species of the animal as well as the vege-

table creation mav be said to have a fixed or deter-

minate form, towards which nature is continually

inclining, like various lines terminating in the centre;

or it may be compared to pendulums vibrating in

different directions over one central point ; and as

they all cross the centre, though only one passes

through any other point, so it will be found that

perfect beauty is oftener produced by nature than

deformity ; I do not mean than deformity in general,

but than any one kind of deformity. To instance in

a particular part of a feature : the line that forms the

ridge of the nose is beautiful when it is straight ; this

then is the central form, whichiis oftener found than

either concave, convex, or any other irregular form

that shall be proposed. As we are then more ac-

customed to beauty than deformity, we may con-

clude that to be the reason why we approve and
admire it, as we approve and admire customs and
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fashion'} of dress for no other reason than that we
are used to them ; so that though habit and custom

cannot be said to be the cause of beauty, it is cer*

tainly the cause of our liking it ; and I have no doubt
but that, if v/e were more used to deformity than

beauty, deformity >vouId then lose the idea now an-

nexed to it, and taice that of beauty ; as, if the whole
world should agree that yes and no should change

their meanings, yet would then deny, and no would
affirm. : -;

'

* Whoever undertakes to proceed further in this

argument, and endeavours to fix a general criterion

of beauty respecting different species, or to show
why one species is more beautiful than another, it

V will be required from him first to prove that one
' species is really more beautiful than snother. That
we prefer one to the other, and with very good rea-

son, will be readily granted ; but it does not follow

from thence that we think it a more beautiful form

;

for we have no criterion of form by which to deter-

mine our judgment. He who says a swan is more
beautiful than a dove, means little more than that

he has more pleasure in seeing a swan than a dove,

either from the stateliness of its motions, or its being

a more rare bird ; and he who gives the preference to

the dove, does it from some association of ideas of

innocence that he always annexes to the dove ; but,

if he pretends to defend the preference he gives to

one or the other by eL Jeavouring to prove that this

more beautiful form proceeds from a particular gra-

dation of magnitude, undulation of a curve, or di-

rection of a line, or whatever other conceit of his

imagination he shall fix on as a criterion of form, he

will be continually contradicting nimsclf, and find at

I last that the great mother of nature will not be sub-
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jected to such narrow rules. Among the varlou^

reasons why we prefer one part of her works to ano"

ther, the most general, I believe, is habit and custom

;

custom makes, in a certain sense, white black and
black white; it is custom alone determines our pre-

ference of the colour of the Europeans to the Ethio-
pians; and they, for the same reason, prefer their

own colour to ours. I suppose nobody will doubt, if

one of their painters were to paint a goddess of
beauty, but that ht would represent her black, with

thick lips, flat nose, and woolly hair; and, it seems
to me, he would act very unnaturally if he did not

;

for by what criterion will any one dispute the pro-

priety of his idea? We, indeed, say, that the form
and colour of the European is preferable to that of
the ^Ethiopian ; but I know of no reason we have for

it, but that we are more accustomed to it. It is

absurd to say, that beauty is possessed of attractive

powers, which irresistibly seize the corresponding

mind with love and admiration, since that argument
is equally conclusive in favour of the white and the

black philosopher.

* The black and white nations must, in respect of

beauty, be considered as of different kinds, at least

a different species of the same kind ; from one of

which to the other, as I observed, no inference can

be drawn.
* Novelty is said to be one of the causes of beauty

:

that novelty is a very sufficient reason why we should

admire, is not denied ; but because it is uncommon,
is it therefore beautiful ? The beauty that is pro-

duced by colour, as when we prefer one bird to

another, though of the same form, on account of its

colour, has nothing to do with this argument, which
reaches only to form. 1 have here considered the

VOL. II. I
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word beauty as being properly applied to form alone.

There is a necessity of fixing this confined sense ; for

there can be no argument, if the sense of the word is

extended to every thing that is approved. A rose

may as well be said to be beautiful, because it has

a fine smell, as a bird because of its coloui. When
we apply the word beauty, we do not mean always by
it a more beautiful form, but something valuable on
account of its rarity, usefulness, colour, or any other

property. A horse is said to be a beautiful animal

;

but, had a horse as few good qualities as a tortoise, I

do not imagine that he would be then esteemed

beautiful,

' A fitness to the end proposed, is said to be an-

other cause of beauty ; but supposing we were proper

judges of what form is the most proper in an animal

to constitute strength or swiftness, we always deter-

mine concerning its beauty, before we exert our un-

derstanding to judge of its fitness.

' From what has been said, it may be inferred, that

the works of nature, if we compare one species with

another, are ail equally beautiful; and that prefe-

rence is given from custom, or some association of

ideas: and that, in creatures of the same species,

beauty is the medium or centre of all various forms.

* To conclude, then, by way of corollary : if it has

H'^en proved, that the painter, by attending to the

invariable and general ideas of nature, produces

beauty, he must, by regarding minute particularities

and accidental discriminations, deviate from the uni-

versal rule, and pollute his canvass with deformity.

-«,
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Ko83. SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1759.

' TO THE IDLER.

SIH,

* I supjposE you have forgotten that many weeks ago
I promised to send you an account of my compa-
nions at the Wdls. You would not deny me a plaee

among the most faithful votaries of idleness, if you
knew how often I have recollected my engagement,
and contented myself to delay the performance for

some reason which I durst not examine because I

knew it to be false ; how often I have set down io

write, and rejoiced at interruption ; and how often

I have praised the dignity of resolution, determined

at night to write in the morning, and deferred it in

the morning to the quiet hours of night.

' I have at last begun what I have long wished at

an end, and find it more easy than 1 expected to

C9ntinue my narration^

''Our assembly could boast no such constellation

of intellects as Clarendon's band of associates. We
had among us no Selden, Falkland, or Waller ; but

we had men not ' less important in their own eyes>

though less distinguished by the public ; and many
a time have we lamented the partiality of mankind,

and agreed that men of the deepest inquir" some-

times let their discoveries die away in silence, that

the most comprehensive observers have seldom op-

portunities of imparting their remarks, and that
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inodest merit passes in the crowd unknown and un*

heeded.
* One of the greatest men of the society was Sim

Scruple, who lives in a continual equipoise of doubt,

and is a constant enemy to confidence and dogma-
tism. Sim*s favourite topic of conversation is, the

narrowness of tlie human, mind, the fallaciousness of

our senses, the prevalence of early prejudice, and the

uncertainty of appearances. Sim has many doubts

about the nature of death, and is sometimes inclined

to believe that sensation may survive motion, and

that a dead man may feel though he cannot stir..

He. has sometimes hinted that man might perhaps

have been naturally a quadruped ; and thinks it

would be very proper, that at the Foundling Hos-

pital some children should be inclosed in an apart-

ment in which the nurses should be obliged to walk

half upon four and half upon two, that the young-

lings, being bred without the prejudice of example,

might have no other guide than nature, and might at

last come forth into the world as genius should di-

rect, erect or prone, on two legs or on four.

* The next in dignity of mien and fluency of talk

was Dick Wormwood, whose sole delight is to find

every thing wrong, Dick never enters a room but

he shows that the door and the chimney are ill

placed. He never walks into the fields but he finds

ground ploughed which is fitter for pasture. He is

always an enemy to th« present fashion. He holds

ihat all the beauty and virtue of women will soon

be destroyed by the use of tea. He triumphs when
he talks on the present system of education, and
tells us with great vehemence, that we are learning

words when we should learn things. He is of opl-

^
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nion thai we suck-in errors at the nurse's breast, and
thinks it extremely ridiculous that children should be

taught to use the right hand rather than the left.

' Bob Sturdy considers it as a point of honour to

say again what he has once said, and wonders how
any man that has been known to alter his opinion,

can look his neighbours in the face. Bob is the most
formidable disputant of the whole company ; for,

without troubling himself to search for reasons, he
tires his antagonist with repeated affirmations. When
Bob has been attacked for an hour with all the

powers of eloquence and reason, and his position ap-

pears to all but himself utterly untenable, he always

closes the debate with his first declaration, introduced

by a stout preface of contemptuous civility. ** All

this is very judicious ; you may talk, sir, as you
please ; but 1 will stiU say what I said at first." Bob
deals much in universals, which he has now obliged

us to let pass without exceptions. He lives on an
annuity, and holds that there are as many thieves as

traders; he is of loyalty unshaken, and always main-
tains, that he who sees a Jacobite sees a rascal,

* Phil Gentle is an enemy to the rudeness of con*

tradiction and the turbulence of debate. Phil has

no notions of his own, and therefore willingly catches

from the last speaker such as he shall drop. This
flexibility of ignorance is easily accommodated to

any tenet ; his only difficulty is, when the disputants

grow zealous, how to be of two contrary opinions at

once. If no appeal is made to his judgment, he has

the art of distributing his attention and his smiles

in such a manner, that each thinks him of his own
party ; but if he is obliged to speak, he then observes

that the question is difficult; that he never received

so much pleasure from a debate before ; that neither
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of the conirovertists could have found his match in

any other company ; that Mr. Wormwood's asser-

tion is very well supported, and yet there is great

force in what Mr. Scruple advanced against it. By
this indefinite declaration both are commonly satis-

fied ; for he that has prevailed is in good humour,
and he that has felt his own weakness is very glad to

have escaped so well. '*

' I am, SIR, yours, &c. «'

' ROBIN SPRITBLY.*

s.

N' 84. SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1759. 1

Biography is, of the various kinds of narrative

writing, that which is most eagerly read, and most

easily applied to the purposes of life, <•

In romances, when the wide field of possibility lieis

open to invention, the incidents may easily be made
more numerous, the vicissitudes more sudden, and

the events more wonderful ; but from the time of

life when fancy begins to be over-ruled by reason

and corrected by experience, the most artful tale

raises little curiosity when it is known to be false

;

though it may, perhaps, be sometimes read as a

model of a neat or elegant style, not for the sake of

knowing what it contains, but how it is written ; or

those that are weary of themselves, may have re-

course to it as a pleasing dream, of which, when
they awake, they voluntarily dismiss the images from

their minds. - - ,, '^, ., . ^ , — . . ^,., -.
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The examples and events of history press, indeed,

upon the mind with the weight of truth ; but when
they are reposited in the memory, they are oftener

employed for show than use, and rather diversify

conversation than regulate life. Few are engaged
in such scenes as give them opportunities of growing
wiser by the downfall of statesmen or fhe defeat of

generals. The stratagems of war, and the intrigues

of courts, are read by far the greater part of mankind
with the same indifference as the adventures of fabled

heroes, or the revolutions of a fairy region. Between
falsehood and useless truth there is little difference.

As gold which he cannot spend will make no man
rich, so knowledge which he cannot apply will make
no man wise.

The mischievous consequences of vice and folly,

of irregular desires and predominant passions, are

best discovered by those relations which are levelled

with the general surface of life, which teli not how
any man became great, but how he was made happy

;

not how he lost the favour of his prince, but how he
became discontented with himself.

Those relations are therefore commonly of most
value in which the writer tells his own story. He
that recounts the life of another, commonly dwells

most upon conspicuous events, lessens the familiarity

of his tale to increase his dignity, shows his favourite

at a distance, decorated and magnified like the an-

cient actors in their tragic dress, and endeavours to

hide the man that he may produce a hero.

But if it be true, which was said by a French

prince, that no man was a hero to the servants of his

chambert it is equally true, that every man is yet less

a hero to himself. He that is most elevated above

the crowd by the importance of his employments.

)
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or the reputation of his genius, feels himself a/fected

by fame or business but as they influence his domes-
tic life. The high and tow, as they have the same
faculties and the same senses, have no less similitude

in their pains and pleasures. The sensations are the

same in all, though produced by very different oc-

casions. The prince feels the same pain when an in-

vader seizes a province, as the farmer when a thief

drives away his cow. Men thus equal in themselves

will appear equal in honest and impartial biography ;

and those whom fortune or nature place at the great-

est distance may afford instruction to each other. >

The writer of his own life has at least the first

qualification of an historian, the knowledge of the

truth ; and though it may be plausibly objected that

his temptations to disguise it are equal to his oppor-

tunities of knowing it ; yet I cannot but think that

impartiality may be expected with equal confidence

from him that relates the passages of his own life, as

from him that delivers the transactions of another.

Certainty of knowledge not only excludes mistake,

but fortifies veracity. What we collect by conjec-

ture^ and by conjecture only can one man judge of

another's motives or sentiments, is easily modified by
fancy or by desire ; as objects imperfectly discerned

take forms from the hope or fear of the beholder.

But that -vhich is fully known cannot be falsified but

with reluctance of uiiderstandiug, and alarm of
conscience : of understanding, the lover of truth

;

of conscience, the sentinel cf virtue.

He that writes the life cf another is either his

friend or his enemy, and wishes either to exalt his

praise or aggravate his infamy ; many temptations to

falsehood will occur in the disguise of passions, too

^^cious to fear much resistance. Love of virtue will
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animate panegyric, and hatred of vrickedness embit-

ter censure. The zeal of gratitude, the ardour of

patriotism, fondness for an opinion, or fidelity to a
party; may easily overpower the vigilance of a mind
habitually well disposed, and prevail over unassisted

and unfriended veracity.

But he that speaks of himself has no motive to

falsehood or partiality except self-love, by which all

have so often been betrayed, that all are on the watch
against its artifices. He that writes an apology for

a single action, to confute an accusation, to recom-

mend himself to favour, is indeed always to be 8us«

pected of favouring his own cause ; but he that sits

down calmly and voluntarily to review his life for

the admonition of posterity, or to amuse himself, and
leaves this account unpublished, may be commonly
presumed to tell truth, since falsehood cannot ap-

pease his own mind, and fame will not be heard be-

neath the tomb.

•ii(»
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K* 85. SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1150.

One of the peculiarities which distinguish the pre-

sent nge is the multiplication of books. Every day
brings new advertisements of literary undertakings,

and we are flattered with repeated promises of grow-

ing wise on easier terms than our progenitors.

How much either happiness or knowledge is ad-

vanced by this multitude of authors, it is not very

easy to decide.

He that teaches us any thing which we knew not

before, is undoubtedly to be reverenced as a master.

- He that conveys knowledge by more pleasing

ways, may very properly be loved as a benefactor ;

and he that supplies life with innocent amusement,
will be certainly caressed as a pleasing companion.

But few of those who fill ihe world with books,

have any pretensions to the hope either of pleasing or

instructing. They have often no other task than to

lay two books before then), out of which they com-
pile a third, without any new materials of their own,
and with very little application of judgment to those

which former authors have supplied.

That all compilations are useles:; I do not assert.

Particles of science are often very widely scattered.

Writers of extensive comprehension have incidental

remarks upon topics very remote from the principal

subject, which are often more valuable than formal

treatises, and which yet are not known, because they

are not promised in the title. He that collects those

»<;;
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under proper heads is very laudably employed ; for

though he exerts no great abilities in the work, he
facilitates the progress of others, and by making
that easy of attainment which is already written,

may give some mind, more vigorous or more adven-

turous than his own, leisure for new thoughts and
original designs.

But the collections poured laiely from the press

have been seldom made at any great expense of time

or inquiry, and therefore only serve to distract choice,

'without supplying any rearl want.

It is observed, that a corrupt iociety has many lazo*

;

I know not whether it is not equally true, that an ig^

norant age has many books. When the treasures of

iincient knowledge lie unexamined, and original au-

thors are neglected and forgotten, compilers and
plagiaries are encouraged, who give us again what
we had before, and grow great by setting before us

what our own sloth had hidden from our view.

>*^Yet are not even these writers to be indiscrimi-

nately censured and rejected. Truth, like beauty,

varies its fashions, and is best recommended by dif-

ferent dresses to different minds ; and he that recalls

the attention of mankind to any part of learning

which time has left behind it, may be truly said to

advance the literature of his own age. As the man-
ners of nations vary, new topics of persuasion be-

come necessary, and new combinations of imagery

are produced ; and he that can accommodate himself

to the reigning taste, may always have readers who
perhaps would not have looked upon better perfor-

mances.

To exact of every man who writes that he should

say something new, would be to reduce authors to a

small number ; to oblige the most fertile genius to

;v..:,., ii
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obliged to receive all my husband's relations on a se-

cond floor.

' Inconveniences are often balanced by some ad*

vantage : the elevation of my apartments furnished

a subject for conversation, which, without some such

help, we should have been in danger of wanting.

Lady Stately told us how many years had passed

since she climbed so many steps. Miss Airy ran to

the window, and thought it charming to see the

^) walkers so little in the street ; and Miss Gentle went

to try the same experiment, and screamed to find

herself so far above the ground.
' They all knew that we intended to remove, and

ii therefore all gave me advice about a proper choice.

One street was recommended for the purity of its

air, another for its freedom from noise, another for

, its nearness to the Park, another because there was
but a step from it to all places of diversion, and an-

other because its inhabitants enjoyed at once the

town and country.

* I had civility enough to hear every recommenda*
tion with a look of curiosity while it was made, and
of acquiescence when it was concluded, but in my
heart felt no other desire than to be free from the

disgrace of a second floor, and cared little where I

should fix, if the apartments were spacious and splen-

did.

'Next day a chariot was hired, and Miss Trifle

-was dispatched to find a lodging. She returned in

the afternoon, with an account of a charming place,

to which my husband went in the morning to make
the contract. Being young and inexperienced, he

took with him his friend Ned Quick, a gentle-

man of great skill in rooms and furniture, who sees,

at a single glance, whatever there is to be commendedr

\^
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or censured. Mr. Quick, at the first view of the

house, declared that it could not be inhabited, for

the sun in the afternoon shone with full glare on the

windows of the dining-room.
' Miss Trifle went out again, and soon discovered

another lodging, which Mr. Quick went to survey,

and found, that, whenever the wind should blow

from the east, all the smoke of tiie city would be

driven upon it.

- ' A magnificent set of rooms was then found in

one of the streets near Westminster-Bridge, which
Miss TrifJe preferred to any which she had yet seen

;

but Mr. Quick, having mused upon it for a time,

concluded that it would be too much exposed in the

?norning to the fogs that rise from the river.

* Thus Mr. Quick proceeded to give us every day
new testimonies of his taste and circumspection

;

sometimes the street was too narrow for a double

range of coaches ; sometimes itvsras an obscure place,

not inhabited by persons of quality. Some places

were dirty, and some crowded ; in some houses the

furniture was ill-suited, and in others the stairs were

too narrow. He had such fertility of objections that

Miss Trifle was at last tired, and desisted from all

attefnpts for our accommodation.

^ * In tiie meaiitime I have still continued to see my
CO. o'> • r on a second floor, and am asked twenty

tiaiv V < ay when I am to leave those odious lodg-

ings, ii) »v^,ich 1 live tumultuously without pleasure,

and expensively without honour. My husband
thinks so highly of Mr. Quick, that he cannot be
persuaded to remove without his approbation ; and
Mr. Quick thinks his reputation raised bythemrl-
tiplication of diflic 'ties.

' In this distress to whom ran I have recourse? I

V I
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£nd my temper vitiated by daily disappointment, by
the sight of pleasures which I cannot partake, and

the possession of riches which I cannot enjoy. Dear
Mr. Idler, inform my. husband that he is trifling

away, in superfluous vexation, the few months which

pustom has appropriated to delight ; that matrimo-

nial quarrels are not easily reconciled between those

that have no children ; that wherever we settle he
must always find some inconvenience ; but nothing is

so much to be avoided as a perpetual state of in-

quiry and suspense. • ^ . - . . _

,

,.,_,.., .., ;;;..*. I. am, SIR,- •
'"

' ff^Vii^lZ

l,'^ii.'4,m- u>Jt zh,-

iiii*--iiU^% i»-st>'

* Your humble servant,*
•^'" '

< PEGGY HEAHTLESS.'
,. i£f fi ».

N** 87. SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15, 175J>.

*«l-.*?&.
, ..;lliUi' * • .(

'iX.,Ui^'.^t:(M\i >.Tt:';«-«it?^ OiM<iiH

Op what we know not, we can only judge by what
we know. Every novelty appears more wonderf"l

as it is more remote from any thing with which ex-

perience or testimony have hitherto acquainted us ;

and if it passes further beyo .d the notions that we
have been accustomed to form, it becomes at last

incredible. ., '•m-< •

We seldom consider that human knowledge is very

narrow, that national manners are formed by chance,

that uncommon conjectures of causes produce rare

effects, or that what is impossible at one time or

place may yet happen in another. It is always

easier to d^y than to inquire. To refuse credit
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confers fot a moment aa a{>pearahcei of siiperiorityv

-which every little mind is tempted toassuma when
it may be gained so cheaply as by withdrawing at-

tention tVom evidence/ and declining the fatigue of

comparing probabilities. The most pertinacious and
vehement demonstrator mav be wearied in time by
continual negation ; and inLredvlity,. which an old

poet, ia his address to Raleigh, calh the wit ef

fools, obtunds the argument which it cannot answei^

as woolsacks deaden arrows though they cannot re-

pel them.
" Many relations of travellers have ; been slighted as

fabulous, till more frequent voyages have con^med
their veraoity ; and it muy reasonably be imagined,

that many ancient historians are unjustly suspected

of falsehood, because our own times aHford nothing

that resembles what they tell.

Had only the writers of antiquity informed us tliat

there was once a nation in which the wife lay down
upon the burning pile only tu mix her ashes with

those of her husband, we should have thought it a
tale to be told with that of Endymion's commerce
with the Moon. Had only a single traveller related

that many nations of the earth were black* we
should have thought the accounts of the Negroes
and of the Phoenix equally credible. But of black

men the numbers are too great who are now repining

under English cruelty, and the custom of voluntary

cremation is not yet lost among the ladies of India. ^

Few narratives will either to men or women ap^

pear more incredible than the histories of the Ama*
zons ; of female nations of whose constitution it

was the essential and fundamental law, to exclude

tmni from all participalioH either of public affairs or

domestic business;, where female armies marcji^d un-

voL. If. m '
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der female captains, female farmers gathered the

harvest, female partners danced together, and female

ivits diverted one another.

Yet several ages of antiquity have transmitted ac-

counts of the Amazons of Caucasus ; and of the

Amazons of America, who have given their name to

the greatest river in the >vorld, Condamine lately

foimd such liliemorials as can be expected among
erratic and unlettered nations, where events are re-

corded only by tradition, and new swarms settling

in the country from time to time, confuse and efface

alltraces of former times.

To die with husbands, or to live without them, are

the two extremes which the prudence and modera-

tion of European ladies have, in all ages, equally

declined ; they have never been allured to death by
the kindness or civility of the politest nations, nor has

the roughness and brutality of more savage countries

ever provoked them to doom their male associates to

irrevocable banishment. The Bohemian matrons are

said to have made one short struggle for superiority,

but instead of banishing the men, they contented

theniselves with condemning them to servile offices ;

and their constitution, thus left imperfect, was quickly

overthrown.

There is, I think, no class of English women from

whom we are in any danger of Amazonian usurpa-

tion. The old maidb eem nearest to independence,

and mo6t likely to be aiamated by revenge against

masculine authority ; they often speak of men with

acrimonious vehemence, but it is seldom found that

they have any settled hatred against them, and it is

yet more rarely observed that they have any kind-

ness for each other. They will not i-asiiy combine

in any plot ; and if they aliould ever agree lo retire

>j«, .,
.a .it .v*.%r Ti^
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and fortify themselves in castles or in mountains, the

sentinel will betray the passes in spite, and the gar-

rison Avill capitulate upon easy terms, if the besiegers

have handsome sword-knots^ and are well supplied

with fringe and lace.

The gamesters, if they were united, would make a
formidable body ; and since they consider men only

as beings that are to lose their money, they might
live together without any wish for the ofBciousness

of gallantry, -or the delights of diversified conversa-

tion. But as nothing would hold them together but
the hope of plundering one another, their govern-

ment would fail from the defect of its principles, the

men would need only to neglect them, and they
would perish in a few weeks by a civil war.

I do not mean to censure the ladies of England as

defective in knowledge or in spirit, when I suppose
them unlikely to revive the military honours of their

sex. The character of the ancient Amazons was
rather terrible than lovely ; the hand could not be
very delicate that was only employed in drawing the

bow and brandishing the battle axe; their power
was maintained by cruelty, their courage was de-

formed by ferocity, and their example only shows

that men and women live best together. .^

. i .
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When the philosophers of the last age were firsY

congregated into the Royal Society, great expecta-

tions were raised of the sudden progress of useful

arts; the time was supposed to he near, when en-

gines should turn by a perpetual motion, and health

be secured by the universal medicine ; when learning

should be facilitated by a real character, and com-
inerce extended by ships which could reach their

|)orts in defiance of thfe tempest. «

But improvement is naturally slow. The Society

met ^nd parted without any visible diminution of

the miseries of life. The gout and stone were still

painful, the ground that was iiot ploughed brought

ho harvest, and neither oranges nor graphs would

grow upon the hawthbrn. At last, ihose who were

disappointed began to be angry; tlios^ likeVvise who
hated innovation were glad to gairi Jin oppbrtutiity of

ridiculing men who had depreciated, perhaps with

too much arrogance, the knowledge of antiquity.

And it appears from some of their earliest apologies,

that the philosophers felt with great sensibility the

unwelcome importunities of those who were daily

asking, * What have ye done ?* •
/ ^

The truth is, that little had been done compared
with what fame had been suffered to promise ; and
the question could only be answered by general apo-

logies and by new hopesj which, when they were
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frustrated, j;ave a new occasion to the same vexatious

inquiry.

This fat^I question has disturbed the quiet of many
other minds. He that in the latter part of his l^fe

too strictly inquires what ;he has done, can very sel-

dom receive from his own heart such ^n account as

will give him satisfaction. '
- * -

•

We do not indeed so often disappoint others as

ourselvjes. We not only t^ink more highly than

others of our pjvn abilities, but allow ourselves to

form hopes which we never communicate, and please

our thoughts witli e^mployments which none ever will

iiilot us, and with elevations, to which we are never

expected to.rjse ; and when our days and years have
passed away in Qprnnion business or common amuse-
ments, and we £nd at last that ^ye have suffered our

purposes to sl^ep till the time of action is past, we
are reproached only by pur pwn reflections ; neither

our friends nor our ene^^ies wonder that we live and
die like the rest of mai)Mnd ; that we live without no-

tice, and die without memorial ; tl^ey know not what
task we had proposed, and therefore cannot discern

"whether it is finished.

He that compares what he has done with what he
has left updone, wiir feel t,|ie effect which must al-

ways follow the copiparison of imagination with

reality ; he will look with contempt on his own un-

importance, and wonder to what purpose he came
into the world ; he will repine that he shall leave be-

hind him no evidence of his having been, that he has

added nothing to the system of life, but has glided

from youth to age among the crowd, without any
effort for distinction.

Man is seldom willing to let fall the opinion of his

own dignity, or to believe that he does little only be-

: m
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cause every individual is a very little being. He is

better content to v^ant diligence than power, and

sooner confesses the depravity of his will than the im-

becility of his nature.

Vrom this mistaken notion of human greatness \i

proceeds, that many who pretned to have made great

advances in wisdom so loudly declare that they despise

themselves. If I had ever found any of the self-con-

temners much irritated or pained by the consciousness

of their meanness, I should have given them conso-

lation by observing, that a little more than notl)ing is

as much as can be expected from a being, who with

respect to the multitudes about him is himself little

knore than nothing. Kvery man is obliged by the

Supreme Master of the universe to improve all the

opportunities of good which are afforded him, and (o

keep in continual activity such abilities as are be-

stowed upon him. But he has no reason to repine,

though his abilities are 'small and his opportunities

few. He that has improved the virtue, or advanced

the happiness, of one fellow-creature, he that has ascer-

tained a single moral proposition, or added one useful

experiment to natural knowledge, may be contented

with his own performance, and, with respect to mor-

tals like himself, may demnnd, like Augustus, to be

dismissed at his departure with applause.

-V.
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N° 89. SATURDAY, DECEMBER 29, 1 759.
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EPICT.
I^l'i.'.

How evil came into the world ; for what reason it is

that life is overspread with such boundless varieties

of misery ; why the only thinking being of this globe

is doomed to think merely to be wretched, and to

pass his time from youth to age in fearing or in suf-

fering calamities, is a question which philosophers

have long asked, and which philosophy could never

answer.

• Religion informs us that misery and sin were pro*

duced together. The depravation of human will was
followed by a disorder of the harmony of nature ; and
by that Providence which often places antidotes in

the neighbourhood of poisons, vice was checked by
hiisery, lest it should swell to universal and unlimited

dominion.
.* A state of innocence and happiness is so remote
from all that we have ever seen, that though we can
easily conceive it possible, and may therefore hope
to attain it, yet our speculations upon it must be ge-

neral and confused. We can discover that where
there is universal innocence, there will probably be

universal happiness ; for why should afflictions be

permitted to infest beings who are not in danger of

Corruption from blessings, and where there is no use

i
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of terror nor cause of punishment? But in a vorid

like ours, where our senses assault us, and our hearts

betray us, we should pass on from crime to crime,

heedless and remorseless, if misery did not stand in

our way, and our own pains admonish us of our

folly.

Almost all the moral Kbod which is left among us,

is the apparent effect of physical evil.

Goodness is divided by divines into soberness,

righteousness, and godliness. Let it be examined
how each of these duties would be practised if there

wet'eno physical evil to enforce it.

; Sobriety, or temperance, is nothing but the for-

bearance of pleasure ; and if pleasure was not fol-

lowed by paii>, who would forbear it? We see every

hourthosein whom the desire of present indulgence

overpowers all sense of past and all foresight of fu-

ture miaieiy. In a remission of the gout, the drunkard

returns to his wine, and the glutton to his feast ; p.nd

if neither disdase nor poverty were- felt or dreaded,

e?cry one would sink down in idle sensuality, withr

out any care of -others, or of hims€lf. To eat and
drink, and lie down to sleep, would be the whole
business oflmai^ind. >

Righteousness, or ^he system of social duty, may
be subdivided into justice and charity. Of justice

oneofthe 'he&then sages has shown, with great acute-

ness, that it ws impressed upon mankind only by
tin* Jncoriveniences wiiich injustice had produced.

*vln the first ages,* 8ay« he, ^ men acted.without any

role but* the impulse of desire; they practised injus"

tide upon others, and suffered it from others in their

turn ; but in- tirtie H was discovered, that the pain of

suffering wrong was)greater than the pleasure of do-

ing it; aindi mjartki^d, bya general compact, sub-

h
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mitted to ibe restraint of laws, and roBigned tb^

pleasure to Qscap« the pain,'

^. Of'Charity it is superfluous to observe, that it could

ha^ve fko place if there were no want.; ipr of a virtue

whiqli could not be practised, the omission couid not

be culpable. Evil is not only,the occasional but the

efficient cause of charity ; we ,are incited to the rer

lief of misery l>y the consciousness^hat we have the

same nature with the sutferei;, that we ar^ in danger

of ithe same distresses^ .a(i(l.A>ay «ometini,e implore

the sarme assistance.

Godliness, or piety, is elevatioticof tl^e^^mind to-

wards. 11^. Su^eme .3eing, and extension of the

thoughts of another life. 'V^ie other life., is future^

and' the: ^preme Being is invisible. Nqne would

have recourse to an invisible power, but that all other

subjects, have eluded their hopes.
, N9»P would fix

tJi^ir attiention upon the future, but t^at th^y a j dis-

cont)^i)|f)diwitfU the. present. If the senses w^re feasted

with perpetual pleasure, they would always keep the

mind in subjection. Reason has no authority over us,

but by its power to warn us against evil.

In childhood, while our minds are yet unoccupied,

religion is impressed upon them, and the first years

of almost all who have been well educated are passed

in a regular discharge of the duties of piety. But as

we advance forward into the crowds of life, innu-

merable delights solicit our inclinations, and innu-

merable cares distract our attention ; the time of youth
is passed in noisy frolics ; manhood is led on from
hope to hope, and from project to project ; the disso-

luteness of pleasure, the inebriation of success, the

ardour of expectation, and the vehemence of com-
petition, chain down the mind alike to the present

scene, nor is it remembered how soon this mist of
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trifles must be scattered, and the bubbles that float

upon the rivnlet of life be lost for ever in the gulph of

eternity. To this consideration scarcely any man is

awakened but by some pressing and resistless evil.

The death of those from whom he derived his plea-

^res, or to whom he destined his possessions, some
disease which shows him the vanity of sM external

acquisitions, or the gloom of age, which intercepts

his prospects of long enjoyment, fore <7S him to fix his

hopes ucon another state, and when h *. has contended

with the tempests ov life till his strength fails him, he
flies at last to the shelter of religion.

That misery does not make all virtuous, experience

too certainly informs us ; but it is no less certain that

of what virtue there is, misery produces far the greater

part. Physical evil may be therefore endured with

patience, §ince it is the cause of moral good ; and
patience itself is one virtue by which we are pre-

pared for that atate in which evil shall be oo more. '

-m^ "^Mm ""«l> :*if:^ (m^i

Jh^'^^i'ift^-'"-' • ' ."'": '''»'
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It is a complaint which has been made from time to

time, and which seems to have lately become more
frequent, that English oratory, however forcible in

argument, or elegant in expression, is deficient and
inefficacious, because our speakers want the grac^

and energy of action.

• Among the numerous projectors who are desirous

to refine our manners, and improve our faculties^

«ome are willing to supply the deficiency of our

speakers. We have had more than one exhortation

to study the neglected art of moving the passions^

and have been encouraged to believe that our tongues^

however feeble in themselves, may, by the lielpof

our hands and legs, obtain an uncontrolable domi-

nion over the most stubborn audience, animate the

insensible, engage the careless, force tears frpm th<j

obdurate, and money from the avaricious.

>p'!f by slight of hand, or nimbleness of foot, ali

these wonders can be performed, he that shall neglect

to attain the free use of his limbs may be justly cen^

Bured as criminally lazy. But I am afraid that nd
specimen of such eifects will easily be shown. If I

could once find a speaker in*Change-Alley raib'ng the

price of stocks by the power of persuasive gestures,

I should very zealously recommend the study of his

-art ; but having never seen any action by which

language was much assjst^d^ I. have been hitherto inr
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dined to doubt v^hether iny countrymen are not

blamed too hastily for their calm and motionless ut-

terance.

Foreigners of many nations accompany their speech

ivith action ; but why should their example have

more influence upon us4han ours upon them ? Cus-

toms are not to be changed but for better. Let

those who desire to reform us show the benefits of the

change proposed. WLen. the Frenchman waves his

hands and writjies his body in recounting the revvlu-

tions of a game at cards, or the Neapolitai , who
tells the hour of the day, shows upon his fingers the

number which he mientlons ; I do not perceive that

their manual exercise is of much use, or that they

i^ leave any image more deeply impressed by their

bustle and vehemence of communication.

Upon the English stage there is no want of ac.

lion ; but the diifiouUy of making it at once various

aiid proper, and its perpetual tendency to become ri>

diculous, notwithstanding all the advantages which
art and i^how, and custom and prejudice, can give

it, may prove how little it can he admitted into any
• . ether place^ where it can have no recommendation

but from truth and nature. mti

The use of English oratory is only at the bar, in

the parliament, and in the church. Neither the

jotlges of our laws, nor the representatives of our
* people, would be much affected by laboured gesticu-

lation, of believe any man the more because he rolled

his eyes, or puffed his cheeks, or spread abroad his

arms, orstamped the ground, or tbuniped his breast,

©r turned his eyes sometimes to the ceiling and
sometimes to the floor. Upon men intent only upon

truth, the arm of an orator has little power ; a cre-

dible testimony, or a cogent argument, will over-
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ut-
come all the att of modulation, and all the violence

of contortion.

It is well known, that in the city which m^y be
called the patent of oratory, all the arts of mecha-
nical persuasion were banished from the court of su-

preme judicature. The judges of the Areopagus;

considered action and vociferation as a foolish appeal

to the external senses, and unworthy to be practised

before those who had no desire of idle amusement,

and whose only pleasure was to discover right,

V/hether action may not be yet of use in churches,

where the preacher addresses a mingled audience,

may deserve inquiry. It is certain that the senses

are more powerful as the reason is weaker; and that

he whose ears convey little to his mind, may some^

times listen with his eyes till truth may gradually*

take possession of his heart. If there be any use of
gesticulation, it must be applied to the ignoraiit and
rude, who will be mofe aft'ected by vehemence tha»

delighted by propriety. In the pulpit little action

can be proper, for action can illustrate nothing but
that to which it may be referred by nature oj by
custom. He that imitates by his hand a motion

which he describes, explains it by natural 'litude;^

he that lays his hand on his breast, when he ctpifSses

pity, enforces his words by a customary illusion. But
theology has few topics to which actidn can be ap-

propriated; that action which is vague and indeter^

minate will at last Settle into habit, and habitual

peculiarities are quickly ridiculous. t

It (s perhaps the character of the English to de*

sp isle trifles ; and that art may surdy be accounted! a
trifle which is at once useless and ostentatious, whhch
can seldom be practised mth propriety, and whidr,

as -the mind is m^re cultivated, is lesis powerful. Y«t

m
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as ail innocent nieans are tb be used for the propa-

»

gation of truth, I wou!cl not deter those nvho are em-,

ployed in preaching 1 6 common congregations from

any practice which they may find persuasive; for^

compared with tlie conversion of sinners^ propriety

and elegance are less than nothing. f|

••'•
'i

•
• -«--_«----«--^ '4
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It is common to overlook what is near, by keeping

the eye fixed upon something remote. In the same
manner present opportunities are neglected, and at-

tainable good is slighted, by minds busied in exten-

sive ranges, and intent upon future advantages. Jjife,

however short, is made still shorter by waste of time,

and its progress towards happiness, though naturally.

sloXv, is yet retarded by unnecessary labour.

The difficulty of obtaining knowledge is univer--

sally confessed. To fix deeply in the mind the prin-

ciples of science, to settle their limitations, and der

dude the long succession of their consequences ; to

comprehend the whole compass of complicated sys-

Tfinas, with all the arguments, objections, and solu-

tions, aiul to reposlte in the intellc Uial treasury the

numberless facts, experiments, apophthegms, and
positions, which must stand single in the memory,,

and of which none has any perceptible connection

with the rest, is a task which, though undertaken

l^ith ardour and pursued with diligence, must at last

be.left unfinished by the frailty of our natwrc. . . <.

-%'
t

»

i
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• Td make the way to learning either less short or

.less. smooth, is certainly absurd ; yet this is the ap-

parent effect of the prejudice which seems to prevail

among us in favour of foreign authors, and of the

contempt of our native literature which this excur-

sive curi€>sity must necessarily produce. Every man
is more speedily instructed by his own language,

than by any other ; before we search the rest of the

world for teachers, let us try whether we may not

spare oiir trouble by finding them at home.

. The riches of the English language are much
greater than they are commonly supposed. Many
useful and valuable books lie buried in shops and
libraries, unknown and unexamined, unless some
lucky compiler opens them by chance, and finds ao
easy spoil of wit and learning. I am far from in-

tending to insinuate, that other languages are not ne-

cessary to him who aspires to eminence, and whose

whole life is devoted to study ; but to him who reads

only for amusement, or whose purpose is not to deck
himself with the honours of literature, but to be qua-

litied for domestic usefulness, and sit down content

with subordinate reputation, we have authors suffi-

cient to fill up all the vacancies of his time, and gra-

tify most of his wishes for information. ^^
. Of our poets I need say little, because they arc

perhaps the only authors to whom their country hafi

done justice. We consider the whole succession from

Spensei- to Pope, as superipr to any names which the

continent can boast ; and therefore the poets of other

nations, however familiarly they may be sometimes

mentioned, are very little read, except by those who
.design to borrow their beauties.

J

• There is, 1 think, not one of the liberal arts which
may not be competently learned in the English lar^*

«• ' t . if,
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guage. If6 tliat seai^ches affet* fhathi^fnartieal know
Mgt maylWsyfcimidf among his own (Montrymcti,

and wiir fhid* one 'dr Other able to itistruot him in

every par! of thd^ abslinf^ sciences. Hielfhat i« de-

lighted v^dh experiments j and wishes to loiow the

nature of bodies' from certain and vif)ib)e-«fll!Ct», is

happily plated where the mechanical'^hHomphy
was fi'rst 'established by a public institulnaii; and from

which it Was spread to all other countries; "<-'' nii ^ -v

The more airy and elegant studied of philoldgy

and criticism have little need of any fdreign help.

Thoiigh 'Our language^ not being very analogici^

'gives fe\^ bppbrtunities for grammatical researches,

yet we h^e not -wanted atithors who have considered

the principles of speech ; and with dritkal writings

We abound sufficiently to enable pedantry to impose

rules which can seldom be observed, afnd vanity to

talk of books which are seldom read.

But our own language has, from the Reformation

to the pi^sent time, 'been chiefly dignified and adorn-

ed by the works of our divines, who, considered as

commeiftators, contitjvertists, of preachers, have un-

doubtedly left all other nations far behind them.

No vulgar latiguage can boast such treasures of theo-

logical knowledge, or such multitudes of authors at

once learned, elegant, and pions. Other countries

and other communions have authors perhaps equal

in abtlit1<?s and diligence to ours; but if we unite

number S^'ith excellence, there is certainly no nation

•which most not allow iis to be superior. Of mora-

Kty little is necessary to be said, because it iscom-

prehendeil in practical divinity, and iS perhaps better

taught in English sermons than in any other books

-ancient or moidern. Nor shall I dwell on our ex-

icellencein metaphysical specolationSi ^ecawse he
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that reads the works of our divines will easily dis-

cover how far human subtilty has been able to pe-

lietrate.

. Pdlitiqal knowledge is forced upon us by the form
of our constitution ; and all the mysteries of govern-

ment are discovered in the attack or defence of

every minister. The original law of society, the

rights of subjects^ and the prerogatives of kings^ have
been considered with the utmost nicety,. sometimes

profoundly investigated, and sometimes familiarly

explained.

Thus copiously instructive is the English language;

and thus needless is all recourse to foreign writers.

Let us not therefore make our neighbours proud
by soliciting help which we do not want, npr dis-

courage our own industry by difficulties which we
need not suffer*

-he
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by many who n^vtt- can obiainiit; and! tiiat'which
cannot be obtahiedwhen it is diesired*, artifice or fblly

will be diligent to counterfeit. Those to whom for-

tune has dtoii;^ gold and diantonds decorate them-
selves witii stOiles and^ metals, which have something

of the show, butlittlcof the value ; and every moral

excc^ence' or intellectual' faculty has some vice or

folly which imita^ its appearance.

Every man wishes to be wise, and they who can-

not be wise are almost always cunning. The less is

the real discernment of those whom business or con-

versation brings together, the more illusions are prac-

tised, nor is caution ever so necessary as with asso-

ciates or opponents of feeble minds.

Cunning differs from wisdom as twilight from

open day. He that walks in the sunshine goes bold-

ly forward by the nearest way ; he sees that where

the path is straight and even he may proceed in

security, and where it is rough and crooked he easily

complies with the turns, and avoids the obstructions.

But the traveller in the dusk fears more as he sees

less ; he knows there may be danger, and therefore

suspects that he is never safe, tries every step before

he fixes his foot, and shrinks at every noise lest vio-

lence should approach him. Wisdom comprehends

at once the end and the means, estimates easiness or

difficulty, and is cautious or confident in due proper*

. ... ... .... \;
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tion. Cuimitig discavers little at a'time, and has no
other means of certainty than muitiplicatioa of stra*

tageois and superfluity of suspicion. The man of

cunning always considers that he can never be too

safe, and therefore always keeps himself enveloped

in a mist, impenetrable, as he hopes, to the eye of
rivalry or curiosity.

Upon this principle, Tom Double has formed a

habit of eluding the most harmless question* What
he has no inclination to answer, he pretends some-

times not to hear, and endeavours to divert the in^

quirer's attention by some other subject; but if he
be pressed hard by repeated interrogation^ he always

evades a direct reply. Ask him whom he likes be^
on the stage ; he is ready to tell that there are se-

veral excellent performers. Inquire when he was last

at the coffee-house ; he replies, that the weather ha«

been bad lately. Desire him to tell the age of any of

his acquaintance ; he immediately meotioos another

who is older or younger.

Will Puzzle values himself upon a long reach. He
foresees every thing before it will happen, though

he never relates his prognostications till the event is

past. Nothing has come to pass for these twenty

years of which Mr. Puzzle had not given broad htots^

and told at least that it was not proper to tf^. Of
those predictions, which every conclusion will equaUy
verify, he always claims the credit, and wonders thzlt

his friends did not understand them. He supposes

very truly that much may be known which he knows

not, and therefore pretends to know much of which

he and all mankind are equally ignorant. I desired

his opinion yesterday of the German war, and was

told, that if the Prussians were well supported, soiae-

thing gre^ may be expected;^ but that they have
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tcry powenul enemies to encounter; that the Aus-

trian general has long experience, and the Russians

are hardy and resolute ; but that no human power is

invincible. I then drew the conversation to our own
atfairs, and invited him to balance the probabilities

of war and peace. He told me that war requires

courage, and ncgociation judgment, and that the

timft will come when it will be seen whether our skill

in treaty is equal to our bravery in battle. To this

general prattle he will appeal hereafter, and will de-

mand to have his foresight applauded, whoever shall

at last be conquered or victorious. * »^j*i'>f

With Ned Smuggle all is a secret. He believes

himself watched by observation and malignity on
every side, and rejoices in the dexterity by which he

has escaped snares that never were laid. Ned holds

that a man is never deceived if he never trusts, and

therefore will not tell the name of his tailor or his

hatter. He rides out every morning tor the air, and
pleases himself with thinking that nobody knows
where he has been. When he dines with a friend,

he never goes to his house the nearest way, but walks

up a bye-street to perplex the scent. When he

has a coach called, he never tells him at the door the

true place to which he is going, but stops him in the

way that he may give him directions where nobody
can hear him. The price of what he buys or sells

is always concealed. He often takes lodgings in the

country by a wrong name, and thinks that the world

is wondering where he can be hid. All these trans-

actions he registers in a book, which, he says, will

some time or other amaze posterity. •

It is remarked by Bacon, that many men try to

procure reputation only by objections, of which, if

they are once admitted^ the nullity never appears.
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because the design is laid aside. This false feint qf
wisdom, says he, tf the ruin qf business. The whole

power of cunning is privative ; to say nothing, and
to do nothing, is the utmost of its reach. Yet men
thus narrow by nature, and mean by art, are some-

times able to rise by the miscarriages of bravery and
the openness of integrity ; and by watching failures

and snatching opportunities, obtain advantages which

belong properly to higher characters.

v
\

n.'^ii
''
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Sam Softly was bred a sugar-baker ; but succeed-

ing to a considerable estate on the death of his elder

brother, he retired early from business, married a

fortune, and settled in a country-house near Kentish^

town. Sam, who formerly was a sportsman, and in

his apprenticeship used to frequent Barnet races,

keeps a high chaise, with a brace of seasoned geld^

ings. During the summer months, the principal

passion and employment of Sam's life is to visit, in

this vehicle, the most eminent seats of the nobility

and gentry in <litferent parts of the kingdom, with

his wife and some select friends. By these periodical

excursions Sam gratifies many important purposes.

He assists the several pregnancies of his wife; he

shows his chaise to the best advantage ; he indulges

his insatiable curiosity for finery, which, since he has

turned gentleman, has grown upon him to an extra-

ordinary degree; he discovers taste and spirit; andj
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Tirhat 1v above ell, he fnds frequent opportunities of

displaying to the party, at every house he tees, his

knowledge of family connections. At first, Sam "was

contented with driving a friend between London and
his villa. Here he prided himself in pointing out the

boxes of the citizens on each side of the road, with

an accurate detail of their respective failures or suc-

cesses in trade ; and harangued on the several equi-

pages that were accidentally passing. Here, too, the

seats interspersed on the surrounding hills, afforded

ample matter for Sam's curious discoveries. For one,

he tolJ his companion, a rich Jew had offered mo-
ney ; and that a retired widow was courted at an-

other, by an eminent dry-salter. At the same time

he discussed the utility, and enumerated the expenses,

of the Islington turnpike. But Sam's ambition is at

present raised to nobler undertakings.

'When the happy hour of the annual expedition

arrives, the seat of the chaise is furnished with Ogil-

vy*8 Book of Roads, and a choice quantity of cold

tongues. The most alarming disaster which can

happen to our hero, who thinks he throws a whip

admirably well, is to be overtaken in a road which
fifibrds no qwtrteriov wheels. Indeed, few men pos-

ee^s more skill or discernment for concerting and
conducting a party of pleature. When a seat is to

he surveyed, he has a peculiar talent in selecting

/somCvShady bench in the park, where the company
'may most commodiously refresh themselves with cold

•tongue, chicken, and French rolls; and is very saga-

cious in discovering what oool temple in the garden

<will be best adapted for drinking tea, brought for

4bi8 purpose, hi the afternoon, and from which the

'^h^ise may be i^umed with the greatest convenience.

.Iff>iewing the house itself, he is pirincipaHy attracted
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by the chairs and beds, concerning the cost of which
his minute inquiries generally gain the clearest in-

formation. An agate table easily diverts his eyes

from the most capital B^kes of Rubens, and a Tutw
key carpet has more charms than a Titian. Sam,
however, dwells with some attention on the family

portraits, particularly the most modern ones; and as

this is a topic on which the housekeepei- usually ha-

rangues in a more copious manner, he takes this

opportunity of improving his knowledge of inter*

marriages. Yet, notwithstanding this appearance of

satisfaction, Sam has some objection to all he sees.

One house has too much gilding ; at another, the

chimney-pieces are all monuments; at a third, h€
conjectures that the beautiful canal must certainly be
dried up in a hot summer. He despises the statues

at Wilton, because he thinks he can see much better

carviiig at Westminster Abbey. But there is one ge-

neral objection which he is sure to make at almost

evei;,' house, particularly at those which are most
di:;li .^uished. He allows that all the apartments are

extremely fine, but adds, with a sneer, that they an
too fine to be inhabited.

Misapplied genius most commonly proves ridicu*

Jous. Had Sam, as nature intended, contentedly

continued in the calmer and less conspicuous pursuitf

of sugar-baking, he might have been a respectable

and useful character. At present he dissipates his

life in a specious idleness, which neither improves

himself nor his friends. Those talents which might
have benefited society, he exposes to contempt by
filie pretensions. He affects pleasures which he can-

not enjoy, and is acquainted only with (hose subjects

on which he has no rigl^ to talk, and which it is no
merit to understand. ^ ~ . .
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It is common to find young men ardent and diligent

in the pursuit of knowledge ; but the progress of life

very often produces laxity and indifference ; and not

only those who are at liberty to choose their business

and amusements, but those likewise whose professions

engage them in literary inquiries, pass the latter part

of theii* time without improvement, and spend the

day rather in any other entertainment than that

which they might find among their books. miv^-

This abatement of the vigour of curiosity is some?

times imputed to the insufficiency of learning. Men
are supposed to remit their labours, because they find

their ilabours to have been vain ; and to search no
longer after truth and wisdom, because they at last

despair of finding them.

But this reason is for the most part very falsely as*

signed. Of learning, as of virtue, it may be affirmed,

that it is at once honoured and neglected. Whoever
forsakes it will for ever look after it with longing,

lament the loss which he does not endeavour to re-

pair, and desire the good which he wants resolution

to seizp and keep. The idler never applauds his own
idleness, nor does any man repent of the diligence

of his youth.
- So many hindrances may obstruct the acquisition

^f knowledge, that there is little reason for wonder-

ing that it is in a few hands. To the greater part

of mankind the duties of life are inconsistent witl^
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much study ; and the hours which they would speD4

upon letters must be stolen from their occupationa

3nd their families. Many suffer themselves to be

lured by more sprightly and luxurious pleasures from

the shades of contemplation, where they find seldom

more than a calm delight, such as, though greater

than all others, its certainty and its duration beipg

reckoned with its power of gratification, is yet easily

quitted for some extemporary joy, which the present

moment offers, and another perhaps will put out of

reach.

It is the great excellence of learning, that it bor-

rows very little from time or place ; it is not confined

to season or to climate, to cities or to the country,

but may be cultivated and enjoyed where no other

pleasure can be obtained. But this quality, which

constitutes much of its value, is one occasion of neg-

lect ; what may be done at all times with eijual pro-

priety, is deferred from day to day, till the mind is

gradually reconciled to the omission, and the atten-

tion is turned to other objects. Thus habitual idle-

ness gains too much power to be conquered, and the

soul shrinks from the idea of intellectual labour and
intensenes§ of meditation.

That those who profess tc advance learning some-

times obstri ct it, cannot be denied; the continual

multiplication of books not only distracts choice, but

disappoints inquiry. To him that has moderately

stored his mind with images, few writers afford any

povelty ; or what little they have to add to the com-
mon stock of learning, is so buried in the mass of

general notions, that, like silver mingled with the ore

of lead, it is too little to pay for the labour of sepa-

falion ; and he that has often been deceived by the

%'•
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promise of a title, at last grows weary of ^caroining,

and is tempted to consider all as equally fallacious.

' There are indeed some repetitions always lawful,

because they never deceive. He that writes the his-

tory of past times, undertakes only to decorate known
facts by new beauties of method or of style, or at

most to illustrate them by his own reflections. The
author of a system, whether moral or physical, is

obliged to nothing beyond care of selection and regu-

larity of disposition. But there are others who claim

the name of authors merely to disgrace it, and fill

the world with volumes only to bury letters in their

own rubbish. The traveller, who tells, in a pompous
folio, that he saw the Pantheon at Rome, and the

Medicean Venus at Florence ; the natural historian,

who, describing the productions of a narrow island,

recounts all that it has in common with every other

part of the world ; the collector of antiquities, that

accounts every thing a curiosity which the ruins of

Herculaneum happen to emit, though an iuou^ument

already shown in a thousand repositories, or a cup
common to the ancients, the moderns, and all man-
kind ; may be justly censured as the persecutors of

students, and the thieves of that time which never

can be restored.
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» WU* • TO THE lOJUER.

4i

1^ i-^:^
' MR. IDLER, H, :..,

' It is, Ithink, universally agreed, ttat seldom any
good is gotten by complaint; yet we find that few

forbear to complain, but those who are afraid of be-

ing reproached as the authors of their own miseries.

I hope therefore for the common permission, to lay

my case before you and your readers, by which I

shall disburden my heart, though I cannot hope to

receive either assistance or consolation.

* I am a trader, and owe my fortune to frugality

and industry. I began with little ; but by the easy

and obvious method of spending less than I gain,

I have every year added something to roy stock, and
expect to have a seat in the common-council at the

next election. ^

I
< My wife, who was as prudent as myself, died six

years ago, and left me one son and one daughter, for

whose sake I resolved never to marry again, and re*

jected the overtures of Mrs. Squeeze, the broker's

widow, who had ten thousand pounds at her own
disposal.

* I bred my son^t a school near Islington; and

when he had learned arithmetic, and wrote a good

hand, I took him into the -shop, designing, in about

ten years, to retire to Stratford or Hackney, and
leave him established in the business*
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' For four years he was diligent and sedate, entered

the shop before it was opened, and wiien it was shut

always examined the pins of the window. In any
intermission of business it was his constant practice

to peruse the ledger. I had always great hopes of

him, when I observed how sorrowfully he would

shake his head over a bad debt, and how eagerly he

Avould listen to me when I told him that he might at

one time or other become an alderman.
i * We lived together with mutual confidence, till

unluckily a visit was paid him by two of his school-*

fellows who were placed, I suppose, in the army,

because they were fit for nothing better : they came
glittering in their military dress, accosted their old

acquaintance, and invited him to a tavern, where,

as I have been since informed, they ridiculed the

meanness of commerce, and wondered how a youth

of spirit could spend the prime of life behind a

counter.

- * I did not suspect any mischief. I knew my son

was never without money in his pocket, and was

better able to pay his reckoning than his companions

;

and expected to see him return triumphing in his

own advantages, and congratulating himself that he
"was not one of those who expose their heads to a

musket bullet for three shillings a day.

* He returned sullen and thoughtful ; I supposed

him sorry for the hard fortune of his friends ; and
tried to comfort him, by saying that the war would
soon be at an end, and that, if they had any honest

occupation, half-pay would be a pretty help. He
looked at me with indignation ; and snatching up his

candle, told me, as he went up stairs, that he hoped

to see a battle yet. '-, • A*A4i:^i t.

V ' Why he should hope to see a battle, I could not

/
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till

tonceive» but let him go quietly to sleep away his

folly. Next day he made two mistakes in the first

bill, disobliged a customer by surly answers, and

dated all his entries in the journal in a wrong month.

At night he met his military companions again, came
home late, and quarrelled with the maid.
' * From this fatal interview he has gradually lost

all his laudable passions and desires. He soon grew

Useless in the shop, where, indeed, I did not wil-

lingly trust him any longer : for he often mistook the

price of goods to his own loss, and once gave a pro-

missory note instead of a receipt.

* I did not know to what degree he was corrupted,

till an honest tailor gave me notice that he had be*

spoke a laced suit, which was to be left for him at a

house kept by the sister of one of my journeymen.

1 went to this clandestine lodging, and found, to my
amazement, all the ornaments of a fine gentleman,

which he has taken upon credit, or purchased with

money subducted from the shop.
''^ * This detection has made him desperate. He
kiOw openly declares his resolution to be a gentleman

;

says that his soul is too great for a counting-house;

ridicules the conversation of city taverns ; talks of

new plays, and boxes and ladies ; gives duchesses for

his toasts; carries silver, for readiness, in his waist-

coat-pocket ; and comes home at night in a chair>

with such thunders at the door, as have more than

once brought the watchmen from their stands.

* Little expenses will not hurt us ; and I could for-

give a few juvenile frolics, if he would be careful

of the main ; but his favourite topic is contempt of

money, which, lie says, is of no use but to be spent.

Riclies, without honour, he holds empty things; and

\
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once told me to my face» tliat wealthy p]odd«rs were
oii}y purveyors to men of spirit.

* He is always impalient in the company of his old

friends, and seldom speaks till he is warmed with

wine; he then entertains us with accounts that we
do not desire to hear» of intrigues among lords and
ladies, and quarrels between officers of the guards

;

shows a miniature on his snuff-box, and wonckrs that

any man can look upon the pew dancer witliout

rapture* ^» «iS=:-r"v'?7:j;r;.*vr;.;^,

'

' All this is very providing; ami yet all this might
be borne, if the boy could supporf. his pretensions.

But, whatever he may think, he is yet far from the

accomplishments which he has endeavoured to pur-

chase at so dear a rate. I have watched him in pub-

lic places. He sneaks in lik€ a man that knows he

is where he should not be ; he is proud to catch the

slightest salutation, and often claims t when it is not

intended* Other men receive dignity from dress,

but my booby looks always more meanly for his

£iiery. Dear Mr. Idler, tell him what must at last

become of a fop, whom pride will not suffer to be a

trader, and whom long habits in a shop forbid to be

a^ gentleman. "/^jia .
, j^m-h >;f-,Sf.. m'**^^At^j'^i'4:HjM''n^ii?yj'*^^^

4^ • I am, SIB, &c.

;^ .,.,../ TIM. wainscot/,.

.^^» t*'i^t'Tf.. .f f^-^

.-^|;rf,;t;?^jb 'a .|>»r»r 3;l|,^

^u-'^ii ;ff-^' ^^c*.
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Hacho, a king of Lapland, was in his youth the

most renowned of the Northern warriors. His mar-

tial atchievements remain engraved on a pillar of

flint in the rocks of Hanga, and are to this day car-

roled to the harp by the Laplanders^ at the fires with

which they celebrate their nightly festivities. Such
was his intrepid spirit, that he ventured to pass the

lake Vether to the isle of Wizards, where he de-

scended alone into the dreary vault in which a magi»>

cian had been kept bound for six ages, and read the

Gothic characters inscribed on his brazen mace. His

eye was so piercing, that, as ancient chronicles re»'

port, he could blunt the weapons of his enemies only

by looking at thenu A\^. twelve years of age he car*

ried an iron vessel of a prodigious weight, for the

length of five furlongs, in the presence of all the

chiefs of his father's castle.' e ^ <

Nor was he less celebrated for his prudence and
wisdom. Two of his proverbs are yet remembered
and repeated among Laplanders. To express the vi-

gilance of the Supreme Being, he was wont to say,

Odin's belt is alwaifs buckled. To show that the most

prosperous condition of life is often hazardous^' his

lesson was,. When you slide <m the smoothest ice, beware

of pits beneetth. He consoled his countrymen, when
they werevnce pr^tonng to leave the froeeoi deserts
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of Lapland, and resolved to seek some warmer cli-

mate, by telling them, that the Eastern nations, not-

'withstanding their boasted fertility, passed every

night anildst the horrors of anxious apprehepsion, an<|

were inexpressibly affrighted, and almost stunned,

every morning, with the noise of the sun while he
was rising.

His temperance and severity of manners were his

chief praise. In his early years he never tasted

wine ; nbr would he drink out of a painted cup. He
constantly slept in his armour, with his spear in his

hand; nor would he use. a battle-axe whose handle

was inlaid with brass. He did not, however, perse-

vere in this contempt of luxury ; nor did he close his

days with honour.

One evening, after hunting the Gulos, or wild-

dog, being bewildered in a solitary forest, and hav-

ing passed the fatigues of the day without any inter-

val of refreshment, he discovered a large store of ho*

ney in the hollow of a pine. This was a dainty which
he had never tasted before ; and being at once faint

and hungry, he fed greedily upon it. From this un-

usual and delicious repast he received so much satis-

faction, that, at his return home, he commanded
honey to be served up at his table every day. His

palate, by degrees, became refined and vitiated ; he
began to lose his native relish for simple fare, and
contracted a habit of indulging himself in delicacies;

Jie ordered the delightful gardens of his castle to be
thrown open, in which the most luscious fruits had
been suffered to ripen and decay, unobserved and
untouched, for many revolving autumns, and grati-

fied his appetite with luxurious desserts. At length

he found it expedient to introduce wine, as an agree-

»
i r
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able improvement, or a necessary incjredient, to his

new way of living ; and having once tasted it, he
was tempted, by little and little, to give a loose to

the excesses of intoxication. His general simplicity

of life was changed ; he perfumed, his apartments by
burning the wood of the most aromatic fir, and com-
manded his helmet to be ornamented with beautiful

rows of the teeth of the rein-deer. Indolence and effe-

minacy stole upon him by pleasing and imperceptible

gradations, relaxed the sinews of his resolution, and
extinguished his thirst of military glory.

While Hacho was thus immersed in pleasure and
in repose, it was reported to him, one morning, that

the preceding night, a disastrous omen had been

discovered, and that bats and hideous birds had
drunk up the oil which nourished the perpetual lamp
in the temple of Odin. About the same time, a

messenger arrived to tell him, that the King of Nor-
way had invaded his kingdom with a formidable

army. Hacho, terrified as he was with the omen of

the night, and enervated with indulgence, rouzed

himself from his voluptuous lethargy, and recollect-

ing some faint and few sparks of veteran valour,

marched forward to meet him. Both armies joined

battle in the forest where Hacho had been lost after

hunting ; and it so happened, that the King of Nor-
way challenged him to single combat, near the place

where he had tasted the honey. The Lapland chief,

languid and long disused to arms, was soon over-

powered ; he fell to the ground ; and before his in-

sulting adverearv struck his head from his body, ut-

tered this exclamation, which the Laplanders still use

as an early lesson to their children : ' The vicious^

man should date his destruction from the first tempta-

tion. How justlydol fall a sacrifice to sloth and luxury,

VOL. IL M
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in the place where I first yielded to those allurements

nvhich seduced me to deviate from temperance and
Innocence I the honey which I tasted in this, forest,

an.d not the hand of the King of Norway, conquers
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It may, I think, be justly observed, that few books

disappoint their readers more than the narrations of

travellers. One part of mankind is p-^ rally curious

to learn the sentiments, manners, anu condition of

the rest ; and every mind that has leisure or power

to extend its views, must be desirous of knowing in

what proportion Providence has distributed the bless-

ings of nature, or the advantages of art, among the

l^everal nations of the earth.

This general desire easily procures readers to every

book from which it can expect gratification. The
adventurer upon unknown coasts, and the describer

of distant regions, is always welcomed as a man who
jias laboured for the pleasure of others, and who is

able to enlarge our knowledge and rectify our opi-

nions ; but when the volume is opened, nothing is

found but such general accounts as leave no distinct

idea behinu ihem, or such minute enumerations as

few, can read with either profit or delight.

Every writer of travels should consider, that, like

^11 other authors, he undertakes either to instruct or
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please, or to mingle pleasure with instruction. He
that instructs must offer to the mind something to be

imitated, or something to be avoided ; he that

pleases must offer new images to his reader, and en-

able him to form a tacit comparison of his own state

with that of others, <•
'.

'

The greater part of travellers tell nothing, because

their method of travelling supplies them with nothing

to be told. He that enters a town at night and sur-

veys it in the morning, and then hastens away to

another place, and guesses at the manners of the in-

habitants by the entertainment which his inn afforded

him, may please himself for a time with a hasty

change of scenes, and a confused remembrance of

palaces and churches ; he may gratify his eye with

a variety of landscapes, and regale his palate with a

succession of vintages ; but let him be contented to

please himself without endeavouring to disturb

others. Why should he record excursions by which
nothing could be learned, or wish to make a show of

knowledge, which, without some power of intuition

unknown to other mortals, he never could attain ?

Of those who crowd the world with their itine-

raries, some have no other purpose than to describe

the face of the country ; those who sit idle at home,
and are curious to know what is done or suffered in

distant countries, may be informed by one of these

wanderers, that on a certain day he set out early

with the caravan, and in the first hour's march saw,

towards the south, a hill covered with trees, then

passed over a stream, which ran northward with a

swift course, but which is probably dry in the sum-
mer months ; that an hour after he saw something to

the right which looked at a distance like a castle with

towers, but which he discovered afterwards to be a

m
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craggy rock ; that he then entered a valley, in which
he saw several trees lall and flourishing, watered by
a rivulet not marked in the maps, of which he was
not able to learn the name; that the road afterward

grew stony, and the country uneven, where he ob-

served amotig the hills many hollows worn by tor-

rents, and was told that the road was passable only

part of the year ; that going on they found the re-

mains of a building, once, perhaps, a fortress to se-

cure the pass, or to restrain the robbers, of which

the present inhabitants can give no other account

than that it is haunted by fairies ; that they went to

dine at the foot of a rock, and travelled the rest of

the day along the banks of a river, from which the

road turned aside towards evening, and brought them
within sight of a village, which was once a consi-

derable town, but which afforded then^ neither good
victuals nor commodious lodging.

if
Thus he conducts his reader through wet and dry,

over rough and smooth, without incidents, without

reflection ; and, if he obtains his company for another

day, will dismiss him again at night, equally fa-

tigued with a like succession of rocks and streams,

mountains and ruins.

This is the common style of those sons of entei>

prise, who visit savage countries, and range through

solitude and desolation ; who pass a desart, and tell

that it is sandy ; who cross a valley, and find that it

is green, There are others of more delicate sensi-

bility, that visit only the realms of elegance and
softness ; that wander through Italian palaces, and
amuse the gentle reader with catalogues of pictures

;

that hear masses in magnificent churches, and recount

ht! number of the pillars or variegations of the pav&t
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re-

ment. And there are yet others, who, in disdain of

trifles, copy inscriptions elegant and rude, ancient and

modern ; and transcribe into their book the walls of

every edifice, sacred or civil. He that reads these

books must consider his labour as its own reward ; for

he will find nothing on which attention can fix, or

which memory can retain.

He that would travel for the entertainment of

others, should remember that the great object of

remark is human life. Evv'-y nation has something

particular in its manufactures, its works of genius, its

medicines, its agriculture, its customs, and its policy.

He only is a useful traveller, who brings home some-

thing by which his country may be benefited ; who
procures some supply of want, or some mitigation of

evil, which may enable his readers to compare their

condition with that of others, to improve it when-

ever it is worse, and whenever it is better to enjoy it.

»ei»'-
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« TO THE IDLFR.
SIR,

* I AM the daughter of a gentleman, who during his

life-time enjoyed a small income which arose from a

pension from the court, by which he was enabled to

live in a genteel and comfortable manner.
* By the situation of life in which he was placed,

be was frequently introduced into the company of

those of much greater fortunes than his own, among
whom he was always received with complaisance,

and treated with civility.

* At six years of age I was sent to a boarding-

school in the country, at which I continued till my
father's death. T is melancholy event happened at

a tmie wherj I was by no means of sufficient age to

manage for myself, while the passions of youth con-

tinued unsubdued, and before experience could

guide my sentiments or my actions.

* I was then taken from school by an uncle, to the

care of whom my *'ather had committed me on his

dying-bed. Witii i7im I lived several years; and as

he was unmarried, the management of his family

was committed to me. In this character I always

endeavoured to acquit myself, if not with applause,

at least without censure.

* At the age of twenty-one, a young gentleman of

some fortune paid his addresses to me, and offered
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me terms of marriage. This proposal I should readily

have accepted, becaiise from vicinity of residence,

and from many opportunities of observing his beha-

viour, I had in some sort contracted an affection for

him. My uncle, for what reason I do not know,
refused his consent to this alliance, though it would
have been complied with by the father of the young
gentleman ; and as the future condition of my life

was wholly dependant on him, I was not willing to

disoblige him, and therefore, though unwillingly,

declined the offer.

* My uncle, who possessed a plerHful fortune,

frequently hinted to nie in conversation, that atJiis

death 1 should be provided for in such a maimer that

I should be able tu make my future life comfortable

and happy. As this promise.was often repeated, I

was the less anxious about any provision for myself.

In a short time my uncle was taken ill, and though
all possible means were r<Jide use of for his recovety,

in a few days he died.

* The sorrow arising from the loss of a relation,

by whom I had been always treated with the

greatest kindness, however grievous, was not the

worst of my misfortunes. As he enjoyed an almost

uninterru^ited state of health, he was the less mind**

ful of his dissolution, and died intestate ; by which
means his whole fortune devolved to a nearer rela-

tion, the heir at law. '- •
. • ' rM

* Thus excluded from all hopes of living in the
manner with which I have so Icmg flattered mvself, I

am doubtful what method I shall take to procure a
decent maintenance. J have been educated in a
manner that has set me above a state of servitude,

and my situation renders me unfit for the company of

those witb whom I have hitherto conversed. B«t,
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though disappointed in my expectations, I do not

despair. I will hope that assistance may still be ob-

tained for innocent distress, and that friendship,

though rare, is yet not impossible to be found.
* I am, SIR, "

"«v

* Your humble servant.

,» V •
. » •" f- ^

SOPHIA HEEDFtJL.
f-\ ;n.-

**> *^r>
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As Ortogrul of Basra was one day wandering along

the streets of Bagdat, musing on the varieties of

merchandise which the shops offered to his view, and

observing the different occupations which busied the

multitudes on every side, he was awakened from the

tranquillity of meditation by a crowd that obstructed

his passage. He raised his eyes, and saw the chief

visier, who, having returned from the divan, was

entering his palace.

Ortogrul mingled with the attendants, and being

supposed to have some petition for the visier, was

permitted to enter. He surveyed the spaciou sness of

the apartments, admired the walls hung with golden

tapestry, and the floors covered with silken carpets,

and despised the simple neatness of his own little ha-

bitation, t;' r

Surely, said he to fiimself, this palace is the seat

\

«^
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of happiness, vfhere pleasure succeeds to pleasure^

and discontent and sorrow can have no admission.

Whatever Nature has provided for the delight of

sense, is here spread north to be enjoyed. What can

mortals hope or imagine, r/hich the master of this

palace has not obtained ? The dishes of Luxury cover

Jiis table, the voice of Harmony lulls him in his

bowers ; he breathes the fragrance of the groves of

Java, and sleeps upon the down of the cygnets of

Ganges. He speaks, and his mandate is obeyed

;

he wishes, and his wish is gratified ; all whom he
sees obey him, and all whom he hears flatter

him. How different, Ortogrul, is thy condition, who
art doomed to the perpetual torments of unsatisfied

desire, and who hast no amusement in thy power
that can withhold thee from thy own reflections

.

They tell thee that thou art wise ! but what does

wisdom avail with poverty? None will flatter the

poor, and the wise have very little power of flatter-

ing themselves. That man is surely the most wretch-

ed of the sons of wretchedness, who lives with his

own faults and follies always before him, and wha
has none to reconcile him to himself by praise and
veneration. I have long sought content, and have

not found it ; I will from this moment endeavour to

be rich.

Full of his new resolution, he shut himself in his

chamber for six months, to deliberate how he should

grow rich ; he sometimes proposed to offer himself

as a counsellor to one of the kings of Ip''*' and
sometimes resolved to dig for diamonds in i.*. .nines

of Golconda. One day, after some hours passed in

violent fluctuation of opinion, sleep insensibly seized

him in his chair ; he dreamed that he was ranging a

desert country in search of some one that might
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teach him to grow rich ; and as he stood.on the top

of a hill shaded with cypress, in doubt whither to

direct his steps, his father appeared on a sudden

standing before him. Ortogrul, said the old man, 1

know thy perplexity ; listen to thy father ; turn thine

eye on the opposite mountain. Ortogrul.looked, and
saw a torrent tumbling down the rocks, ^jrparing with

the noise of thunder, and scattering its foam gn the

impending woods. Now, said his father, behold the

valley that lies between the hills. Ortogrul looked,

and espied a little well, out of which issued a small

rivulet. Tell me now, said his father, dost thou

wish fcT sudden affluence, that may pour upon thee

like the mountain torrent, or for a slow and gradual

encrease, resembling the rill gliding from the well ?

Let me be quickly rich, said Ortogrul; let the

golden stream be quick and violent. Look round

thee, said his father, once again. Ortogrul looked,

and perceived the channel of the torrent dry and

dusty ; but following the rivulet from the well, he

traced it to a wide lake, which the supply, slow and
constant, kept always full. He waked, and deter-

mined to grow rich by silent profit and persevering

industry.

Having sold his patrimony, he engaged in mer*

chandise, and in twenty years purchased lands, on

which he raised a house, equal in sumptuousness to

that of the visier, to which he invited all the mini-

sters of pleasure, expecting to enjoy all the felicity

which he had imagined riches able to afiford. Lei-

sure soon made him weary of himself, and he longrd

to be persuaded that he was great and happy. He
was courteous and liberal ; he gave all that ap-

proached him hopes of pleasing him, and all who
should please him hopes of being rewarded. Every
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art of praise was tried, and every source of adulatory

]6ction was exhausted. Ortogrul heard his flatterers

without delight, because he found himself unable to

believe them. His own heart told him his frailties*

his ^»^vn understanding reproached him with his

faults. How long, said he, with a deep sigh, have

I been labouring in vain to amass wealth which at

last is useless ! Let no man hereafter wish to be rich^

who is already too wise to be flattered.

U

.J.;. ',

.

N** 100. SATURDAY, MARCH 15, ITdOl.

t 1 -J-

« TO THE IDLER.
SIR,

"* The uncertainty and defects of language have
produced very frequent cv»mplaiiits among the learn-

ed ; yet there still remain many words among u»

undefinel, which are very necessary to be rightly

understood, and which produce very mischievous

mistakes when they are erroneously interpreted.

• I lived in a state of celibacy beyond the usual

time. In the hurry first of pleasure, and afterwards

of business, I felt no want of a domestic companion

;

but bevOming weary of labour, I soon grew more
weary of idleness, and thought it reasonable to follow

the custom of life, and to seek some solace of my
cares in female tenderness, and some amusement of

juy leisure in female cheerfulness.
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* The choice which has been long delayed is com-
"monly made at last with great caution. My resolu-

tion was, to keep my passions neutral, and to marry

only in compliance with my reason. I drew upon a

page of my pocket-book a scheme of all female vir-

tues and vices, with the vices which border upon
every virtue, and the virtues which are allied to every

vice. I considered that wit was sarcastic, and mag-
nanimity imperious ; that avarice was economical,

and ignorance obsequious; and having estimated the

good and evil of every quality, employed my own
diligence, and that of my friends, to find the lady

in whom nature and reason had reached that happy
mediocrity which is equally remote from exuberance

and deficience.

* Every woman had her admirers and her cen-

surers; and the expectations which one raised were

by another quickly depressed ; yet there was one in

whose favour almost ail suffrages concurred. Miss

Gentle was universally allowed to be a good sort of

woman. Her fortune was not large, but so prudently

managed, that she wore finer clothes, and saw more
company, than many who were known to be twice

~ as rich. Miss Gentle's visits were every where wel-

come ; and whatever family she favoured with her

company, she always left behind her such a degree

of kindness as recommended her to others. Every

day extended her acquaintance ; and all who knew
her declared that they never met with a better sort

" of woman.
* To Miss Gentle I made my addresses, and was

received with great equality of temper. She did not
" in the days of courtship assume the privilege of im*

'posing rigorous commands, or resenting slight of-

fences, if I forgot any of her injunctions, I was

g
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gently reminded ; if I missed the minute of appoint-'

ment, I was easily forgiven. 1 foresaw notliing in

marriage but a halcyon calm, and longed for the

happiness which was to be found in the inseparable

society of a good sort of woman.
* The jointure was soon settled by the intervention

of friends, and the day came in which Miss Gentle

was made mine for ever. The first month was
passed easily enough in receiving and repaying the*

civilities of our friends. The bride practised with

great exactness all the niceties of ceremony, and dis-

tributed her notice in the most punctilious propor-

tions to the friends who surrounded us with their

happy auguries.

* But the time soon came when we were left to our-

selves, and were to receive our pleaf>ures from eacli

other, and 1 then began to perceive that I was not

formed to be much delighted by a good sort of

woman. Her great principle is, that the orders of a

family must not be broken. Every hour of the day
has its employment inviolably appropriated ; nor will

any importunity persuade her to walk in the garden
at the time which she has devoted to her needle-

work, or to sit up stairs in that part of the forenoon

which she has accustomed herself to spend in the

back parlour. She allows herself to sit half an hour
^fter breakfast, and an hour after dinner ; while I am
talking or reading to her, she keeps her eye upon her
watch, and when the minute of departure comes,

will leave an argument unfinished, or the intrigue of

a play unravelled. She once called me to supper

when I was watching an eclipse, and summoned me
at another time to bed when 1 was going to give di-

rections at a fire.

* Her conversation is so habitually cautious, that
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she never talks to me but in general terms, as to one
vhom it is dangerous to trust. For discriminations of

character she has no names : all >vhom she mentions

are honest men and agreeable women. She smiles

not by sensation, but by practice. Her laughter is

never excited but by a joke, and her notion of a

joke is not very delicate. The repetition of a good
joke does not weaken its effect ; if she has laughed

once, she writ laugh again. ^

* She is an enemy to nothing but ill-nature and
pride; but she has frequent reason to lament that

they are so frequent in the world. All who are not

equally pleased with the good and the bad, with the

elegant and gross, with the witty and the dull, all

who distinguish excellence from 'defect, she considers

as ill-natured ; and she condemns as proud all who
repress impertinence or quell presumption, or ex-

pect respect from any other eminence than that of

fortune, to which she is always willing to pay ho-

mage.
* There are none whom she openly hates ; for if

once she suffers, or believes herself to suffer, any con-

tempt or insult, she never disn^isses it from her mind,

but takes all opportunities to tell how easily she can

forgive. There are none \vhom she loves muth bet-

ter than others ; for when any of iier acquaintance

decline in the opinion of the world, bhe always finds

it inconvenient to visit them ; her affection continues

unaltered, but it is impossible to be intimate with

the whole town.
* She daily exercises her benevolence by pitying

every misfortune that happens to every family within

her circle of notice ; she is in hourly terrors lest one

should catch cold in the rain, and another be frighted

?jy the high wind. Her charity she shows by la-
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meriting that so many poor wretches should languish

in the streets, and by wondering what the great can

think on, that they do so little good with such large

estates.

' Her house is elegant, and her tabic dainty, though

she has little taste of elegance^ and is wholly free

from vicious luxury ; but she comforts herself that

nobody can say that her house is dirty, or that her

dishes are not well dressed.

* This, Mr. idler, I have found by long experience

to be the character of a good sort of woman, which

I have sent you for the information of those by whom
a good sort of woman , and a good woman ^ nfay happen
to be used as equivalent terms, and who may suffer

by the mistake, like

* Your humble servant,
'

^;^^v;'i' i;?' 'U^*;. .
* TIM. WABNEIl.*
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Omah, the son of Hussan, had passed seventy-five

years in honour and prosperity. The favour of three

successive califs had filled his house with gold and
silver ; and whenever he appeared, the benedictions

of the people proclaimed his passage.

Terrestrfel happiness is of short continuance. The
brightness of the flame is wasting its fuel ; the fra-

grant flower is passing away in its own odours. The
vig9ur of Omar began to fail, the curls of beauty fell

from his head, strength departed from his hands,

and agility from his feet. He gave back to the c-a-

lif the keys of trust and the seals of secrecy ; and
sought no other pleasure for the remains of life than

the converse of the wise, and the gratitude of the

good. .
*

The powers of his mind were yet unimpaired. His

chamber was filled by visitants, eager to catch the

dictates of experience, and officious to pay the tri-

bute of admiration. Caled, the son of the viceroy of

Jlgypt, entered every day early, and retired late.

He was beautiful and eloquent ; Omar admired his

wit, and loved his docility. Tell me, said Caled,

thou to whose voice nations have listened, and whose

wisdom is known to the extremities of Asia, .tell me
how I may resemble Omar the prudent. The arts

by which you have gained power and preserved it,

are to you no longer necesiary or useful; iinpavt
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to me the secret of your conduct, and teach mt
the plan upon which your "-visdom has built your
fortune.

* Young man/ said Omar, ' it is of little use to

form plans of life. When I took my first survey of
the world, in my twentieth year, having considered

the various conditions of mankind, in the hour of

solitude I said thus to myself, leaning against a cedar

which spread its branches over my head : Seventy

years are allowed to man ; I have yet fifty remain*

ing : ten years I will allot to the attainment of know-
ledge, and ten 1 will pass in foreign countries ; I

shall be learned, and therefore shall be honoured

;

every city will shout at my arrival, and every student

will solicit my friendship. Twenty years thus passed

will store my mind with images which I shall be
busy through the rest of my life in combining and
comparing. I shall revel in inexhaustible accumu-
lations of intellectual riches ; I shall find new plea-

sures for every moment, and shall never more be
weary of n'vself. I will, however, not deviate too

far from the beaten track of life, but will try what
can be found in female delicacy. T will marry a
wife beautiful as the Houries, and wise as Zobeidc;
with her I will live twenty ye^ ^ within the suburbt of
Bagdat, in every pleasure thai wealth can purchase,

and fancy,can invent. I will then retire to a rural

dwelling, pass my last da3rs in obscurity and con-

templation, and lie silently down on the bed of death.

Through my life it shall be my settled resolutton,

that I will never depend upon the smile of prinees

;

that I will never stand exposed to the artifices of

courts; I will never pant for public honours, nor

disturb my quiet with affairs of state. Such was my
VOL.11. N
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lolmne of life, which I impressed indelibly upon my
meflpoiy.- > » - if*.?:. •, .•

' The first part of my ensuing time was to be spent
jn search of knowledge; and I know not how I was
di\rerted from my design. I had no visible impedi-
ments without, nor any ungovernable passidns within.

I regarded knowledge as the highest honour and the

most engaging pleasure; yet day stole upon day;,

and month glided after month, till I found that seven

years of the first ten had vanished, and left nothing

behind them. I now postponed my purpose of tra-

velling ; for why should I go abroad whi so ipuch

remained to be learned at home ? I immured m^^^eif

for four years, and studied the laws of the empire.

The fame of my skill reached the judges; I was
found able to speak upon doubtful questions^ and
was commanded to stand at the footstool of the calif.

I was heard with attention, I was consulted with

confidence, and the love of praise fastened on my
heart.

'I still wished to see distant countries, listened

with rapture to the relations of travellers, and re-

solved some time to ask my dismission, that I might

feast my soul with novelty; but my presence was

always necessary, and the stream of business hurried

tne along. Sometimes I was afraid lest I should be

charged with ingratitude; but I still proposed to

travel, and therefore would not confine myself by

marriage. -^

' In my fiftieth year I began to suspect that the

time of travelling was past, and thought it best to

lay hold on the felicity yet in my power, and in-

dulge myself in domestic pleasures. But at fifty no

jpiian easily finds a woman beautiful as the Houries^

..^f.. f
'm':^'misri§'.
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and wise as Zobeide. I inquired and rejected, con-

sulted and deliberated^ till the sixty-second year

made me ashamed of gazing upon girls. I had now
nothing left but retirement, and for retirement I never

found a time, till disease forced me from public em-
ployment.

.
' Such was my scheme, and such has been its con-

sequence. With an insatiable thirst for knowledge/
I triied away the years ofimprovement ; with a rest-'

less desire of seeing different countries, Ihave always

resided in the same city ; with the highest expecta-

tion of connubial felicity, I have lived unmarried ;

and with unalterable resolutions of contemplative

retirement, I am going to die within the walls of
Bagdat.'

it
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It ttt^ ttldoiA htf^pens to man 4hat hit businew it

bii plcattift. What it done from necessity it so^tften

t» be done when againtt tbe pretent indinatioa) and

91^ often £tb the mind >^ith anxiety* that an hdkbitiial

diilikfl ftoals upon ut, and we shrmk ini^oluntarily

from the rtoienibfance of our task* This is the rea*

iBn why almost erery one vrishes to quit hit empby-
ment ; he does not like another state, but is dit-

gosted with his own.

From this unwillingness to perform more than is

required of that which is commonly performed with

reluctance, it proceeds that few authors write their

own lives. Statesmen, courtiers, ladies, generals, and
seamen, have given to the world their own stones,

and the events with which their different stations

have made them acquainted. They retired to the

closet as to a place of quiet and amusement, and

pleased themselves with writing, because they could

lay down the pen whenever they were weary. But

the author, however conspicuous, or however im-

portant, either in the public eye or in his o;vn, leaves

hh life to be related by his successors, for he cannot

gratify his vanity but by sacrificing his ease.

It it commonly supposed that the uniformity of a

studious life affords no matter for narration : but the

truth is, that of the most studious life a great part

passes without study. An author partakes of the

common condition of humanity ; he is born and mar-

V
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ried like artother man ; lie ha^ hopes and feam* ex-
pectations and disappointments, griefii and joys, and
friends and enemies, like a courtier or a statesman

;

nor can I conceive why his affairs should not excite

curiosity as much as the whisper of a drawing-ropm^

or the factions of a camp. ^

Nothing detains the reader's attention more power-

fully than deep involutions of distress, or sodden vi-

cissitudes of fortune; and these might be abundantly

afforded by memoirs of the sons of literature. They
are intangled by contracts which they know not how
to fulfil, and obliged to write on subjects which they

do not understand. Every publication is a new pe-

riod of time, from which some increase or declension

of fame is to be reckoned. The gradations of a

hero*s life are from battle to battle, and of an author's

from book to book.

Success and miscarriage have the same eflects in

all conditions. The pros]>erou8 are feared, hated,

and flattered ; and the unfortunate avoided, pitied,

and despised. No sooner is a book published than

the writer may judge of the opinion of the world. If

his acquaintance press round him in public places,

or salute him from the other side ot tlie street; if

invitations to dinner come thick upon him, and those

with whom he dines keep him to supper; if the ladies

turn to him when his coat is plain, and the footmen

serve him with attention and alacrity; he may be

sure that his work has been praised by some leader

of literary fashions.

Of declining reputation the symptoms are not less

easily observed. If the author enters a coiFee-house,

he has a box to himself; if he calls at a bookseller's,

the boy turns his back ; and, what is the most fatal

of all prognostics, authors will visit him in a morn-
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ng, and talk to him hour after hour of the malevo-I

ence of critics, the neglect of merit, the bad taste of

the age, and the candour of po'.terity.

All this^ modified and varied by accident and cus<*

torn, would form very amusing scenes of biography,

and might recreate many a mind which is very little

delighted with conspiracies or battled, intrigues of a
court, or debates of a parliament ; 'to this might be
added all the changes of the countenance of i patron,

traced from the first glow which flattery raises in his

cheek, through ardour of fondness, vehemence of

promise, magnificence of praise, excuse of delay, and
lamentation of inability, to the last chill look of final

dismission, when the one grows weary of 8oliciting>

and the other of hearing solicitation^

Thus copious are the materials which have been
hitherto suffered to lie neglected, while the reposi-

tories of every family that has produced a soldier or

a minister are ransacked, and libraries are crowded
.with useless folios of state-papers which will never

be read, and which contribute nothing to valuable

Icnowledge. ^

I hope the learned will be taught to know their

own strength and their value, and, instead of de-

voting their lives to the honour of those who seldom

thank them for their laboursi resolve at last to do
justice to themselvesi

V*' • • •
'
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^^ Etspicere ad longiB jutsit ^dtia uUkna vita,

JUV.

Much oi* the pain and pleasure of mankind arisen

from the conjectures which every one makes of the

thoughts of others ; we all enjoy praise which we do
not hear, and resent contempt which we do not see.

The Idler may therefore be forgiven, if he suffers

his imagination to represent to him what his readers,

will say or think, when they are informed that they,

have now his last paper in their hands. ..
•',

Value is more frequently raised by scarcity than

by use. That which lay neglected when it was com-
mon, rises in estimation as its quantity becomes less.

We seldom learn the true want of what we have till

it is discovered that we can have no more. .^^ ^^
• This essay will, perhaps, be read with care even

by those who have not yet attended to any other ;

and he that finds this late attention recompensed^

will not forbear to wish that he had bestowed it

sooner.

Though the Idler and his readers have contracted

no close friendship, they are perhaps both unwilling

to part. There are few things not purely evil, of

which we can say, without some emotion of uneasi-^

ness,* this is the last. Those who never could agree

together, shed tears when mutual discontent has de-

termined them to final separation ; of a place which
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has been frequently visited, though without pleasure,

the last look is taken with heaviness of heart; and the

Idler, with all his chillness of tranquillity, is not

wholly anaffected by the thought that his last essay

is now before him.

This secret horror of the last is inseparable from a

thinking being, whose life |s limited, and to whom
death it dreadftil. We always make a secret compa*
rison between a part and the whole; the termination

of any period of life reminds us that life itself has

likewise its termination; when we have done any
thing for the hst lluie, we involuntarily reflect that a
part of the days allotted us is past, and that as more
is past there is less remaining.

It is very happily and kindly provided, that in

every life there are certain pauses and interruptions,

which force consideration upon the careless, and se-

riousness upon the light ; points of time where one

course of action ends, and another begins ; and by
vicissitudes of fortune, or alteration of employment,

by change of place or loss of friendship, we are forced

to say of something, this is the lest.

An even and unvaried tenour of life always hides

from our apprehension the approach of its end. Sue**

cession is not perceived but by variation ; he that

lives to-day as he lived yesterday, and expects that

as the present day is, such will be the morrow, easily

conceives time as running in a circle and returning,

to itself. The uncertainty of our duration is im-

pressed commonly by dissimilitude of condition ; it i|i

only by finding life changeable that we are reminded

of its shortness.

This conviction, however forcible at every new \m*

pression, is every moment fading from the mind; and
partly by the inevitable incursion of new images, and

^i
'.< f
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partly by voluntary exclusion of unwelcome thoughts^

we are again exposed to the univenal fallacy ; and
we must do another thing for the last time, before

we consider that the time is nigh when we shall do
no more.

As the last Idler is published in that solemn week
which the Christian world has always set apart for the

examination of the conscience, the review of life, the

extinction of earthly desires, and the renovation of

holy purposes ; I hope that my readers are already

disposed to view every incident with seriousness, and
improve it by meditation; and that, when they see

this series of trifles brought to a conclusion, they

will consider that, by outliving the Idler, they have

passed weeks, months, and years, which are now no

longer in their power; that an end must in time be
put to every thing great as to every thing little ; that

to life must come its last hour, and to this s;/Stem of

being its last day ; the hour at which probation ceases,

and repentance will be vain ; the day in which every

work of the hand and imagination of the heart shall

be brought to judgment, and an everlasting futurity

shall be determined by the past.

,.^3;.. r -;>,}.';.
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